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Message from the Head of Corps

Royal Australian Engineers
Brigadier Wayne Budd, CSC

W

elcome to the 2012 edition of Australian SAPPER.
The tradition of this magazine and your collective
contribution to its production makes it essential
reading and very much your magazine. I enjoy reading about
the Corps achievements in each edition.
2012 has remained a tough year for the Corps. It marks 13
years of continuous higher level operational activity for the ADF
and in the Middle East Area of Operations the sustainment of
significant combat operations. In all of this the sappers of the
Corps have served with distinction. When I review the contribution made by the Corps to our combat operations, I can
report that the work of our people has made a real difference
to the operational outputs and, on the ground, saved countless Australian and partner nation lives. Without those efforts
and courageous souls leading the way in Afghanistan the casualty statistics would have been so much different. For those
of you who have served in our deployments this year you have
earned the admiration of the ADF and Australian community
for your selfless commitment to protecting those with whom
you served.
Operational activity continues to have its impact on the Corps
family. This past year we have lost Sapper James Martin of 2nd
Combat Engineer Regiment to the insidious insider threat which
seeks to destroy the fabric of what we have achieved in Uruzgan
province of Afghanistan, and Corporal Scott Smith of the Special
Operations Engineer Regiment who died during an IED clearance
activity. We have also lost Sapper Jordan Penpraze, a young IET,
during a training accident. Each will be remembered in a special
way by their family and friends.
We have more wounded souls to care for as a result of operations and training. In some incidents there have been quite significant life changing injuries. My observations across the Corps
convince me that our wounded, whether an injury be physical or
psychological, are being well supported and you are all reaching
deep to help. That is the fabric of the Corps that inspires the
mateship and support you know and expect. To all: my praise.
To help in supporting our Corps family our Royal Australian
Engineers Foundation has sought to ensure that it can play an
effective role. For fourteen years the Foundation has provided
support to the Corps family and renewed effort is going into being able to continue support. Komatsu Australia and Interlink
Roads have become significant partners in the Foundations efforts and I expect further corporate support. The Government,
Veteran Affairs, the RSL, Legacy all do a wonderful job in providing help to soldiers in need. An extension to these organisations are the various foundations and trusts that seek to provide
even more. Our Foundation is one of those organisations which
seeks to be a trusted backstop for our sapper community. Please
take the time to listen to what the Royal Australian Engineers
Foundation seeks to achieve and support their efforts where
you can.
This year has also seen the departure of many talented people
after many years of exemplary service. I recall the SME dinner
to farewell retiring senior enlisted personnel Warrant Officers
Class One Neil Goodbun, Graeme Toll, Norm Mews, Russell Parrish, and Ken Betson; Staff Sergeant David Greaves and Sergeant
Pat Doherty. A combined 231 years of service and experience.

People come and go from
the Corps but this group
showed us some exceptional commitment. As
younger Sappers contemplate their personal
futures, please reflect on
what you offer the next
generation and how you can shape our future. For the Corps
leaders, retention is a function of leadership and I ask that we
ensure all our people are encouraged, empowered and given every
opportunity to prosper and advance.
The future has begun to take on more relevance as we start the
transition from combat operations in Afghanistan. Please don’t
place too much emphasis on the current budgetary constraint.
We have been through these periods of tight finance before. The
Chief of Army has made his case for retention of structure and the
Army senior leadership will fight for the level of resourcing necessary to maintain a balanced structure with appropriate operating resources. Army’s Plan Beersheba that depicts the intended
multi-role brigades and force rotation concepts has set out a path
for the Army’s future. Within the concept the engineer requirements are reasonably well defined and engineer command groups
within brigades working with the Force Engineer and his staff we
will be able to expand on the operating model for engineer support. We need to also address the challenges of engineer support
within the amphibious force requirements.
To support these future endeavours we will have a new
School of Military Engineering. The work on the new school at
Holsworthy has begun. The proposed new facilities and layout
will be outstanding for training the Corps. Our infrastructure
staff have done a great job of defining the requirements and I am
happy with how our heritage will be handled. Key Corps heritage items will be moved and incorporated into the new school
site and good provisions have been made for our historical and
education collection. While most of us are saddened to lose the
Casula site as our spiritual home, it might be worth a reflection
on history. When the school was established for World War II
it was not at the Casula site but further away towards Holsworthy. It moved in late 1939 to the current site, so in some ways
the retention of the school in the Western Sydney area is the
key historical aspect. Combine this with the Holsworthy area
providing a substantially better training outcome than other
alternatives. I believe we will all recognise the outcome for what
it delivers when it is finished.
Whether it be combat operations or disaster relief, regular
soldiers or reserve members, in all that we do the Corps is leaving its mark. The value of the sapper and his/her capabilities are
being required more often and as an essential part of any activity.
That is why we are so busy but, busy is good. Thank you for your
work and contribution to the Army’s efforts this year. Enjoy the
traditional stand down period and I look forward to serving with
you again in 2013.
To the veteran community, you can be proud of the modern
Sappers for they carry on your tradition with pride and enthusiasm. Become engaged with us in our future and we look forward
to your ongoing support. Ubique!
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Message from the Corps Sergeant Major

Royal Australian Engineers
:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV2QH&UDLJ(JDQ&6&

I

’m proud to have returned to the Corps in Apr 12 after a
three-year absence filling non-Corps roles as the RSM Melbourne University Regiment and the RSM 4 Brigade. I’m
grateful to those who have provided the continuity allowing me
to adapt and commence timely positive and constructive influence and engagement as the Corps SM. Since commencing my
role, I have been asked on numerous occasions, what is the role
of the Corps SM? One expectation put to me by a junior NCO
was ‘I think the Corps RSM should primarily visit units and
speak with Sappers to understand their perspective’. He is right
however we must remain mindful of the reality of our funding
limitations, my relationship and continued dialogue with your
RSMs and my primary job function and responsibilities. I hope
to give you an idea of my role in this message.
Since May, I have visited SME three times, 1 CER (EX HAMEL),
SOER, 2 CER, 13 Fd Sqn, Army Aboriginal Community Assistance
Program (AACAP) (6 ESR mission conducted by 17 Const Sqn),
Defence Explosive Ordnance Training School and the Headquarters Counter IED Task Force. By year’s end, I will have visited SME
twice more, 6 ESR (including sub-units: 21 Const Sqn, 1 Topo Svy
Sqn and 20 EOD), 22 Const Regt and 2 CER. All of these visits are
under my primary job responsibility as the RAE Senior Enlisted
Trade and Training Manager.
I have spoken with many of you and appreciate your frank and
honest input. This combined with key command, development
and senior soldier input, has helped me understand the dynamics
and complexities of your working environment. Capturing your
experience ensures our lessons learned are transitioned into our
foundation war fighting skills, where appropriate, and individual
training to provide relevance. An example of this has been the
results of an external observation conducted on the Ordnance
Hazard Reduction course in May 12. This lead to consensus on
the future direction of this course from the Corps leadership
(Command level ranks and senior-soldiers), a curriculum review,
a training modification submission, a rewrite of the training management package and the conduct of a pilot course in Oct 12.
This course, while not perfect, now better reflects the capability
requirements of Army and Corps doctrine and includes lessons
learned from our current operations.
My secondary role as the Corps SM (colloquially known as the
Corps RSM) has exposed me to the collective aspects of our capability, particularly during EX HAMEL. This exposure offers me
relevance through direct observation, participation and discussion on the necessary skills development, potential equipment
introduction (new and existing but specific to theatre) and capability needs required for future courses while identifying refinement needs in existing courses. These observations and ideas,
after open and appropriate discussions, are then submitted for
approval and transitioned through our team at RAE Trade and
Training Policy Cell for training development and employment
category implementation. The RAE Cell is located at Headquarters
Combined Arms Training Centre in Puckapunyal.
My participation as an observer trainer on EX HAMEL reinforced how far we have progressed as a Corps and an Army in some
key areas. 1 Brigade’s effective use of geospatial products during
all phases of the battle reflected their understanding (therefore I
hope this is the case in other Formations) of the geospatial skills
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provided within the ‘All
Source Cell’ - including
the use of Image Analysts. This is in stark contrast to my observations
of 10 years ago. I was also
impressed with the use of
our Multi Media Technicians as effective contributors to Psychological Operations in the
lead-up and during the exercise. 1 CER fulfilled its traditional
role in providing support to the manoeuvre commander while
completing significant additional responsibilities that reinforced
the depth of skills, capacity and capability of our people. This diversity in tasking emphasised why a majority of our trades must
continue to be trained in the base requirements of the combat
engineer skills. This aspect reinforced there are never enough
sappers at critical times and all personnel in a unit may be called
upon to conduct basic combat engineering tasks; simply, the skills
provide flexibility to the commander and align to the doctrinal
aspects of our Principles of Employment. While these are positive
aspects, EX HAMEL amplified the ongoing and serious threat to
our ability as a Corps to provide assault and explosive breaching
capability and rapid gap crossing capabilities to our manoeuvre
commander. Some of these capabilities are under development
and procurement however we must remain realistic regards their
timely introduction into service noting they are critical to our relevance on the modern battlefield and critical to success in broader
natures of conflict.
My visit to AACAP (EX SAUNDERS 2012) on the Dampier
Peninsula provided an opportunity to conduct external evaluation of the sapper Electrical trade and to see the project work in
progress by our horizontal and vertical construction assets. RAE
Construction trades continue to provide these communities in
remote regions of Australia with vital infrastructure, with many
of our people deployed on the project for several months. I think
these lengths of commitments by our people within Australia
remain unique to our Corps and inherent to our role. While it
remains a challenge for many of you, it should also provide you
with an immense source of pride. When you look at the rapid deployment of our construction trades to Nauru and Manus Island
in response to Government needs, it is clear we provide a valuable
capability to the ADF and the Government.
As a Corps we continue to face the grim realities of our profession with casualties on operations and recently in training. I
express my condolences to those who have lost family and friends
and my support to those members wounded or injured. I observe
many positive things and I can say with immense pride, witness
the effort and support provided across the Corps to our wounded
people and their families, along with the ongoing support to the
families of those fine sappers no longer in our ranks. Many units
continue to raise financial support for their mates which provide
positive, personal and direct support for their long road to successful recovery. I support every effort being made but would like
to see a broader approach or contribution so we can cater for all
our people in need across the Corps. In an attempt to address this
aspect the RAE Foundation changed its charter mid-way through
2012 and now provides support to Sappers in need beyond that

provided by other Commonwealth and official support agencies.
I seek your support for the Foundation as it strives to raise funds
to support our Sappers. I ask you to review the RAE Foundation
article in this edition of Sapper, visit the web site, see what the
Foundation is doing and see how you can further contribute to
supporting our mates. A small and regular contribution allotted
from your pay ($1 or $2 per pay) will see the RAE Foundation grow
rapidly and postured to provide support to our sappers in need.
In May 12, on behalf of the Corps senior sappers, I presented a
proposal to the RAE Corps Committee for an award to support and
recognise the best sapper and junior NCO in our Corps. This was
approved and is officially known as the RAE Excellence in Military
Engineering Awards. There are three categories: Top ARA Sapper,
Top ARES SPR/ JNCO (combined award) and Top ARA JNCO. The
purpose of the award is to promote excellence in engineering and
leadership. I congratulate all those personnel nominated. It was a
close result and further amplifies the immense talent we have in
the Corps. Award recipients have formally been notified through
their unit chain of command and will be presented with a Silver
Sapper. Recipients are listed in this edition of Sapper. The awards
will be presented on an annual basis and are generously sponsored
by our RAE Corps Fund. I encourage you to support Corps Funds

JUNE 2015

Gallipoli Tour
Centenary of the
Waterloo Dinner

and the initiatives to promote recognition. It is $1 or $2 per pay
dependant on rank and can be made through an allotment. Speak
with your RSM if you require further information.
The Corps continues to conduct its mission to Army and Defence in a ubiquitous and no-nonsense manner. The challenge
for us as a Corps is to provide you with realistic opportunities to
use and transfer your skills into a predominantly training environment, particularly foundation war fighting, equip you with
the tools to do your job while managing expectations based on
resource availability, and retain your experience and expertise so
it benefits Army into the future. The challenge for you is to adapt
to these changing circumstances, acknowledge your experience
on current operations (particularly in the MEAO) may require a
focused effort by you to learn and adapt to the broader nature of
conflict / operations, and understand that many around you may
have less experience with current operations than you, but still
have knowledge, skills and expertise that can benefit the team
overall. These challenges will take strong and determined leadership at all levels to overcome in the next few years. From my
observations of you and discussions with you, I feel our future is
in good hands.
Good soldiering.

The Corps is hoping to put
together a touring party to
visit Gallipoli in June 2015.
At this stage planning is
based on a touring party of
120, with a 14 day and 10 day
itinerary being proposed.
DATES & COSTS:
09-22 June 2015.............. $6900
11-21 June 2015 ............... $6125
(Costs are per person, twin
share and are based on current
exchange rates and airfares)
For further information please
contact WO1 Graham Toll at
RAE.HOC@defence.gov.au

INCLUSIONS:
1. Return economy class
airfare from all mainland
capital cities to Istanbul.
2. All airport taxes, fees and charges.
3. Share twin accommodation throughout,
four star in Istanbul, three star (Kum) at Gallipoli.
4. All meals throughout.
5. Private Bosphorus cruise with lunch.
6. Private boat tour along the Gallipoli coast,
subject to ferries being available in 2015.
7. $XVWUDOLDQEDWWOHÀHOGJXLGHSHUFRDFKWKURXJKRXW
8. Local English speaking guide throughout.
9. Deluxe air conditioned coaches.
10. Tips to local guides and drivers.
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The RAE Foundation
Revitalised and Ready to Support the Sapper
By Lieutenant Colonel Matthew Prior
In 2012, the RAE Foundation has focussed on raising its profile
and building corporate awareness of the Foundation and its goals.
As part of the RAE’s 110th birthday celebrations, the Foundation launched its website on the 1st of July and has undertaken
fundraising as a key activity for the year.
Established in 1999, the Foundation is a voluntary, not-forprofit organisation founded by Sappers, for Sappers. The Foundation has five objectives, which are to:
t .BJOUBJOUIFIFSJUBHFPG"VTUSBMJBhTNJMJUBSZFOHJOFFSJOH
t $POEVDUIJTUPSJDBMSFTFBSDIJOUPUIFëFMEPGNJMJUBSZFOHJOFFSing in Australia and produce written histories.
t "TTJTU JO UIF XFMGBSF PG UIF NFNCFST PG UIF $PSQT PG 3PZBM
Australian Engineers and, in special circumstances, their dependants.
t 4VQQPSUQSPKFDUTUIBUXJMMFOIBODFUIFJNBHFPGUIF$PSQT
t &ODPVSBHFUIFQVSTVJUPGFYDFMMFODFJOUIFëFMEPGNJMJUBSZFOgineering.
‘The Sapper community in Australia has a proud tradition of service to our nation’ said COL John Wertheimer (Retd), Chairman
of the RAE Foundation. ‘The Foundation seeks to honour that
tradition while looking to serve the interests of current and future
Sappers and their families.’
The Foundation’s current focus is a response to the increased need for support for Sappers in the wake of recent
Afghanistan deployments.
A8IJMFUIF%FQBSUNFOUTPG%FGFODFBOE7FUFSBOTh"êBJSTQSPvide some welfare support to our soldiers and their families,
there are still a number of areas not covered by the Government or other support agencies’, said COL Wertheimer. ‘The
RAE Foundation strives to address these shortfalls as a way of
acknowledging the service and needs of our soldiers, as well as
fostering the close bonds within the Australian military engineering community.’
As a result, the Foundation has a developed range of programs, through which it will broaden its support to the families
and dependants of our Sappers. These programs will particularly
focus on wounded soldiers and dependants of those killed in
action. The valuable and ongoing support of our Partners will
maintain these programs and allow the Foundation to develop
more in the future.
‘Our suite of programs includes welfare support programs
for soldiers who are injured and the families of those killed
while serving. We also work with industry to find employment opportunities for soldiers who can no longer serve,
but still have valuable skills for employers. We see this as
a ‘hand-up’ for the soldier, rather than a hand-out’ said
COL Wertheimer.
The current suite of RAE Foundation Programs are:
t .POBTI 1SPHSBN OBNFE BGUFS (FOFSBM 4JS +PIO .POBTI  
provides grants, interest free loans, referrals to agencies and
welfare support to members and their dependants affected by
service-related death or injury.
t 4LJMMJOHUIF4BQQFS1SPHSBNQSPWJEFTQSPGFTTJPOBMEFWFMPQment opportunities in the field of military engineering for
serving Sappers.
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t )FSJUBHF(SBOUTQSPWJEFGVOEJOHUPJOEJWJEVBMTPSPSHBOJTBtions to research and produce heritage documents related to
military engineering.
t 8BSSJPS8PSLGPSDF1SPHSBNFOBCMFTCVTJOFTTBOEPUIFSPSganisations to offer returned Sappers access to training and
employment programs, ideally with employment after successful completion.
The Foundation has commenced meeting with businesses and industry groups to generate corporate support and donations for
the Foundation’s Programs. Part of this activity involved organising a charity fundraising dinner – the inaugural Reynolds Dinner
– in September.
The Reynolds Charity Dinner, is named after Sapper Fred
Reynolds, Australia’s first official casualty at Gallipoli on 25 April
1915. Attendance at this event offers industry a chance to find out
more about the Foundation and how they could support Sappers
through the Foundation. The dinner, held at the National Gallery of Australia in Canberra, auctioned a number or artworks
produced by serving and former members of the RAE as well as
supportive artists.
‘The fundraising dinner will be an annual event for the
Foundation,’ said COL Wertheimer. ‘It will be a great opportunity for our corporate partners to be publicly acknowledged
and to showcase an often overlooked pool of talent within our
Sapper community. Artists within the Corps are certainly encouraged to develop artworks for possible inclusion in next
year’s auction!’
‘Sappers are a tight-knit community and always have been,’ he
said. ‘The Foundation is one way for those of us who have served
to give something back to the Corps, and to those serving soldiers
who are writing its history today.’
More information can be found on the Foundation’s website
at: www.raefoundation.org.au
Want to show your support for the Foundation?
The RAE Foundation is not the same as unit RTF or Corps
Funds. The RAE Corps Fund does great work providing support to the Corps and its members. However, it can only assist current serving military members, regardless of whether
the applicant for support is a contributing member. Further,
the RAE Corps Fund is only able to provide limited funds
within specific guidelines.
On the other hand, the RAE Foundation is a registered
charitable organisation. This means that the Foundation has
greater flexibility to collect funds and to make donations
than the RAE Corps Fund, which is governed by Non-Public Monies regulations. Consequently, your donation to the
Foundation can be used where it is needed most, when it is
needed most.
Donations to the Foundation can be made through PMKeys
allotment as well as directly online at the Foundation website
at: www.raefoundation.org.au

Top: John Wertheimer, Chairman RAE Foundation, Colin Shaw, General Manager, People & Strategy – Komatsu Australia, Tom Zube - Regional
General Manager, NSW - Komatsu Australia, Todd Connolly - Head of Marketing & Corporate Planning – Komatsu Australia
Above: COL Bruce Murray, contributing artist Amber Knight, Mr Martin Beanland, COL Russ Maddalena, Mr Greg Bowyer, COL Noel Beutel with
Amber’s painting ‘Sapper Knight’. As the winning bidders for this painting, the syndicate will present the painting at the opening of the new SME
Headquarters building at Holsworthy Barracks.
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Force Engineer Branch
By Colonel Steve Gliddon

INTRODUCTION
Reflecting on the past two years, the Force Engineer Branch (FEB)
progressively gathered momentum, and now has a long list of
tasks completed to illustrate just how far we’ve come in such a
short time. With the Force Engineer appointed and the nucleus
of the FEB formed in 2010, the most significant body of work in
the early days was the Unit Establishment Reviews of Forces Command’s (FORCOMD) Regular RAE units. In no particular order,
and with some efforts ongoing, other key achievements include:
raising 20 Explosive Ordnance Disposal Squadron (EOD), raising
the Imagery Analysis capability in the 6th Engineer Support Regiment, producing the Force Modernisation Plan, Introduction Into
Service (IIS) of a protected route clearance capability, forward
planning for Army Aboriginal Community Assistance Program
(AACAP), surging Explosive Detection Dog training, surging
Explosive Hazards related training to deliver blow-in-place and
“upskilled” Explosive Ordnance Recovery (EOR) technicians, provision of Engineer Plans support to Headquarters, 1st Division
(HQ 1 Div), deploying fly-away teams in support of exercises and
operations, development of future unit structures, contribution
to the Amphibious capability development, and advice and planning support to HQ FORCOMD, HQ 1 Div, Army HQ (AHQ) and
HQ Joint Operations Command (JOC). Accordingly, I applaud the
efforts of Colonel John Shanahan, who was central to FEB’s first
steps and successes – the Branch is well positioned to continue
delivering for the Corps. After looking behind us, it’s now timely
to reinforce what the Branch does, our major focus areas for 2012,
and priorities for the future.

FORCE ENGINEER BRANCH
2012 is significant for the Modular Engineer Force (MEF). January
2012 marked the implementation of the regular Unit Establishments “built” during the review process conducted during August/
September 2010. The FEB was no exception – the full establishment of 12 personnel went live, enabling the Branch to maintain
the momentum gathered during 2011, and continue addressing
broader Engineer capability issues on behalf of the Commander,
6th Brigade (Comd 6 Bde), consistent with the Branch role.
As part of HQ 6 Bde’s, Combat Support & Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition and Reconnaissance (CS & ISTAR), the
FEB’s role is to provide technical engineer planning advice on all
Army engineer capabilities, and act as the focal point for all Army
engineer matters in order to support the conduct of operations
and the generation and sustainment of Engineer capabilities. Key
tasks include:
t 1SPWJTJPOPGFOHJOFFSQMBOTBEWJDFUP)2%JW JODMVEJOHBTsignment of a small plans team to support any deployment or
planning activity by Defence Joint Force HQ as a Joint Task
Force when required.
t 1SPWJTJPOPGBUFDIOJDBMDPOUSPMGSBNFXPSLGPSBEBQUJWFBOE
responsive military engineering on behalf of the manoeuvre
support capability advocate (Comd 6 Bde (CS&ISTAR)).
t $PPSEJOBUJPOPGGPSDFHFOFSBUJPOSFRVJSFNFOUTBDSPTTUIF.&'
to deliver the most appropriate operational engineer effect.
t $BQUVSJOH PQFSBUJPOBM MFTTPOT BOE NBOBHJOH UIF ìPX CBDL
into the Force Generation (FORGEN) and Operational Generation (OPGEN) models.
t "SUJDVMBUJPO PG UIF TUBOEBSET BOE DFSUJëDBUJPO SFRVJSFE GPS
engineer assets.
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The RAE Modular Engineer Force – Force Modernisation Plan
(MEF FMP) is the framework within which the Branch’s role and
key tasks are operationalised. Nested within the 6 Bde plan, we
aim to implement the MEF FMP by integrating engineer requirements and contributions into current activities and capability development, by consolidating current initiatives to advance
engineer capabilities, and by educating stakeholders about what
Engineers do, key planning considerations and how we can help
drive mission success. Force Engineer Branch responsibilities are
consistent with developments since 2010 and include advising on
equipment development; supporting planning and the conduct of
operations; and providing Engineer advice to HQ FORCOMD, HQ
1 Div, AHQ, HQ JOC, the Manoeuvre Brigades and the Engineer
Regiments – confirming the validity of the MEF concept.
The Force Engineer Branch consists of three staff sections:
plans; operations and training; and policy, works and standards.
t 1MBOTTFDUJPOJTUIFMFBEGPSFOHJOFFSQMBOTBEWJDFUP)2%JW
and Army, OPGEN issues, Counter Improvised Explosive Device (CIED) and Explosive Hazard issues, amphibious capability development, engineer force modernisation, and engineer
elements of Land 400 and Land 907.
t 0QFSBUJPOTBOE5SBJOJOHTFDUJPOJTUIFMFBEGPSEFWFMPQNFOU
and synchronisation of collective training, Geospatial Intelligence issues, capability development, doctrine, lessons learned,
international engagement, and interaction with HQ 2 Div.
t 1PMJDZ 8PSLTBOE4UBOEBSETTFDUJPOJTUIFMFBEGPS3"&VOJU
establishment reviews, equipment and introduction into service issues, engineer works and facilities, TRF compliance, and
engineer policy and standards.
All staff sections are prepared to contribute members (O4/O3/E9)
to the deployable Engineer Plans Team in support of HQ 1 Div.
With a necessarily wide remit, the Branch’s work across these areas allows Units and Sub-Units to concentrate on their respective
core business, which prevents unnecessary work being delegated
down to busy Units that should otherwise be focusing on training
and operations.

CURRENT FOCUS AREAS
Consistent with the Branch’s remit, FEB staff directly contributed to operations over the year. Supporting NINGAUI’s IIS is
the most critical element of our operational support because of
the force protection enhancement it delivers to mounted movement in Afghanistan. In addition to one individual deployment
supporting the NINGAUI operational implementation as part of
Op SLIPPER, the Branch also provided plans teams in support
of the Wagga Wagga Flood relief efforts, and Op RESOLUTE as
part of Defence’s support to establish temporary offshore immigration processing facilities. In particular, shortly after arriving
in the Branch, LTCOL Mick Scott deployed as the Commander of
Task Group 639.4, the organisation formed to deliver Defence
support on Nauru and Manus Island. These efforts have directly
exercised our planning links with HQ 1 Div, HQ FORCOMD, AHQ
and others, reinforcing the value of the Branch as the focal point
for Army engineer support. Outside operational theatres, more
routine business continued, including support to, and oversight
of, key exercise commitments including the Pozieres series, Ex
HAMEL and Ex PACIFIC PARTNERSHIP, planning and conduct
of AACAP, and planning and conduct of Command Initiated Ex-
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All sections are to be prepared to provide personnel to support the deployable Engineer Plans Team for HQ 1 DIV

plosive Device (CIED) related training for the Royal Thai Armed
Forces. Within this mix of non-operational activities, Plan BEERSHEBA and the Amphibious capability development are amongst
the most important in Army.
Plan BEERSHEBA is Army’s response to the Defence White
Paper and a major body of work that will inform the next White
Paper. BEERSHEBA will position Army to successfully transition
from being on continuous operations, optimised for current conflicts, to a force structured, equipped and prepared to win joint
land battles of the future. Over the next few years it will involve
15 key activities, including structural changes within Army. The
end state will be fundamentally alike manoeuvre brigades, supported by the enabling brigades and the Army Reserve (ARes).
Our work this year has focused on two key areas: 2 Div RAE unit
establishment reviews, and the Multi-role Combat Brigades.

The 2 Div RAE Unit Establishment Reviews (UER) are being
conducted in two stages. The first stage examined the 2 Div Construction Engineer capability during May/June 2012 and are set
to deliver three key outcomes:
t %JTFTUBCMJTINFOUPGBOE$POTUSVDUJPO3FHJNFOUT (PWernment directed outcome).
t (FOFSBUF UIF FTUBCMJTINFOU DPWFS GPS B OFX &OHJOFFS 3FHJment to be established in South East Queensland.
t (FOFSBUFUIFFTUBCMJTINFOUDPWFSGPSUIF"3FT$JWJMJBO.JMJtary Cooperation (CIMIC) capability.
The Unit Establishment of the four ARes Construction Squadrons was reviewed and one Squadron will be placed in each of
the Future ARes Engineer Regiments – 22, 5, 8 and 11 Engineer Regiments. The heritage aspects of disestablishing 21 and
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22 Construction Regiments were carefully considered and will
be perpetuated through the Construction Squadrons as well as
unit, sub-unit and Troop level numbering in specific cases. The
second stage of the 2 Div RAE UER is currently scheduled for
March 2013 and will review the Combat Engineer Sub-units,
Engineer Regiment Headquarters and the Littoral and Riverine
Survey Squadron. Overall, the process will deliver fundamentally alike ARes Engineer Regiments to 4, 5, 8, and 11 Brigades.
Each Regiment will consist of a Regimental HQ, one Combat
Engineer Squadron and one Construction Squadron. 3 and 13
Field Squadrons will also be reviewed and their structures will
likely reflect some additional refinements to take account of their
unique placement within respective Brigades and the associated
Command and Technical Control (TECHCON) challenges. All
ARes unit structures are planned to be loaded in 2013 and “go
live” in January 2014.
Outside of 2 Div, Army is now examining the unit structures
inside the Multi-role Combat Brigades. A UER activity was hosted
by 7 Bde in August 2012, where all unit structures were reviewed,
including the Combat Engineer Regiment (CER). Having examined the future CER structure as part of Army Modernisation
Steering Group activities last year, we were well postured to enter
the UER. Vulnerabilities identified as part of the MEF FMR in
2010 are still present and we will continue to press the case for
enhancements so that the CER is enabled to support Multirole
Combat Brigade (MCB) manoeuvre.
Development of the ADF’s Amphibious Capability is the second
major body of work within Army at present. Army’s work is being
led by HQ 1 Div, and supported by HQ FORCOMD and other areas
within Army. All efforts are building towards the initial operating
capability, represented by the Amphibious Ready Element (ARE) embarked on HMAS CANBERRA, being certified by December 2014
(current schedule), followed by Full Operational Capability, represented by the Amphibious Ready Group (ARG) embarked in HMA
Ships CANBERRA, AEDLAIDE and CHOULES, being certified by
September 2017 (current schedule). Force structures for the ARE and
the ARG continue to evolve, along with the Force Generation concept
Below (from top): A Landing Helicopter Dock (LHD) is expected to
enter service in 2014; Landing Ship, Dock (LSD), HMAS CHOULES was
commisioned 13 Dec 2011.

and requirements across the Fundamental Inputs to Capability. Load
planning exercises conducted earlier in the year helped to identify
considerations and pressures when embarking the ARE and ARG.
Engineer considerations at force level and below have been injected
throughout these processes in order to build the most appropriate
Engineer organisation to support the Land Forces. The capstone
document informing our contributions is the Engineer Amphibious
Concept of Employment (CONEMP), available on the FEB Defence
Restricted Network website. Although an evolving document, the
CONEMP has been circulated widely and has matured quickly thanks
to the efforts of a multitude of RAE and Amphibious staff officers.
Drawing on a first principles analysis and historical examples, the
CONEMP outlines key tasks and force structures required for the
variety of Amphibious missions, which positions the Corps strongly
as we get closer to fielding the capability.
   Although not of a scale and breadth comparable with Plan
BEERSHEBA and the Amphibious capability development, there
are numerous other matters that have demanded Branch attention over the year. Two further focus areas are: implementation
of actions to improve CIED capabilities on Op SLIPPER, and Introduction Into Service (IIS) of the Australian Protected Route
Clearance Capability (APRCC – NINGAUI).
Events during Op SLIPPER last year prompted a series of actions to
fine tune the search capability. The key role of Engineer Search Advisors (ESAs) was highlighted, particularly the importance of ESAs to
supporting the manoeuvre Commander’s planning and provision of
feedback together with their importance to planning, overseeing and
reviewing Search operations. The conduct of After Action Reviews,
led by ESAs and search team commanders, was also emphasised as
a means of addressing fatigue and supporting other Search teams
operating as part of the force. ESAs are now exercised as part of the
Pre-Deployment Training (PDT) program, including during Specific to
Theatre Training, the Search Certification Exercise (CERTEX) and the
Combat Training Centre (CTC) led Mission Rehearsal Exercise. Similarly, individual search skills and technique are receiving greater emphasis
through use of the Saab CIED Clearance Trainer (CCT), both in Australia and in-theatre. The Saab CCT is a contracted training tool that
enables searchers to get the most from their equipment by optimising
operator technique to fully exploit equipment capability. Searchers can
expect to use the Saab CCT during STT, CERTEX, RSO&I (Reception,
Staging, Onward Movement and Integration) and mid-tour. In-theatre training is not further assessment, but an opportunity to refresh
technique and directly address the effects of fatigue.
NINGAUI became a reality late last year when an interim
capability was fielded in Afghanistan as part of the Mentoring
Task Force 4 (MTF-4) rotation. The advent of NINGAUI is a major
step forward in providing mounted mobility support to tactical
commanders. When mature, a single NINGAUI Mobility Support
Detachment (MSD) will consist of:
t 5XP)VTLZ.BSLQSPUFDUFEWFIJDMFTëUUFEXJUI(SPVOE1FOetrating Radar (GPR), to enable protected standoff detection
of Improvised Explosive Devices (IEDs).
t 0OF)VTLZ.BSLQSPUFDUFEWFIJDMFëUUFEXJUIBOJOUFSSPHBtor arm (IA), to enable the protected investigation of potential
IED sites identified by the Husky vehicle fitted with GPR.
t 5XP4FMG1SPUFDUJPO"EBQUJWF3PMMFS,JU 41"3, NJOFSPMMFS
Mark II (SMRII) to be mounted on Bushmaster vehicles, to enable confirmation that a route has been cleared by the advance
elements of the route clearance team.
t 5XPQSPUFDUFE)JHI.PCJMJUZ&OHJOFFS&YDBWBUPST ).&& UPFOable a route to be immediately repaired if damaged by an IED detonation, or to enable route bypass if the tactical situation permits.
Defence borrowed elements of two systems of Canadian Expedient Route Opening Capability (EROC) equipment in Afghanistan
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Above (from top): Husky Mark 3 GPR; Husky Mark 3 IA

to cover the capability gap between now and when Project NINGAUI can deliver capability to theatre. The first tranche of acquisition of the SMRII and HMEE when combined with the Canadian
EROC equipment formed an initial deployment capability of one
route clearance system in Afghanistan from mid 2012.
The Australian equipment is currently being delivered into theatre and will enable the Canadian equipment to be returned early in
2013. With route selection driven by an ESA’s analysis of the threat
(informed by available intelligence) the NINGAUI capability offers
a significant enhancement to Australia’s freedom of action when
moving between two points. NINGAUI is not an assault or breaching capability; but is an excellent capability for deliberate, protected
movement amidst the type of threat faced in Afghanistan, and likely to be faced in the future. Harnessing NINGAUI’s strengths will
contribute to saving the lives of our soldiers in Afghanistan.

t

Future Priorities
There are a myriad of issues to be addressed in order to ensure the
MEF is postured to support the future force. Much of the work
ahead will build on the work done by the Branch in the last two
years. Priority areas will include:
t Support to operations. Supporting operations is paramount
while we remain committed in various locations around
the globe. Ensuring that our sappers are well prepared and
equipped is key. Taking advantage of emerging technologies
and refining tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) will
ensure we retain the initiative as we strive towards achieving
our mission.
t *OTUJUVUJPOBMJTJOHDBQBCJMJUJFT USBJOJOHBOEDVMUVSF Our
planning, preparation and conduct of operations over the
last decade has evolved considerably along with the way we
dismount from operations. Our TTPs and the preparation of
specialist capabilities have been derived from the pressures
and realities faced in theatre. As our operational tempo slows,
judiciously institutionalising developments, lessons and doctrine of enduring value is important to the MEF’s maturation.
Op SLIPPER will figure prominently in this process as will
CIED related matters, which are mandated by a Chief of Army

t

Directive (32/2010). Specific examples include, embedding allcorps search in our training continuums and adjusting other
specialist training (such as EOR and OHR courses) to ensure
we are best postured for future operations. Some organisational changes may also be warranted, including enhancing
SME’s ability to deliver CIED related training in preparation
for future operations.
MEF equipment inserts. Realising the MEF’s full potential
was predicated on equipment inserts being delivered to key
units. The lack of tactical mobility and survivability capabilities, including the lack of major systems for assault breaching and bridging, were noted as key vulnerabilities when the
MEF structures were approved in 2010. Plan BEERSHEBA,
Land 400 and Land 907 provide the capability development
mechanisms within which the MEF equipment inserts will be
pursued. MOTS solutions available now provide a window into
the future. Major exercises provide the opportunity to demonstrate such capabilities and reinforce the need.
1MBO#&&34)&#" Ongoing work for Plan BEERSHEBA will involve multiple areas. The first is the continuing development of
the MCB. The second is stage 2 of the RAE 2 Div UER, currently
scheduled for March 2013, which will complete the MEF FMR
series of UERs. The ARes structures agreed in March 2013 are
currently scheduled to be loaded in 2013, “go live” in 2014, and
together with the Australian Regular Army (ARA) structures, will
take the Corps forward to 2016. The third aspect of Plan BEERSHEBA involves reviewing, and possibly changing, aspects of
Army’s Geospatial capabilities in advance of broader structural
changes foreshadowed under the plan. There are many aspects of
the broader Geospatial capability that will be addressed, including
development of a CONOPS for Multi-Media Technicians, revision
of Officer training requirements, developing organisation and
trade solutions for the surveying capability, decisively resolving
what corps the geospatial capability should reside in, and assessing the feasibility of a Joint Geospatial unit.
4QFDJBMJTUDBQBCJMJUJFT A number of our specialist capabilities
are not healthy and require reinvigoration and or refocus as part
of a broader remediation effort. Explosive Detection Dogs (EDDs),
Army Work Diving (AWD), Army Emergency Response (AER),
EOD and water supply are five such capabilities that demand effort to ensure they remain viable and sustainable. Remediation
of the EDD capability is well underway after a contracted surge in
2012, but requires sustained effort if a full recovery is to be made.
AWD has suffered due to operational tempo and requires a plan to
regenerate and sustain teams in each ARA unit. The AER capability has undergone many changes in the last decade. A CONOPS is
being developed to provide clear direction for the capability. The
CONOPS will aim to balance the needs of 16 Avn Bde and the Manoeuvre Bdes/MCBs within the context of respective Force Generation (FORGEN) cycles and the Amphibious capability development to ensure the AER capability remains relevant, affordable
and sustainable. The EOD capability is recovering, but still needs
attention to fully institutionalise fixes and improvements made to
date. The water supply capability has suffered through sub-optimal
IIS of the Reverse Osmosis Water Purification Unit Operator and
maintainer training coupled with a more cost effective basis of
provisioning are the important first steps towards reinstating the
capability. Regular production of potable water, either as continuation training or a directed task will then be central to maintaining
the capability synchronised with the FORGEN cycle.
"DDFTTUPBOENBOBHFNFOUPGTQFDJBMJTUFRVJQNFOU Rationalisation of equipment fleets is driven by AHQ under the Strategic
Reform Program, but is not new. The reduction of Army’s fleet of
C and D vehicles to a core of 24 equipment types (Core 24) was
endorsed in 2006, but it’s implementation faltered. Army con-
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tinues to minimise the number of orphan fleets, but experience
shows that certain vehicles and equipment need to be owned
because they cannot be hired. Hire of common engineer vehicles
and equipment has also become more cumbersome because the
original standing offer was not renewed and the implementing
directive was never signed. Close oversight of specialist vehicle
fleets combined with revision and reinvigoration of the Core 24
standing offer for vehicle and equipment hire will enable us to
maintain capabilities that were hitherto difficult to sustain.
t +PJOUDBQBCJMJUJFT There are a number of RAE capabilities that
are genuinely maintained in at least one of the other services,
such as EOD, construction engineers, EDDs, hydrographic survey and diving. Some of these capabilities are already trained
by joint units or exist in joint units. Further opportunities for
integration of specific capabilities will be explored if and where

tangible benefits could be realised, including better alignment
with the FORGEN cycle, cost effectiveness, and better capacity
to accommodate directed collective training.

Conclusion
We are busy in FEB, but employed and acting as intended under
the MEF FMR on behalf of Army’s manoeuvre support capability advocate, Comd 6 Bde. TECHCON responsibilities across Army
provide challenges, but present nothing that is insurmountable.
We are contributing to key development areas that are crucial to
the Corps, and through these activities we are shaping the Corps’
future for success, which is all the motivation we need to continue
in a high tempo, budget constrained environment. There are clearly
many areas of the Corps that require focussed effort, and over the
next 12 months my aim is to take those areas forward with you.

Corps Capability Development
Army Headquarters
By Lieutenant Colonel Robert Sanders
The Engineer Cell in the Directorate of Combined Arms Development – Army is responsible for the Corps representation in
all major and minor projects relating to capability development
requirements. The cell is the link between the good ideas and reality, progressing requirements through the formal Defence Capability Plan processes, or progressing shorter notice requirements
through Army Minor Projects, or through the Land Capability
Battleworthiness Board for support to current operations.
The cell has a wide range of direct and indirect Major and
Minor project responsibilities, and is also engaged in the more
immediate capability requirements in support to Engineers on
operations. The focus this year has been predominantly on the
operational implementation of Joint Project 154 Phase 3A – NINGAUI, and in support to the Force Structure Review (FSR) process
to prepare for the next Defence White Paper (DWP) and Defence
Capability Plan (DCP).
Project NINGAUI is introducing an Australian Protected
Route Clearance Capability to operations in Afghanistan. Army
has learned many lessons over the past 12 months through the
employment of a loaned Canadian Expedient Route Opening Capability in theatre. The Project NINGAUI equipment is part way
through delivery to both theatre and Australia, with full equipment deliveries expected to be completed to Afghanistan in time
for the Advisory Task Force rotation one (ATF1), and to Australia
in time to support mission specific training for ATF2.
Troops from Mentoring Task Force Four (MTF 4), the Third Royal
Australian Regiment Task Group, and ATF1 have all experienced
working with this equipment. The High Mobility Engineer Excavator
(HMEE) in particular has proven itself valuable not only in MSD operations, but in support to other Engineer tasking across Uruzgan.
Other work this year in support of operations has focused on
acquisition of a Lightweight All-Corps Hand Held Mine Detector
– the F3 Compact, and in acquisition of training aids to support
Explosive Hazards Awareness and Protection Training, as well as
support to specialist Engineer and EOD training.
The Force Structure Review process for Engineers has focused
on heavy protected mobility support, combat engineering, Explo-
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sive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) and C&D vehicle capabilities. The
Government announced a range of budget cuts to Defence earlier
this year, with a reduction of $970 million for financial year 12/13,
and a reduction of $5.5 Billion to the Defence budget across the
forward estimates period. Four Army Major projects have been
cancelled, and 11 have been delayed by one year (including JP
2110 Phase 1B – CBRN Defence, and JP 154 Ph 2 – Joint Counter
IED), and two projects have been delayed by two years. This has
required significant work to analyse the impacts and reschedule
requirements to the DCP. With the impacts of the DCP budget cut
announcements, it is unclear at this stage how much of the FSR
work will move forward into the DWP and DCP.
The future focus for the cell will be on finalisation of FSR / DWP
inputs; finalising delivery and introduction into service of Land
144 Countermine, JP 2059 Phase 3 Bulk Liquid Distribution and
AMP 50.14 EOD kits; and on progression to first pass and beyond
of JP 154 Phase 2 Joint Counter IED and Land 155 Enhanced Gap
Crossing Capability.
JP 154 Ph 2 aims to address further Force Protection Electronic Counter Measure development, to include EOD carry forward
requirements, as well as a mounted IED detection capability, and
a Weapons Technical Intelligence capability. Land 155 will address the combat bridging requirements of Army into the future,
replacing the Medium Girder Bridge and Floating Support Bridge
capabilities. L155 will not address assault bridging – this capability gap is to be addressed through the FSR / DWP process.
Further work in the Corps, through the Force Engineer Capability
Working Group will be required to address issues with Army Working
Dive, particularly in support to our increasing Amphibious requirements, and in institutionalisation of all of the positive equipment
and tactics, techniques and procedures outcomes from our commitment to Afghanistan, Timor Leste and the Solomon Islands. This
work ranges from rationalisation of the equipment we have acquired
under rapid acquisition, introducing into service those items that
have an enduring positive capability outcome for Defence, through
to updating our Doctrine and training requirements to reflect the
lessons we have learned through support to operations.

School of Military Engineering
Home of the Sapper - Moving in 2015
2012 has proven to be a challenging year for SME. I know the
school’s staff and instructors have worked hard to improve the
quality of training delivered on our courses. It is evident to me,
when I get around the school to observe training, that we have
a talented group of staff and instructors who care deeply about
what they do. They are keen to impart their knowledge and experiences to ensure we continue to provide well trained folk for our
Corps, the Army and other Services. Pleasingly we have delivered
on our directed training requirement and achieved some excellent
training outcomes.
Our focus in 2013 is to continue raising the bar on our training standards and to deliver innovative training. Next year we
look forward to the introduction of new capability into the
school, such as the route clearance system being delivered by
Project NINGAUI, and our custodial role in delivering important new training. We will also continue to support our higher
headquarters in training development matters by providing the
right subject matter experts to make sure that we are delivering
the right training through RAE’s TMPs. Last year I informed you
that we were planning on the transfer of Army Dive Wing to the
Royal Australian Navy Dive School around mid-2012 to form an
ADF Dive School. The transfer has not occurred and progress
has been slow, although it is anticipated that it will still occur
some time in 2013.
Progress continues on the Moorebank Unit Relocation Project
which will see the school relocate to Holsworthy Barracks in the
first half of 2015. Last year I wrote that ‘we have been working
Below (From Top): The CDF promotes SPR Armstrong to CPL during
his visit in April while CO SME looks on; A key milestone of the MUR
Project was the Public Works Committee which toured SME in August
2012. The Commitee, Project Team and SME Staff are pictured.

hard to achieve a design that we can be proud to call the ‘Home of
the Sapper’. I can report that we have continued working hard to
inform the project of our future training needs so that the school
is best postured to meet the needs of a future Army. We will commence detailed planning for the move early next year, which will
help us to understand and minimise impacts on courses when the
school moves in the first half of 2015. I am pleased that our heritage and traditions have been considered in detail by the project
and will be preserved when the school moves to its new location.
Whilst the move will provide the school and Corps with exciting
new opportunities, there is no doubt that it will be sad to leave
this location where Sappering has occurred for over seventy-two
years. It is worth noting that the move will also occur in a significant year as Army commemorates the centenary of ANZAC Day.
Sadly the school remembers Sapper Jordan Penpraze who
tragically lost his life during a training accident on 8 October
2012. He and his family will remain in our thoughts as will the
group of fine young sappers from 57 Initial Employment Training
course who were also involved in the accident. As I write, all have
since moved on from SME to begin their careers in our Combat
Engineer Regiments. We wish them well.
Finally, I would like to make a special mention of two gentlemen who will be retiring from Defence and leaving SME in
December this year. Mr Matty Kaarma has been a presence
at SME since moving here from the School of Military Survey. He has trained many photographers and taken countless
photographs over the years and has been instrumental in the
development of the SME Image Archive. Mr Warren Ennis
will be departing SME after many years of loyal service to
Defence. Many of you would know Warren and his dedicated
service to the school. For many years he has been a mainstay
in the Head of Corps Cell, an advocate for the Corps and its
training and trusted confidant for many of SME’s commanding Officers. His enthusiasm, passion and corporate knowledge will be sorely missed. From the Corps, we say thank you
for you service and support.
Enjoy 2013. Be safe. Look after yourselves. Look after your
mates. Good Sappering.
By Lieutenant Colonel Hollink

Combat Engineering Wing
Combat Engineering Wing (CEW) started 2012
with a name change from Specialist Engineer
Wing back to Combat Engineering Wing. This
change was as a direct result of the restructure
commenced in 2011. The most notable change
is that Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD) no longer conducts
its training at the School of Military Engineering (SME) and the
focus of the Wing is towards Combat Engineer skills as opposed to
Specialist Engineer skills. The Wing still conducts certain specialist aspects, most notably Search, Explosive Detection Dog (EDD)
and Army work diver training.
The role of CEW is to manage and deliver all Combat Engineering Training at SME, less Initial Employment Training (IET),
whilst also delivering the majority of the specialist skill set training on both Australian Regular Army (ARA) and General Reserve
(GRes) RAE Regimental Officer Basic Courses (ROBC) and the
Subject 4 promotional suite of courses. To achieve this training
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requirement the Wing comprises of three Sections, which include
Basic Combat Engineering (Field Engineering, Demolitions and
Maritime which is further broken down to Watermanship and
Bridging and Army Dive), Force Protection (Search, Minewarfare,
Route Clearance and EDD), and Chemical, Biological, Radiological
and Nuclear (CBRN).
All the sections within the Wing have worked hard this year
to meet the directed training requirements which in turn have
benefited the Corps with better trained and skilled personnel.
The need to meet force generation, for appropriately trained
and qualified personnel within the EDD trade, has been a topic
of much discussion in 2012, with a number of tasks conducted
to achieve this. An increased directed training requirement
(DTR) on the EDD Handlers course to increase the number of
qualified personnel to fill vacancies across the Corps, as well as
a contracted solution to inject more dogs into the trade, again to
cover deficiencies, are two of the areas the EDD section has been
involved with to assist the force generation cycle. Force Protection Section has continued to provide timely Explosive Hazards
Awareness and Protection Training (EHAPT) as well as detailed
specialist training in Search and Mine Warfare. The Section has
also commenced to plan for the integration of the Project Ningaui Route Clearance capability into the training continuum.
CBRN are still actively engaged with Project JP2110 to identify
the necessary training and equipment to meet the Corps’ need
with respect to future CBRN detection capability; whilst also
continuing to provide high quality training to the CBRN suite
of courses. Basic Combat Engineering Section has been busy
this year with the Field Engineer Cell continuing to progress
the introduction into the training continuum of the Reverse
Osmosis Water Purification Unit (ROWPU) and Water Purification Unit (WPU) platforms. Demolition Cell has been providing high quality demolition instruction and training, whilst also
welcoming a new Quarter Master Sergeant Instructor (QMSI).
Watermanship and Bridging (WAB) continued to qualify the
CPLs, SGTs and Junior Officers of the Corps in Medium Girder
Bridge (MGB) and Floating Support Bridge (FSB), Bridge Erection Propulsion Boat (BEPB) and the Army Dive Wing has been
actively working to support the raising of an ADF Dive School
at the same time as teaching a new crop of Army Work Divers
and Supervisors.
Basic Combat Engineering Section
Field Engineering Cell. 2012 has provided the cell the opportunity to further a number of issues that were commenced in
2011. The main focus, aside from training, this year was to develop a way forward with respect to the ROWPU/WPU. The current
training continuum for this equipment has yet to be finalised.
This year the cell has worked in conjunction with Force Engineer
Branch and Combined Arms Training Centre (CATC) to develop a plan for integration of equipment into Engineer Training.
The Training Management Packages (TMPs) for the equipment
have been reviewed and a number of recommendations made
to ensure the current learning outcomes are achieved. Subject
4 courses and ROBC will have this equipment included in their
TMPs for 2013.
The Cell also provided support this year to the first All Corps
EOD Entry Course. The course is a seven week course designed
to train non-RAE personnel to a level where they can successfully
commence Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance (EOR) training.
The course covers mechanical advantage lessons including use of
slings, steel wire rope and cordage; Basic Demolitions User and
Target Supervisor and an introduction to Basic Search including,
use of detectors. The course run this year was the first of its kind
with six trainees panelled. The trainees ranged from CPL to WO2
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and from a variety of Corps including Signals, RAE (Emergency
Responder) and Infantry. Feedback received from Defence Explosive Ordnance Training School (DEOTS) indicated that three
of the original six had successfully completed training as EOD
Technicians and a further one was recommended to return to
attempt the EOD course again.
Demolitions. Demolitions cell this year have continued the
hard work commenced by QMSI Whiteman and his team in 2011.
The cell has provided realistic and professional training to a myriad of courses throughout the year, including ROBC, Subject 4 for
SGT and CPL, Demolitions Supervisor, Demolition Supervisor
Requalification and Target Supervisor Courses in support of Operations. Whilst training has been continuing the cell welcomed
QMSI James O’Neill into their fold. The new QMSI hit the ground
running and has continued to revamp and improve the process
for the conduct of the Demolition Supervisor Requalification as
well as maintain the professional level of instruction provided to
all courses. The Demolition Supervisor Requalification package is
now complete and units should shortly see the benefit of the hard
work conducted over the last 18 months.
Maritime Cell
Watermanship and Bridging. WAB has continued to provide
specialist support to the relevant components of ROBC as well
as Subject 4 courses for both Sergeant and Corporal. This has
included specialist training in the Army Utility Workboat, Mark
II zodiacs, improvised flotation, as well as the construction of the
MGB and FSB. Additionally, WAB has also conducted specialist
courses to qualify selected Sappers in the operation and maintenance of the BEPB and the FSB.
In 2012 WAB also conducted detailed analysis of the training area requirements to better feed the Moorebank Unit Relocation Project. The work conducted by the cell will see an
excellent training and storage facility for the boats and engines
when the unit relocates in 2015. The training area has been
designed to ensure that SME is able to cover our current dry
bridging capabilities whilst also allowing for future changes to
bridging capability.
Army Dive Wing. ADW has continued their tireless work
to review and amend the Army Working Diver suite of courses
to best represent the niche capability that working divers
currently provide to Army. The instructors at the Wing, under the watchful eye of SGT Kimber, have successfully completed instruction on two Underwater Demolitions and Underwater Demolition Supervisors courses, one Army Work
Divers course and an Army Work Diver Supervisor Course.
The courses conducted by the ADW are generally under subscribed, and as a result the Corps’ capability is reduced. Personnel wishing to attend an AWD course should speak to their
Chain of Command.
The future plan for the ADW is to transition from SME to the
Royal Australian Navy Dive School (RANDS) with the formation
of the ADF Dive School. Whilst Army will retain oversight of the
capability required of its working divers, the ADF Dive School
(with Army instructors posted to it) will ultimately decide the
best means to train divers to meet the stated Army requirement.
The planned time frame for this to occur is 2013.
Force Protection
Search. Search operations continue to play a vital role both overseas and within Australia, as a result Sappers at all levels have
faced an ever changing threat which has been compounded by
the challenging environment in which they operate. This last
year has seen an even greater emphasis placed on Search Tactics Techniques and Procedures (TTPs), equipment and doctrine.

As mentioned doctrine plays a key role in which SME uses to
conduct search training at all levels. Commanders and Sappers
are not taught to conduct search tasks for specific theatres of
operation; they are taught search TTP and doctrine to allow them
to apply their skills across the full spectrum of operations, both
domestically and overseas. The principle of training for ‘A War’
as opposed to ‘The War’ reinforces this methodology. The current
search training conducted by the School emphasises this thought
process. The search package teaches the skills for a commander to
either command or conduct search operations as well as be able to
conduct assessments of possible targets/venues for future search
operations. The skills taught allow this knowledge to be transferable to both the field and urban environment. Search Doctrine
continues to be reviewed to ensure that lessons learnt are being
incorporated as required.
This year Search has conducted training to the ARA ROBC, Search
Advisor, one Subject 4 for SGT and two Subject 4 for CPL courses.
Explosives Detection Dogs. 2012 has reinforced the importance of the EDD team to the current operational environment.
The trade has suffered over the last few years as a result of operational tempo, discharges and current status of the trade. This
year has seen a move in the right direction towards improving the
capability into the future. The Basic Handlers’ course saw an increase from eight in 2011 to twelve this year with ten of the twelve
successfully passing. This increased DTR has improved the current status of the trade; however, there is more work required to
achieve a solid state. It is expected that the 2013 Handlers’ course
will have a panel size of between eight and twelve. It is envisaged
that this increase will fill the current vacancies within Units. To
further assist with remediation of the EDD Trade, Force Engineer
Branch initiated a contracted solution to provide SME with a pool
of qualified EDDs. The sourcing and training of the dogs was conducted by ex military working dog handlers, who understood the
Below (From Top): CPL Miller conducts a Search demonstration; SPR
Jarvis and EDD Storm run through the EDD agility course. Both were
conducted during the Public Works Committee’s tour of SME.

trade capability requirements. The contracted company, Explosive
Protection Equipment (EPE), was able to successfully pass twelve
of the twenty dogs sourced. This contracted solution enhanced
the Corps’ capability with respect to dogs as well as allowed the
SME EDD staff to concentrate on qualifying the Basic Handlers.
SME has continued with the long-term schooling of the EDD
Handlers. During the six months on-the-job experience period
post the Basic Handlers course trainees have supported domestic
search tasks, participated in certification exercises to gain further
experience, conduct necessary re-teams as well complete all necessary operational assessments.
The section has also successfully graduated two trainees on the
EDD Supervisors course. This course saw the trainees successfully
train four EDDs which will be utilised on the 2013 Handlers course.
The standard of handlers and supervisors produced in 2012
is a direct reflection of the tireless efforts of the team of instructors within the cell, ably assisted in 2012 by selected personnel
from EPE
Mine Warfare/ Route Clearance. In 2012 MWF has continued to provide timely and relevant training to personnel across
the ADF. The cell still conducts some of the Explosive Hazard
Awareness and Protection (EHAP) training; however, this will be
reduced in 2013 as direction provided by CATC indicates that the
Mod 3 - Explosive Hazard Awareness Instructor Course (EHAIC)
will no longer be taught. The intent is that personnel (All Corps)
will receive Mod 1 and 2 as part of point of entry and promotion
course training and then on completion of a qualified instructor
course will be able to conduct in unit EHAP training under the
supervision of a qualified assessor.
The Route Clearance component of the cell is a new addition
in 2012. The section has had the responsibility of coordinating the introduction into service of the new route clearance
capabilities including Personnel Explosive Line Charge (PELC)
and the Ningaui route clearance capability. The school is expecting the first elements of the Ningaui system by the end
of this year with the intent of introducing the capability into
training in 2013.
The section has also worked very hard this year with the revamp of the Explosive Hazards Reduction (EHR) course. The
course is conducted as part of the Subject 4 CPL course and sees
trainees taught to deal with explosive hazards at the section level
whilst on operations. The Corps RSM (WO1 Craig Egan) worked
very hard to produce a viable and relevant course package and the
section has ensured that the training provided to the Subject 4
CPL course meets the expectations of the Corps.
This year the MWF and Route Clearance cell has provided
instruction to two Subject 4 CPL Courses, one Subject 4 Sergeant Course, four Handheld Standoff Mine Detection System
(HSTAMID) Operator, two HSTAMID Supervisor courses, the
ARA and GRES ROBCs, a Minewarfare Instructors Course and
two EHAIC courses.
Chemical Biological Radiological Nuclear Defence Section
CBRND has followed on their good form from 2011. The section
has continued to improve the suite of CBRND courses currently
taught at SME. The courses currently taught now have a clear progression with respect to CBRND training. The section teaches the
CBRND assistant supervisor, CBRND supervisor and the CBRND
advisor course. This progression allows ADF personnel to gain
the necessary knowledge to conduct in unit CBRND training at
the correct level.
The cell is responsible for conducting training on the ARA and
GRes ROBC, as well as the suite of Subject 4 CPL and SGT courses.
This year the section has also provided advice to the AFP to assist
with the development of their CBRND capability. They have also
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Above: Members from 56 IET Course conducting CBRN Training at SME.

provided pre-deployment briefs in support of 39 PSB and have
provided instructor support to specialist medical courses.
Apart from the training aspects the cell has been engaged with
CBRN Directorate and JP 2110 Joint CBRND to resolve future
training requirements and capabilities. JP 2110 project is addressing the five elements of CBRND: detection, identification
and monitoring; warning and reporting; physical protection;
hazard management; and medical support. CBRND has already
received the first round of equipment under the project (AP4C
chemical monitor, LCD3.2 chemical monitor, SOR/T and XOM/
T radiological monitoring systems). Personnel conducting the
CBRND suite of courses will receive the training and qualification on these systems.
By Major Greg Fish

Engineer Tactics Wing
As I am sure it has for many, this year seems to
have flown by for the instructors and staff of
Engineer Tactics Wing (ETW). 2012 has been
a year of restructure and experimentation for
the ETW and HQ staffs. Recognising the need
for a more robust operations capacity in the school, we started
the year under a new structure that saw some of the ETW staff
fulfilling roles in SME’s S3 and Standards cells. Additionally, the
new structure saw the Senior Instructor (SI), LTC Laguna, assuming the role of S3 Operations Officer (OPSO) for the school,
while maintaining oversight of the Engineer Tactics training
delivery, with a more streamlined Engineer Tactics Cell. This
allowed SME to create a fully functioning operations staff, including a current operations (S33) and plans (S35) cells. This
restructure was made possible due to SME having some strong
and competent instructors, from previous years, in the form of
CAPT Timothy O’Brien, WO2 Andrew Pitt, WO2 Peter Mitchell,
and CPL Gavin McFadzen. We were also equally rewarded with
some high quality additions to the team in the form of SGT
Trevor Stenhouse and CPL Dale Ellis.
Though the reduced manning meant some challenging times
throughout the year, these exceptional instructors provided high
quality, safe and relevant individual training for engineers in a
combined arms environment.
In typical fashion, ETC kicked off the year with the RAE
Regimental Officer Basic Course (ROBC). This year the course
consisted of 27 Australian Regular Army (ARA) officers, 4 New
Zealand Army (NZA) officers, 2 Papua New Guinea Defence
Force (PNGDF) officers, and 6 Royal Australian Air Force
(RAAF) officers. Under a new Training Management Package,
this course ran as a pilot program and incorporated instruction and certifications for Search Advisor, Construction Com-
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manders, and Floating Support Bridge (FSB). This training
maintained a high paced curriculum in all the RAE skills from
Mine Warfare to Bridging to Chemical, Nuclear, Radiological
and Nuclear Defence (CBRND) and everything in between.
ETC also ran the General Reserve (GRes) ROBC course for
14 new GRes officers. This course is an intensive three week
course structured to give these officers an introduction to
the engineer functions, and enable them to conduct a basic
level of planning for employment of an engineer troop. The
course was well received by the students and they displayed
an enthusiastic interest in the subject areas.
Right on the heels of ROBC was the first of two RAE Subject
4 Corporal Advanced Combat Engineer courses. Lead by SGT
Trevor (Tex) Stenhouse, this course saw significant changes in
the content of the Explosive Hazard Reduction (EHR) module
(formerly OHR). The ETC and CEW staff displayed great initiative and determination to implement changes to the curriculum, based on a curriculum review initiative spearheaded by the
Corps RSM. This required our instructors to exercise flexibility
and rapidly develop new, fully resourced, training packages. This
course is critical to rounding out a Sappers experience and skill
sets to enable them to assume command of an RAE Section.
We ran two iterations of this course and graduated 58 students
that will fill critical assignments within the Corps in the future.
The implementation of the new EHR curriculum will continue
to be developed to tie into troop SGT and troop commander
skill sets. ETC also ran one iteration for the Subject 4 Sergeant
Supervisor Combat Engineer course this year, with 30 RAE CPLs
now ready to assume critical assignments as future TP SGTs
within the Corps.
Our SNCO courses were lead by WO2 Pitt this year, and consisted of two Subject 2 WO Manager Combat Engineer classes
and one Subject 4 WO Combat Engineer course. ETC has put a
great deal of effort into improving the quality of these courses
to allow a more adult learning environment in which students
could broaden their perspectives through the incorporation of
visiting lecturers and group lead discussion on engineer topics.
This year we trained 34 ARA and 2 PNG SGTs on Subject 2 WO,
with an additional 22 completing the Subject 4 WO Combat
Engineers.
Our RAINF Assault Pioneers have also had a demanding year.
This year they exported the Assault Pioneer Officer / NCO course
and delivered it in Townsville as a part of the 3 BDE courses
camp. They also conducted two iterations of DMEO courses, a
BNS and Claymore course, and supported Exercise Hamel 2012
live fire exercise. An impressive list of training support when
you consider the section consisted of only WO2 Mitchell and
CPL McFadzen.
2012 wraps up with the largest Engineer Operations Officer’s
course seen at SME. This year’s course has 31 officers who will
benefit from the tremendous amount of work and improvements
that CAPT O’Brien has brought to the course. ETC has done a
great deal of work in this course to improve the content of lessons and assessments and develop future concepts for curriculum
changes next year. The new curriculum proposal will integrate
changes made to the ROBC and COAC courses and aims to round
out a junior Captain’s skills to better prepare officers to fulfil assignments as 2ICs/Reconos and operations officers in CERs or
higher level headquarters.
In addition to our core courses, ETC conducted several other
activities in support of SME and training delivery for the Corps.
ETC instructors delivered tactics training for the construction
NCO development courses and supported other combat engineer training ranging from Mine Warfare to Search to basic
Demolitions. This year we also hosted foreign military school

exchange visits with the NZ School of Military Engineers and
the Canadian Forces Military Engineer School. Finally, our officers supported COAC with visiting lecturers and directing staffs
throughout the year.
Reflecting on the body of work accomplished this year by this
small staff, I can honestly say that we have embraced the beliefs
behind the mottos of both the US Corps of Engineers and the
RAE Corps…Essayons! (Let Us Try!) and Ubique (Everywhere)
By Lieutenant Colonel Laguna (US ARMY)

Geospatial Engineering Wing
The Geospatial Engineering Wing (GEW) has
again had an eventful year. The staff have produced fantastic outcomes in terms of delivery of
training and also in the development of training
packages. 2012 saw the wing conduct two Technician Geospatial Basic courses, as well as an Intermediate, Advanced, Engineer Survey and Officers Course. Additionally GEW
managed two Multimedia Technician (MMT) subject courses.
Geospatial Course Development
Early in the year, GEW conducted a holistic review of the geospatial training continuum, which resulted in the requirement for a
completely new Technician Geospatial Intermediate Course. GEW
staff worked tirelessly to develop the required training materials
and have produced a challenging, contemporary course that accurately reflects the tasks undertaken by a geospatial Section Commander, including the ability to manage multiple spatial projects,
communicate within a Task Force HQ and intimately support the
IPMB and the Commander’s decision making process. This course
now sits alongside our Technician Geospatial Basic Course as a
recently reviewed and rewritten course, and sees our junior soldiers set up for success far better than at any other time in our
recent history. Reviews of the Advanced and Managers Courses
will occur in 2013.
Many new technologies and concepts have been introduced
within GEW during 2012. The new intermediate course focus is on
high level analytical applications such as complex viewsheds, network analysis and geostatistical analysis. This functionality has
been combined with greater dissemination capabilities through
the introduction of online services training. Training in web dissemination and visualisation is a huge leap forward for the wing
and the geospatial trade as a whole; this provides a link to future
systems such as JP 1771 and brings the trade into line with contemporary civilian geospatial practises. Everywhere you look on
the internet you can access web served maps for all manner of
purposes; think Google Earth or Yahoo Maps – there is no reason
the military should lag behind, when this has become a reasonable
expectation of all internet and computer users.
Mutimedia
The Multimedia Technician (MMT) Basic course was cancelled
for 2012 which has allowed the wing to review the current
training undertaken by MMT CPLs and SGTs through TAFE
NSW; both courses that are conducted annually. Technically
the training is excellent, but fails to provide the military
context required to produce the best possible outcomes. The
solution to this problem will be to run a Command Post Exercise (CPX) at GEW which consolidates the TAFE training in a
simulated operational environment, and provides the context
that allows us to train in support of a Task Force. Additionally, the CPX scenario to be utilised will be that conducted on
the Technician Geospatial Intermediate course, allowing for
more realistic training and the provision of fused geospatial
and intelligence products.

Engineer Survey
The Engineer Survey Course has been run successfully in 2012 with
some very valued assistance from members of the Littoral and Riverine Survey Squadron (LRSS) within 21 Construction Regiment.
Having fully qualified surveyors, with knowledge of current survey
practices has been a welcome bonus for the trainees and staff alike,
and the benefits have been noticeable. It has been a great way to
confirm and adapt the Army survey practices and the wing looks
forward to a long and prosperous relationship with LRSS.
Adventurous Training
During April, GEW conducted an outstanding Adventurous Training week in the Nowra/Jervis Bay area. Based out of Honeymoon
Bay, the wing conducted numerous Rock Climbing and Sea Kayaking activities which culminated in an abseil descent, traverse and
rock climb of Point Perpendicular, a 100m sheer cliff jutting out
of the ocean. Nerves were frayed and fears tested, but the Wing
pulled through and enjoyed a fantastic experience together, one
that will not be soon forgotten.
Conclusion
GEW, having completed a busy, yet rewarding year has set the
conditions to continue the good work into 2013. A focus on reviewing the remaining geospatial courses and providing the best
possible training for our geospatial and multimedia technicians
lies at the core of what we do. A move toward a networked army
sees us continue our move into the ISTAREW space, and our training is being continually reviewed to reflect this.
By MAJ Tom Buckley

Construction Wing
Exercise Tradie Assault
During August, Trade Training Troop deployed
to Holsworthy Training Area for their annual
field training exercise, Exercise Tradie Assault
(Ex TA). The 81 Trade Trainees were split into
two Troops and deployed by Unimog to their respective tactical
areas of operation. Ex TA consisted of four phases over a twelve
day period, a culmination of several months of lead-up training
and a chance to demonstrate their Infantry Minor Tactics and
Engineer specific skills in a field environment.
The foundations skills phase of the exercise included an arduous navigation exercise by day, the construction of an aerial ropeway for the carriage of equipment across a river, a route search
and a minefield clearance by night. The conduct of these activities
in a tactical environment added to the complexity of the tasks and
built on the skills developed in the training environment.
As the enemy threat increased, both Troops began seeking
out the enemy with several coordinated fighting patrols through
the undulating and dense terrain. Successful patrols killed and
captured several Musorians and trainees were able to gather
intelligence to develop a detailed enemy picture. They set deliberate ambushes along known enemy routes which were well
executed by night.
As the tactical situation shifted, both Troops began developing their defensive positions. Protective obstacles were placed,
a standing patrol was deployed, and the development of stage
three pits commenced. There was a collective sigh of relief when
the idling noise of plant could be heard trembling up the road to
assist in the excavation of pits. Late at night, the Musorians conducted a synchronised attack on both Troop positions. The standing patrols were over-run and were forced to conduct a fighting
withdrawal back to the Troop main defensive positions. The next
morning both Troops successfully held off a large enemy force
attacking from all sides. The Musorians were forced to withdraw
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and both Troops were able to be redeployed to an urban location
to support stability operations.
The Troops consolidated to form a Squadron minus and
immediately began establishing an FOB. Existing dilapidated
buildings were cleared and used for accommodation and a perimeter and defences were quickly emplaced. Section strength
patrols were deployed, both mounted and dismounted, to maintain a presence in the urban community and to identify militia
activity. Strong points were constructed using HESCO and a 24
hour vehicle check point was established. It was identified that
several militia were laying up in two urban compounds. Ex TA
culminated with a well executed urban assault through the two
compounds resulting in the kill and capture of several militia.
Overall, EX TA was a success for everyone involved and a valuable learning experience.
AACAP Support
A detachment of six services trade trainees from Trade Training
Troop were selected to support the 17th Construction Squadron
on the 19th Army Aboriginal Community Assistance Program
(AACAP 19). In June, CPL Adam Robertson, LAC Luke May, SPR
Tristan Smith, SPR Patrick Gorrie, SPR Sercan Mutlu and SPR
Henry Henderson departed from RAAF Base Richmond, headed
for the twin towns of Lombadina and Djarjin.
Three hours north of Broome in the Dampier Peninsula, daydreams of fishing from the pristine beaches were quickly dissipated when construction started. The key tasks were the construction of a Family Care Centre and a four bedroom house. Each
site had a team of carpenters and a single Services Section floated
between the two sites as required. For many of the trainees, it was
the first time they had been exposed to a construction project
from its beginnings.
While vertical construction was the main focus of the Project,
there were several other concurrent tasks adding to the value provided to the communities. Detachments from Medical and Dental
Units were providing first class health and veterinary services and
Plant Troop cut large diversion drains in preparation for the upcoming wet season. All of the work was greatly appreciated by the
local communities making it a very rewarding experience. AACAP
19 was an excellent opportunity for the trainees to gain exposure
working within a Construction Squadron as well as working with
different Army Corps.
Exercise Puk Puk
Trade Training Troop were able to send a detachment of five services trainees to support the 3rd Combat Engineer Regiment at
Goldie Military Barracks in Papua New Guinea for six weeks as
part of Exercise Puk Puk. SPR Joel Richards, SPR Cameron McCall, SPR Daniel Egerton, SPR Jean Montel and SPR Luis Darcy
were selected to support the exercise and were involved in the
construction and renovation of several buildings for use by the
Papua New Guinea Defence Force (PNGDF).
There were three priority tasks for the exercise including
the construction of new Regimental Officers Accommodation,
renovation of the Goldie River RAP, and renovation of the
Officers Mess SAL. Several other tasks of opportunity were
also taken on including the refurbishment and renovation of
several classrooms in the local school.
The new construction work and renovations to existing
buildings were greatly appreciated by the local community and
the PNGDF. The trainees gained great exposure working within
a Combat Engineer Regiment and in liaison with the PNGDF.
They were able to work on some valuable tasks and got real
satisfaction from providing services to the community that
they could see were both needed and greatly appreciated.
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As a morale booster, on the third week of deployment, all
members had the opportunity to participate in a variety of
activities including hiking part of the Kokoda Track and touring the local War Memorial. The trainees were able to work
on a rewarding project and found it to be a humbling and
unforgettable experience.

Initial Employment
Training Squadron
Trainee throughput
2012 has been yet another busy year at SME’s
IET SQN, with three ARA Troops and one ARES
Troop working hard to ensure trainees are given
the highest quality instruction prior to them marching into their
respective units. Once again a strong focus on war fighting has
been evident, with instructors continuing to push all trainees to
achieve the highest possible standards. Trainees are constantly
reminded that their new profession may have them stepping off
on Operations within a very short time frame. This reminder was
unfortunately amplified when SPR James Martin was killed in action in Afghanistan on 29 Aug 2012 whilst serving as a member
of 2 CER. SPR Martin had only marched out of IET SQN on 01
Aug 2011, highlighting just how quickly new Sappers may find
themselves putting their training to use.
As it stands to date for the calendar year 2012, IET SQN has
trained 129 ARA & 65 ARES soldiers. These numbers are by no
means final for the year, as there are still two courses (ARA and
ARES) running this year.

Above: Members from 56 IET Course conducting Demolitions Training.

ARES Integration to IET SQN
In January 2012 IET SQN integrated two ARA staff from Sydney
University Regiment, thus bringing RAE’s ARES training back to
the home of the Sapper. The move from Holsworthy to SME was
not without teething problems for all concerned as both space and
resources were needed for the extra troop staff. Once these minor
hurdles were overcome, the ARES Training Troop, now known as
4 Troop, set to work preparing for their courses in the new location. The RAE ARES IET differs little to that of full time soldiers,
as ARES members are taught using the same TMP’s for phase
one and two as their ARA counterparts. One major difference
is that although the duration of training is the same, the ARES
compress the course substantially by working weekends and late
nights, cramming the same amount of learning and development
into a much shorter time frame. This affords more flexibility for
the ARES trainees to be able to attend the course. Another major difference is the instructor support. As not all the ARA staff
positions were transferred with the ARES RAE training liability
to SME, IET SQN seeks assistance from ARES units in the provi-

sion of suitable instructors to facilitate training. This has proven
to be an effective tool for allowing ARES Engineers to pass on
their skills and knowledge to the future of the Corps, and also
lessens the instructor burden on the ARA staff. The support from
ARES RAE units has been outstanding in this regard, and IET SQN
hopes to maintain these methods into the 2013 calendar year.
PES
In line with Army’s new Physical Employment Standards (PES)
rollout, IET SQN has begun to incorporate PES training into the
IET Course PT program. Trainees now undertake the All Corps PES
at the beginning of their course to gauge their baseline fitness, are
given PES specific PT sessions throughout the duration of their IET
Course, and are then required to complete the Engineer Specific
PES during the final days of the last phase of the course.
Through careful liaison between IET SQN Staff and SME PTI’s,
a tailored and developed approach was taken in implementing the
PES rollout. This was to ensure that no injuries or detriment to the
trainees or their program would be sustained during the trial phase
or when the PES comes into full effect. An in-depth training analysis
was also conducted to justify the increase in time to the TMP, in order
to allow the physical training requirements to be incorporated into
the program and as competency that must be achieved.
HF Troop
2012 has seen Holdfast Troops numbers fall to quite possibly their
lowest numbers ever. This reduction is due to the synchronisation of
individual’s training continuums with scheduled training courses.
In previous years, soldiers were put through their recruit
training at ARTC before being posted to SME to conduct their

IET courses, even though there may not have been a course with
sufficient vacancies. In the case of Geospatial Technicians, Emergency Responders and construction based trades, a trade specific
course may not have had vacancies or started within months of
them completing their mandatory IET components. This often
led to a backlog of individuals waiting months to get onto an IET
course, and then months again to conduct their trade specific or
pre-requisite specialist courses.
Due to the synchronisation of individual training continuums
with scheduled courses, trainees are generally arriving at SME within
two weeks of their IET Course commencing. Once they have completed their mandatory IET components, they are usually bound for
the trade specific career courses within days or weeks at the most.
Although this new trend in a reduced Holdfast Troop as had
many people in the LMA scratching their heads as to who they
will now get to sweep the paths or be the range piquets, it has
given a massive boost to morale for those in Holdfast Troop as
the members are no longer held in a state of flux for months,
awaiting a course whilst on trainee wages. It has also assisted the
SQN’s productivity with fewer soldier management issues being
produced as a result of stagnating trainees.
Conclusion
Although the year has been extremely high tempo for IET SQN, this
reflects the work environment that all RAE units are currently experiencing, and prepares the trainees for what to expect on arrival in the
wider Army. Staff have continued to work tirelessly in order to provide
the best instruction and experience to the new members of the Corps,
and to develop our basic Combat Engineer skills, ensuring that we are
best prepared to react to any situation, at home or abroad.

RAE Trade Training (ALTC)
By Sergeant Paul Williams
Construction Platoon, Armament and Construction Wing (ACW) is still plugging away, conducting training of RAE and RAAF carpenters and
plumbers. ACW is part of the Army School of Electrical and Mechanical Engineering (ASEME) and is
located at Latchford Barracks in the Albury Wodonga
Military Area (AWMA). The RAE and RAAF electricians are trained
at Bandiana North alongside the RAEME auto-electricians and electronic technicians as members of the Electrical and Electronic Systems
Wing (EESW). The training at ASEME includes trade, PT and Military
Training (Mil Trg), with trade training comprising 85 per cent of the
training conducted.
Construction Platoon has two carpentry courses currently in
training and a plumbing course. Each course can have a manning
of up to 12 personnel. Both courses commenced with less than a
full panel due to the high retention of carpenters within RAE and
RAAF. In the first six months of 2012, four Army/RAAF carpenters graduated in May, followed by nine Army/RAAF plumbers
who graduated in June. RAAF personnel usually fill three to four
positions in each course. More than 20 per cent of trainees have
prior military experience.
Trainees leave ASEME deemed ‘Ready’ to commence On-theJob-Training (OJT). Once trainees have been signed off on all
their competencies at OJT they are deemed a ‘Competent’ tradesman and will be posted to a unit; for RAE trainees postings will be

to a Construction Squadron or to a Combat Engineer Regiment.
Five week-long blocks of Mil Trg occur at ASEME throughout the year. The purpose of this training is to support trainees
maintaining their basic soldier skills and develop better soldier
tradesman. Mil Trg will typically involve five days practical field
training at various locations in the AWMA. Prior service trainee
Non-commissioned Officers are frequently used to support instruction for all-Corps skills training packages. The electricians,
plumbers and carpenters form sections together during Mil Trg
to build professional networks.
The carpentry training at ASEME lasts for 18 months and
includes all the standard civilian TAFE modules for carpentry,
along with scaffolding, tiling, plastering, painting and concreting.
These extra competencies are required as these skills are not held
by other ECNs within the Army. The carpenters leave ASEME to
complete OJT at SME in Sydney. There they will complete 18 - 24
months of OJT onsite with civilian builders/contractors.
Each plumbing course completes 21 months of training at ASEME, followed by 18-24 months of OJT at SME in Sydney. Each
plumber completes their Journeyman’s exam at ASEME once they
have completed OJT; plumbers also complete the majority of the
competencies towards the Plumbing License (Cert III). Gaining the
Plumbing License is an individual responsibility at a later date.
Each electrician course completes 12 months of training at
ASEME, followed by up to 36 months of OJT at SME in Sydney.
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RAE Trades & Training (CATC)
By Major Michael Carroll
Royal Australian Engineer (RAE) Trade Training had a significant
turn-over of personnel at the beginning of this year and has made
some significant achievements in 2012. Much of the direction and
guidance was provided through the Training Management Package
(TMP) Week conducted at the School of Military Engineering (SME)
with key personnel from both the School and RAE Trades and Training
(TT) Cell. Part of the review process was the conduct of external evaluations (EE’s) across many of the Corps TMP’s. Many of which had not
been evaluated for a number of years. The EE’s allow us to review the
conduct of training and provide the evidence for TMP amendments.
This year we have completed the Geospatial Technician Basic,
Intermediate, Advance and Managers course (cse) TMPs, Combat
Engineer Initial Employment Training (IET) TMP, Search Operator and the Search Advisor TMPs, Multi Media Basic, Intermediate and Advance TMPs; and commenced the Construction Trades
training continuum TMPs.
A review of the RAE Units of Competencies identified that
many had been superseded and were not on Army’s scope of registration. This required a detail review of RAE accredited courses
and remapping of competencies to align with civil accreditation. It
has been a very time consuming effort which has occurred concurrently with the external evaluations and the redevelopment of the
respective TMP’s. Much of this work could not have been achieved
without the dedication and support from Training Systems and
RAE trade managers and training developers.

The cell has also conducted a review of the construction trades
civil qualified direct entry personnel and associated gap training.
This is a complex issue that has resulted in civil qualified tradespersons to be posted into units without an agreed methodology
or process for these members to complete any gap training requirements. Each member has different amount of gap training
requirements that may or may not be able to be provided under
the existing trade training structures. A proposal has been developed and it is anticipated that a workable solution will be achieved
to meet Army’s operational requirements.
2013 will see the commencement of preparing for an all of Corps
Employment Category Review and Endorsement Meeting (ECREM)
programmed for 2015. This will require a review of Corps capabilities, associated training requirements, trade structures and employment specifications for all RAE Employment Category Number’s
(ECN’s). This will be a mountainous amount of work that will require
support from units across the RAE in preparation for submission to
ECRM/Defence Force Remuneration Tribunal (DFRT).
Combined Arms Training Centre (CATC) website provides information via links or general text in regards to RAE Trade Management as well as a link to the latest Employment Specifications
which are published on-line.
Finally I would like to thank the members of RAE TT Cell and
all those individuals at SME and RAE units who have assisted us
in the Corps trade and training development throughout the year.

RAE SCMA
By Major Nicholas Dennington
While the core business of the Directorate of Soldier Career Management – Army (DSCMA) remains constant, delivering the highest levels of career management to RAE soldiers and units is a
challenge that requires Career Advisors (CAs) to keep pace with
the changing operational tempo and structure of the corps as a
whole. The two most noticeable upcoming changes at DSCMA will
be the move to Canberra in January 2013 and the implementation of the new Career Management Cycle (CMC).
The restructuring of the CMC involves the rescheduling of the
three key elements that directly impact soldiers; the release of
posting orders, the promotion Personnel Advisory Committee
(PAC) series, and the Career Guidance Interview (CGI) tour.
Routine posting orders will continue to be released in early July
each year, however soldiers will now have an opportunity to engage with their CA immediately prior to the generation of posting
orders. CGIs will be conducted in the February-April period which
will enable soldiers to have input into their upcoming posting and
enable Commanding Officers (COs) and Regimental Sergeant Majors (RSMs) to discuss their unit’s manning for the following year.
Promotion PACs will now be conducted in the second half of the
year as soon as DSCMA receives the required PARs. Strict adherence to PAR submission timelines is essential to ensure soldiers can
be fairly considered through the PAC process. The PAC will now consider soldiers for promotion more than 12 months ahead which will
enable better forecasting and scheduling of promotion courses and
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will enable CAs to debrief soldiers of their results during their CGI.
While DSCMA are conducting extensive preparation for the move
to Brindabella Park, it is inevitable that there will be significant disruption to the many personnel management functions conducted
at DSCMA. This disruption will mostly be due to the loss of many
dedicated and experienced civilian staff that have elected to remain
at Fort Queenscliff once it becomes the Defence Archive Centre.
Although often overlooked, the efforts of DSCMA’s civilian
staff in course management, pay trade progression, and the
processing of soldiers’ paperwork directly contribute to the efficient career management of soldiers. The loss of these staff will
be sorely felt and we ask for patience and understanding for the
first half of 2013 as we recruit and develop new staff in Canberra.
As DSCMA adapts to the changing environment, so too must
soldiers meet the new challenges presented by a dynamic operationally focussed Corps. Service in RAE will require that all members meet the requirements of the incoming Physical Employment Standards (PES) policy which will set the physical standards
required in the contemporary operational environment.
Soldiers and commanders must also balance immediate operational requirements with longer term capability and career development considerations. We need to ensure that the Force Generation
Cycle does not preclude our best performing soldiers from completing
their promotion courses and career development postings to ensure
that we develop our pool of senior soldiers beyond the current fight.

The removal of the last remaining restrictions on the employment of females in RAE (from 2013) is welcomed and will broaden
the opportunities for females to contribute across all areas, as well
as, expanding the pool of soldiers that can be considered for the
specialised trades and roles in the corps.
Our sincerest condolences go out to the families and friends of
those Sappers who have paid the ultimate sacrifice in Afghanistan
and we commit to doing our best for the welfare of those who

have returned injured.
From all the team at DSCMA we wish you good sappering.
DSCMA RAE CAs 2013:
MAJ Nick Dennington – All WO2s
WO1 Brent Doyle – LCPL-SGT Cbt Engr, Emerg Resp, EOR/EOD trades
WO1 Steve Hill – LCPL-SGT Const, Geo, MMT trades
WO2 David Tymensen – All SPRs (less EDDH)

RAE DOCM
By Major Scott Davidson
I think I can summarise my first six months as Career Advisor RAE
at the Directorate of Officer Career Management - Army (DOCMA) in one word: impressed. Following the interview tour and selections for positions in 2013, I was continually impressed by the calibre of ARA RAE officers I engaged with. I am confident in the depth
and ability within the Corps in terms of operational and training
experience, professional development and study, and motivation.
For 2012, key points relating to the Personnel Fundamental
Inputs to Capability (FIC) for officers are:
t 0WFSTFBTQPTUJOHT%VFUPCVEHFUBSZQSFTTVSFT JUXBTEJTBQpointing that some RAE overseas postings were cancelled.
However, a number of interesting postings remain, including:
- with International Policy Division in Papua New Guinea
(PNG) and East Timor, an instructor position at the US
School of Engineers, a Defence Imagery and Geospatial Organisation (DIGO) position in Washington, and the secondment to the John Holland office in Sydney; and
- for RAE officers to compete for All-Corps positions in PNG, as
an instructor at RMC-Sandhurst, and positions within a United
States Marine Corps Marine Expeditionary Unit in California;
t *OEJWJEVBMEFQMPZNFOUTɥF$PSQTXBTXFMMSFQSFTFOUFE XJUI
a number of officers performing very well in individual deployments within the International Security Assistance Force
Headquarters and Regional Command (South) Headquarters,
on Op ASTUTE, and on Op ASLAN in Sudan.
t 1PTUJOHTGPS1PTUJOHTGPSXFSFSFBTPOBCMZTVDDFTTful with 94% of all officers, and 86% of RAE officers getting
one of their top three posting preferences. I noted that as a
Corps, we are short on CAPTs and MAJs, limiting the ability
for RAE officers to compete for All-Corps positions, especially
for CAPTs. As there are a number of RAE gazetted positions
in Headquarters and Training units, CAPTs are still able to get
experience in non-regimental positions; however, these positions do not always provide the same geographical variety as
All-Corps positions to suit some officers. In these instances,
it’s important to remember that Service Need is the priority.
t %FBMJOHXJUIUFNQPBOE"MM$PSQT0ïDFS5SBJOJOH$POUJOVVN
(ACOTC) liability. There have been submissions from DOCM-A
to the Army Personnel Advisory Committee (APAC) regarding time-in-rank and professional development. The crux of
the submissions are that officers do not have enough time to
meet all professional development and training requirements
and maintain the current operational tempo. To rectify this
DOCM-A has recommended four years time-in-rank (TiR) for
LTs, and seven years TiR for CAPTs and MAJs. While this has
not yet been approved, this gives an indication of some of the
solutions being proposed to deal with ACOTC liabilities, operational tempo, and vacancies in units.

t "%'"&OHJOFFS-5T-5TXIPDPNQMFUFUIFJS$JWJM&OHJOFFSing degree after the Royal Military College are disadvantaged
by only getting 12 months regimental experience as a LT. As
these LTs primarily spend this year in troop command, there
are a number of Technical Engineering LT positions that are
perennially vacant. To address these issues, I will seek volunteers from the LT2011 cohort to delay their promotion by 12
months in order to have another year of regimental experience
in a Technical Engineering LT position.
t &YQMPTJWF 0SEOBODF %JTQPTBM &0%  5SBJOJOH 4DIFEVMJOH &0%
training for officers posting to 20 EOD Squadron or Special Operation SOER is a concern. We currently rely on the goodwill of units
to release officers for up to four months to complete Explosive Ordnance Reconnaissance (EOR) and EOD courses to then post into
RAE units, particularly 20 EOD Squadron. To alleviate this burden,
I will be seeking volunteers from the LT2011 cohort to delay their
promotion by 12 months in order to post to SME for 12 months
and complete EOR, EOD, ACOTC, and other specialist courses.
t "$05$*DBOOPUTUSFTTIPXJNQPSUBOUJUJTUPHFUZPVSDBSFFS
courses completed; the earlier the better. Not only will the training support you in your current and future jobs, it alleviates the
risk of being a fourth or fifth year CAPT trying to complete up
to 16 weeks worth of training over one or two years. Not completing career courses can be a discriminator in your final year
as a CAPT when you are considered for sub-unit command, so
grab any opportunity to get these courses completed.
I’d like to acknowledge the additional work done out-of-hours
by a number of RAE officers, furthering their education through
part-time study. Whether you are completing undergraduate or
postgraduate study, your efforts directly support one of the key
themes of the Adaptive Army, with increased education to support planning and development in an uncertain strategic future.
Of special note are two RAE officers:
t $"15$MBSF0/FJMM BXBSEFEUIF$IJFGPG"SNZ4DIPMBSTIJQ
for 2013 to undertake a Masters of Philosophy, examining
measures of effectiveness for military involvement in Stability Activities and Humanitarian Assistance and Disaster Relief
Operations; and
t ."+%BWJE8BMLFS XIJMFVOEFSUBLJOHIJT.BTUFSTPG1IJMPTPphy at the University of Sydney as the Chief of Army Scholarship recipient for 2012, was invited by the University to develop his thesis into a PhD. MAJ Walker will be seconded to
the University of Sydney for two years to undertake his PhD
in Complex Civil Systems.
I will remain in this position for 2013, and I look forward to engaging with you next year during career interviews and beyond.
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RAE OPERATIONS
HQ Combined Team URUZGAN Two
– Chief Engineers
Major Rob Haertsch
Deploying from May 2011 to Feb 2012, the Combined Team Uruzgan (CTU) 2 Engineers were fortunate to follow a very strong CTU 1
Engineer Cell. The CTU 1 Engineers, under Major Jen Harris, were
able to establish firm Standard Operating Procedures on the combined Headquarters (HQ) and develop the cells broad functions.
I was fortunate to be supported with high quality staff in
the form of CAPT Bri Sterling and WO2 Tony Wicks. We were
additionally reinforced with a US Army SGT and a full time
interpreter. The HQ CTU Cell was unique as it allowed for
oversight of the engineer ‘effects’ across the CTU BattleSpace,
which also incorporated Dai Kundi Province. Extending beyond just a Mobility/ Survivability organisation, the cell was
maintaining oversight of full spectrum engineer operations.
The cell had sound working relationships with the MTF Engineer Sqn who centrally held the only Combat Engineers in the
Area of Operations (AO) in support of mobility operations for
the combat/ mentor teams. Importantly, the command and
control for the Australian Explosive Ordinance Disposal (EOD)
Troop was moved to CTU 2, which saw a centralised approach
to EOD operations and allowed the Australian EOD Tp Commander, CAPT Andy Cullen, to achieve best effects for all coalition EOD assets. The US Route Clearance Package, consisting
of 2 x US Route Clearance Platoons and 2 x US EOD Teams
were a significant contribution to the Counter Improvised Explosive Device (CIED) fight within the AO. The military construction engineers for Uruzgan Province existed in the form
of the Construction Engineer Troop from the MTF and a US
Navy Seabee Detachment of about platoon strength. The MTF
Engineer Construction Troop was largely limited to supporting
the mentoring effects in accordance with the MTF mission.
The Seabees, detached from their HQ at Kandahar Airfield,
were able to assist in further base development supporting
infrastructure upgrade and expansion for coalition forces.
The Cell was certainly undermanned for the tasks that it was
attempting to execute. Whilst maintaining the functions required
for a HQ, on most days there was at least one of the cell members
assisting in the execution of tasks within the AO. Key highlights
to the deployment included:
Above: CAPT Andy Cullen, EOD Troop Commander, assessing the
effectiveness of recent construction of Culvert Intruder Denial Systems
(CIDS) along the MSR from Tarin Kowt to Dehrawud.
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t 0WFSTFFJOHUIFFYFDVUJPOPG1BUSPM#BTF 1# 8BMJ1BUSPM#BTF
(PB) Musazai expansions for the Afghan National Army (ANA);
t 'BDJMJUBUJOHBOEDPPSEJOBUJOHUIFDPNNFODFNFOUPGUIF
Corps ANA rebuild at the Multi National Base-Tarin Kowt
(MNB-TK) and near Forward Operating Base (FOB) HADRIAN, DehRawud.
t &OIBODJOH UIF $*&% ëHIU UISPVHI JEFOUJGZJOH BOE UIFO FYecuting contracts to upgrade route safety. This incorporated
replacing culverts with concrete causeways, where possible,
and the contentious installation of culvert intruder denial systems (CIDS) where causeways were not practical.
t 0WFSTFFUBTLTDPOEVDUFECZUIF6OJUFE4UBUFT"SNZ$PSQTPG&Ogineers (USACE) which included the construction of PB Sorkh
Bed, Provincial Police HQ in TK, District Police HQs (DPHQs) in
Dai Kundi Province and planning for the Afghan National Civil
Order Police (ANCOP) complex in Sorkh Morghab.
t "TTJTUJOHUIF$PNCJOFE+PJOU1MBOOJOH0ïDFS $+ JOUIF
planning, design and execution of projects in Nili, Dai Kundi
Province including road construction, school construction inspections and a footbridge plan and contract.
t 4DPQJOHGVUVSFQSPKFDUTGPSUIFSFCVJMEPG%JTUSJDU1PMJDF)FBEquarters in Chora, Shahid-e-Hasas and Gizab.
The interaction with HQ Regional Command – South (RC-S) was
crucial to fund and execute engineer effects. Almost daily contact
with RC-S Engineers was essential in an attempt to overcome the
reality of being priority 6 out of 6 for engineer support.

OP SLIPPER Engineer Support Element
19 CE Wks continues to provide the SPE, Project Management
Teams (PMT), specialist surveyor and drafting positions in the
OP SLIPPER Engineer Support Element (ESE).
Using specialist and technical engineering skills, the PMTs
have been able to deliver vital force infrastructure ‘inside the
wire’, supporting Australian forces in Kabul, Tarin Kot and Kandahar. The ESE plan, design and deliver Australian funded projects within these bases with the construction being carried out
by both local Afghanistan contractors and larger multi-national
construction companies.
In late 2011, a new suite of operational contracts was developed and introduced into theatre. This suite is aligned with
Commonwealth procurement policies, whilst being tailored
for use in the difficult Afghanistan environment and enables
standardisation for contract administrators and local tendering
contractors, which ultimately results in better value for money
for the Commonwealth.
Within the past twelve months, a number of ribbons have
been cut on capital infrastructure projects in Afghanistan, such
as the $33 million hardened accommodation complex in Tarin
Kot, which comprises three reinforced concrete buildings designed to accommodate up to 1000 Australian soldiers and provide protection against indirect fire rocket attacks. The ESE also
successfully delivered the Shadow Uninhabited Aerial Vehicles
(UAV) runway project, which required the construction of a new
concrete runway and support facilities in time for the introduction into theatre of the new Shadow UAV capability. This
project was made challenging by the extremely tight timeframe,
which evolved between project approval and the operational
need, requiring a very audacious PMT to manage and deliver
the project ahead of schedule and under budget. Construction
techniques not often trialled or utilised here in Australia were

Above: SHADOW UAV airstrip under construction at MNB Tarin Kot.

put into practice in an effort to combat the poor weather over
winter, such as insulating and pumping warm air over the concrete in order to facilitate the curing process. Construction was
also recently completed on the Camp Baker Logistic Annex and
Special Operations Training Group (SOTG) Expansion Project
at Kandahar providing increased accommodation and logistics
facilities in support of Australian forces operating out of the
Kandahar Airbase.
In addition to these projects, construction of the new Ammunition Storage Point and Mentoring Task Force (MTF) facilities
relocations also proceeded ahead of schedule, enabling construction to proceed on the new Afghanistan National Army 4/205
Corps barracks build project; a key enabler in the Transition of
Authority to the Afghanistan National Army. Other projects delivered, on schedule and under budget, included an upgrade to
the main entry control point in Tarin Kot and construction of the
facilities and infrastructure for the new Giraffe Agile-Multi-Beam
radar surveillance system.
Other projects currently underway, or in the planning stages,
include the construction of a new 150 man camp within Tarin
Kot for the Provincial Response Company – Uruzgan and works
to support the transition and redeployment of Australian forces
out of Afghanistan.
Project Team:
MAJ Tanya Goddard, MAJ Karl Reynolds, MAJ Jonothan Haling,
CAPT Michael Woods, CAPT Lee Gibson, CAPT Angus Johnson,
WO1 Michael Egan, WO2 Daryl Coady, CPL Adam Eagle,
SPR Anthony Butler and SPR Renee Gaudion.

Above: Engineer Support Element AFG in front of the new hardened
accommodation buildings in MNB Tarin Kot.

of the main cardinal roads within Tarin Kot. This much-needed
development for the Provincial Capital has improved access to
markets for local agriculture and trade. The project cost US$4.3
million and was the largest single project delivered by the current
rotation of the MWT, taking eight months to construct.
The Governor’s Shura Building is a two-storey venue designed to support governmental functions, with purpose-built
meeting areas supported by accommodation and catering facilities. Its completion will help to build a closer relationship
between the Government of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan (GIRoA) and its people, providing a key stepping stone
towards the transition of the Province. The total project cost
was US$1.7 million, with a construction period of ten months,
producing some of the most technically proficient construction the MWT has seen.
Additionally, the team has been involved in several smaller
scale projects, including a new accommodation building at
the Tarin Kot Hospital, designed to attract and retain more
doctors to the area, bringing a much needed boost to health
care. Though smaller in scale, such community projects are
critical to supporting the PRT’s goal of Winning Hearts and
Minds (WHAM!).
Project Team:
MAJ Simon Everett, CAPT Rob Haynes, WO2 David Tymensen,
SGT Phillip Burnham, SPR Jason Jones.
Below: Uruzgan Governor’s Shura Building delivered by the PRT MWT.

Provincial Reconstruction Team – Managed Works Team
The Managed Works Team (MWT) supporting the Provincial Reconstruction Team (PRT) delivers millions of dollars of capital
infrastructure to the Province of Uruzgan. 2012 has been no exception; the current MWT has overseen three large scale projects
through the final stages of construction to completion – Sajawul
Crossing, the Tarin Kot Roads Upgrade and the Provincial Governor’s Shura Building.
The crossing constructed at Sajawul is a vital link connecting
Tarin Kot with Chora, allowing traffic to pass all year round. This
is particularly important during the snow melt, when the river is
up. The crossing functions as a bridge and is comprised of multiple
box culvert sections next to each other, formed into a carriageway.
The project cost US$2.0 million with an eight month construction
period and was delivered over three rotations of the MWT.
The Tarin Kot Road Upgrade project involved the complete
rebuild, from sub-grade and including an asphalt wearing course,
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Personal Accounts
Afghanistan - Senior Works Supervisor
:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV7ZR/HHUR\:\QHVV
Following a week of force preparation training it was time to depart for Afghanistan and with a short stop over in Alminhad Air
Base for additional training it was time to board another plane
for Tarin Kot. On our approach into Tarin Kot, viewing out of
the window of the plane, I noticed how much the infrastructure
had changed from my last deployment. I knew then that I was in
for a very busy deployment. After landing in Tarin Kot and brief
introductions and formalities from Force Support Unit members
it was time to start work.
Once I had collected my equipment, I was greeted by CAPT
Mathew Dobney, from the Engineer Support Element, who was
my Project Engineer (PE) whilst in country. He gave me a brief
tour of the area to help re-align my bearings from my last deployment. I was also formally briefed by the Senior Project Engineer
(SPE), MAJ Tanya Goddard, and CAPT Mathew Dobney on the
projects currently underway, along with other projects that are
due to start very soon. At the conclusion of several work briefs, I
definitely knew that I was going to be in for some long hours and
that I was going to be burning the candle at both ends.
Formalities out of the way, it was time to find out where my
home was going to be for the next 7-8 months. No five star hotel,
but it was a place to sleep and rest but I knew there was not going
to be much resting.
Appointed as the Senior Work Supervisor for Charlie team, I
was to be responsible for the day to day management of all capital
projects within Tarin Kot, which was going to be a very rewarding
and demanding task. After a handover from the current Work
Supervisor FLTSGT Gaughi (Maltese Falcon), it was then that
I realised I was hitting the ground running and that all of the
training and courses that I had completed during my career were
going to be useful in achieving the demanding time line set by
the SPE and my PE.
One of my first major projects was the construction of the three
reinforced concrete accommodation buildings (3RC), which at that
stage was 60% completed. I knew from my briefings that I had to
have the buildings completed by early December for the accommodation of the new Mentoring Task Force Relief In Place, arriving in
the middle of December. The construction consisted of three two
storey accommodation buildings with four and eight man rooms to
accommodate 1050 personnel, with showers, toilet facilities and
brew areas. After a meeting with the contractor, Gulf Leighton,
on site and a tour of the building, I realised that I was going to
be “under the pump” from day one. With the building designed
by Sinclair Knight Merz, I can say that it was going to a marked
improvement on the current accommodation, and you could say
that it was going to look like the Bellagio Hotel in Las Vegas.
With completion date approaching and the project behind
eight months and still with plenty of work remaining, it was decided that additional hours were required. This meant that with
the contractor we would need to work two shifts day and night
to ensure the timeline was met. Not only that, the contractor was
hampered by logistic issues what were also posing an issue with
the completion date. With determination, long hours and inspections every day I could see light at the end of the tunnel and the
project was completed and handed over to the Base Commander
for occupancy on the 08 Dec 11.
Due to the Afghan National Army (ANA) spreading their footprint and planning for future infrastructure development, I was
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required to supervise the relocation of key stakeholders within
Camp Holland. These included Operation Mentor & Liaison team
(OMLT), Weapons Intelligence (WIT) and Mentoring Task Force
(MTF) relocation, the MTF being the largest of the three projects.
Before any works could commence, there were long hours of tender preparation and evaluations to determine which contractor
was suitable for the project.
Once contracts were awarded and the construction phase of the
projects for the OMLT and the WIT were underway, the task was
to complete the projects on time and within budget. With tight
timelines, the contractor was required to construct the new facilities as well as some major expansion prior to dismantling the old
facility back to level ground. As a Work Supervisor, control was of
the essence to earmark unused containers and flat pack work accommodation for the construction. To ensure all quality milestones
were met at the completion of the project was a task in it self.
With those projects out of the way and land allocation approved
by the Base Engineer, the next major project was the relocation
of the MTF, USA Post Office and a US Army Mobility Infantry
Platoon. This project required considerable amount of safety due
to the relocation of the current stables (metal structure) for the
housing of all of the Australian MTF vehicles (bushmasters and
ASLAV). Once a traffic plan was considered between the contractor and project team Charlie, the next task was to relocate the stable in sections which required major planning and supervision.
These works allowed the major earthworks, concrete, working
accommodation and ablutions facilities to start taking shape. One
of the main satisfactions of a Work Supervisor is to witness the
large structure completed. After considerable amount of planning
from project team Charlie, CAPT Angus Johnson and myself it
was a very rewarding feeling.
Another enjoyable job was to provide guidance, support and
maintenance for a disaster when bad weather, snow and rain crippled the Tarin Kot sewage system. With limited time to think, it
was a race to solve the issue and bring the system back on line to
allow the fundamental delight of flushing a toilet.
As I left Afghanistan and on my way back home to Australia it
was the most daunting feeling but also an enjoyable deployment experience. The expertise and friendship of the contractors, including
the local people, made the experience a most pleasant trip. I would
also like to make a sincere mention of the personnel of the Engineer
Support Element for their professional guidance and experience.

Reserve Engineers on Operation – Timor Leste
&DSWDLQ1RHO7LSWRQ
Getting off the plane at Dili International Airport reminded me
of my first trip to Darwin during the wet season, bloody hot and
sticky, still I thought a couple of weeks and I will get used to it.
Getting used to driving on the streets of Dili was going to take a
lot longer than a couple of weeks as it turned out. Those familiar
with the tactics of the Japanese kamikaze pilots of the Second
World War will understand the style of driving used in Dili when
I say that the local drivers employed similar principles. I think I
was one of the few people who drove on a regular basis that was
lucky enough not to have a motor vehicle accident during my
time in East Timor.
One thing that was somewhat familiar to me however, was my role
as the Force Engineer. As one of several Principle Staff officers, I was
responsible to the Commander of the International Stabilisation Force
(ISF) for all aspects of Engineering within the AO. The Force Engineer

Above: RAE plant operators mentor the Timorese Engineers at the
Specialist Training Wing.

was also responsible for technical control of the Engineer detachment
that was under command of ANZAC Company, the infantry company
that provided the security and QRF elements of the force.
The day to day tasking of the Engineer detachment was made
even more rewarding than what may have been the case because
the members were made up of Sappers from both 22nd Construction Regiment, and also 4th Combat Engineer Regiment, a unit
with whom we work closely with. I knew that all these Sappers
were capable of great work and they did not let me down. Ably
commanded by SGT Dave Ryan and well supported by CPL John
Farren-Price the Engineer detachment comprising of 12 Sappers
in total continually impressed with both the quantity and quality
of the work they produced. Of all the tasks undertaken the most
impressive was the construction of a new chapel, instigated by our
own padre, CHAP Andrew Delbridge and completed with a suitable number of engraved ‘lazy E’ symbols in the exposed rafters.
After an inspection of the completed work by the Commander,
he asked if the Engineers had invited the Pope to open what he
thought was a very impressive structure.
Australian Army Engineer assistance was highly sought after by
all and the team were able to provide support to not only the ISF
but also provided mentoring assistance to the Timor-Leste Defence

Force with the provision of Plant and basic Engineering courses.
Assistance was also provided to the American Naval Construction
unit, known as the ‘See-Bee’s’ with help renovating a local primary
school in Dili. Many good friendships were formed during these
periods of assistance and undoubtedly many will remain in contact
long after all have returned to their respective homes
Engineering tasks could also be completed by civil contractors
and these firms provided good support under standing arrangements. These activities were instigated and managed by the Force
Engineer under similar arrangements to what might be used in
Australia. There were limitations in regards to availability of certain construction materials, and tradesman were sometimes not
to the same standard as those found back home, but for the most
part they could complete all work to a suitable standard. All Engineering work was vetted for funds availability via Service Delivery
Cell and in particular the Engineer desk, this desk was manned
by none other than WO1 Neil Christie who normally sits next to
me at 22nd Construction Regiment. Neil provided excellent assistance to me as the Force Engineer with his wealth of practical
experience in regards to all things electrical and mechanical. His
advice to me based on his civilian job at Melbourne Water proved
most valuable during a number of projects relating to instillation
of water purification plants and waste water treatment.
The successful conduct of both the Presidential and Parliamentary elections during the six months that I was in Timor Leste saw
a subtle change to the focus of Engineering works from new construction to maintenance, and also consolidation of the Forward
Operating Bases. When I arrived their was five bases and when I
left there was three, the closing down of these bases provided me
with a different focus and a chance to delve into activities that
I was not so accustomed to. The experience was a good one and
provided a great chance to deal with a wide range of stakeholders
from both external agencies, government officials and the Military from a number of countries.
As I left Timor-Leste on my way home back to icy Melbourne
I reflected on the previous six months and the progress that had
been made in such a short time. The successful completion of elections, the positive influence of the ISF and the good work done
by the Engineers all left me with the feeling that a difference for
the better had been achieved, and that finally some respite from
the instability in this small nation would continue. ■

AACAP 19
Dampier Peninsula, Western Australia
By Captain David Ferwerda, Lietenant Astrid Hagqvist and Captain Rhonda McIntosh
The Army Aboriginal Community Assistance Program (AACAP)
commenced in 1997 and is an on-going commitment that reinforces
the strong association between Army and the Indigenous peoples
of northern and central Australia. It is a joint initiative between
the Department of Families, Housing, Community Services and
Indigenous Affairs and Army. In the last decade, this involvement
has extended to coordinating health and veterinary training and
support, as well as the delivery of certified and non-certified employability skills programs. AACAP projects deliver construction,
training and health effects that improve environmental and primary
health standards of selected aboriginal communities. These projects
also provide realistic and valuable training to the ADF.

Each project has four components: community engagement,
construction, health and training. AACAP 19 was conducted on
the Dampier Peninsula of WA, including the communities of Beagle Bay, Lombadina, Djarindjin and Ardyaloon (One Arm Point)
from May to November 2012.
AACAP 19 is led by 17 Construction Squadron, 6 Engineer
Support Regiment with support from the Regiment’s Operational
Support Squadron and 1 Topographical Survey Squadron in addition to external support from 17 CSS Brigade, 6 Brigade and
FORCOMD. It has involved over 240 personnel from the Australian Regular Army and Army Reserve deploying over the period
of AACAP.
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The AACAP 19 Contingent is constructing multiple vertical
and horizontal tasks throughout the Dampier Peninsula communities. The scope of works included vertical and horizontal
construction, health and training tasks.
Vertical Tasks
8 Troop (Construction Troop) are constructing a Family and
Child Centre (FCC) in Djarindin. The FCC is valued at over
$1.5million and with a square area of 441m2, the centre is the
largest vertical construction task undertaken by an AACAP contingent to date. The works completed include the under slab
works including termite protection, formwork and steel reinforcement; the concrete pours for the main slab and the outdoor
areas, the erection of the steel wall framing and the commencement of rough-in works for the electrical and plumbing installations. Into September and October, the works will continue
with the installation of Bondor (ceiling) and roof trusses which
will enable the installation of electrical and plumbing works, as
well as the external and internal cladding.
The second vertical construction project is a Four Bedroom House
in Djarindin. The house is 182 m2 with a capital value of $500,000.
The house design incorporates steel framing and Colorbond cladding
for the walls and roof. The works are at a similar stage to the FCC.
The Basketball Court at Ardyaloon has experienced a significant
amount of cracking to the original concrete slabs. Works have been
identified to improve the courts’ surfaces, with the installation of
sport specific surfacing and line-marking. Other works to be undertaken include the re-fencing of the courts as well as landscaping and
drainage works to limit erosion along the edge of the courts.
Horizontal Tasks
In Djarindjin, Plant Troop are constructing a 13 Lot Subdivision.
With a capital cost of $1.39million, the subdivision task has involved the clearing of the area, cement stabilisation of the roads,
service connections for each lot (power, water, sewerage and Telstra) as well as the provision of stormwater drainage. The final
works on the project will be the bitumen sealing of the road. The
subdivision includes the two vertical construction tasks.
The intersection leading into the communities of Lombadina and
Djarindjin had four intersecting roads and was identified as unsafe,
with limited sight distance for motorists in its current formation.
Plant Troop has reshaped the intersection with the creation of bunds
and has changed the road alignment for two T-intersections, with
right of way given to the connection between the communities. The
capital costs for the intersection is in the order of $30,000.
Work developing a stormwater diversion system for the communities of Lombadina / Djaindjin is well underway. During the wet season
the communities are subjected to flooding, there is currently a limited
drainage network, resulting in a large amount of water being directed
Below: Sappers work with Contractors to pour a concrete slab;
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Above: Civil works included a subdivision and an intersection realignment.

into the communities. A large diversion drain has been constructed in
order to re-direct the runoff away from the communities.
In addition to the vertical and horizontal tasks, there will be
the installation of Service Providers Accommodation further
north in the Ardyaloon community. These construction works
include a prefabricated motel style structure, which will be designed and fabricated by 19 Chief Engineer Works (CEW). AACAP
19 will be responsible for the demolition of the current dwellings,
the construction of the footings for the prefabricated structures
and final installation.
Health
This year health support to AACAP 19 has been provided in the
form of a combined health team. The primary mission was to provide Resuscitative and Primary Health Care to the deployed force.
This was achieved through utilising the skill sets of a number of
health teams such as Evacuation, Environmental Health, Dental,
Psychology, Veterinary and allied health services of Imaging and
Pathology. On occasion we utilised civilian services such as Royal
Flying Doctor Service to assist with the evacuation of patients to
access higher levels of health care.
At the inception of AACAP it was recognised a significant gap
existed in Indigenous health both through the provision of health
care and services. As with previous AACAP, the secondary role of
the health team was to provide health, education and training services to Indigenous Communities in order to improve the health
and well-being of local communities. This effect was achieved
through a number of free activities such as dental clinics, environmental health assessments, animal management (spaying/
neutering, immunisation and tick and flea control) and sporting
activities that promoted exercise and diet. These are significant
activities which cannot be measured wholly in a dollar value as
they improve personal health, living conditions and leave a positive message especially for the children to reflect on long after
we have left.
Of significance when providing health services within Indigenous Communities is the need to recognise the multi-layers of management that characterise working in rural and remote regions. Key
stakeholders, at all levels need to be consulted if positive health
outcomes are to become a reality. Our AACAP 19 experience saw
consultation occurring between health clinic staff, local indigenous

Above: The health team providing education and training to the
local community.

leaders, and local health service managers which resulted in a cooperative health effort. We were able to start and improve well
women’s groups, assist with providing health services to school
aged children through oral health and child health screening activities and improve physical health through our PTI visiting local
schools and emphasising the importance of exercise. These initiatives are high impact and should continue with future AACAPs.

Training
The third effect for AACAP in 2012 was a number of short-courses
and workshops for the communities in the Dampier Peninsula.
The Training Team, made up predominantly of members from the
Army Reserve utilising their civilian skills, consisted of mechanics,
drivers, fire-fighters, welders, army band members and audio tech,
and a boat handler, who interacted with the number of key stakeholders and organisations to deliver a robust training program.
The team has delivered short courses in the communities of the
Dampier Peninsula including small engines, driving, fire and emergency services authority volunteers, welding, boat handling and
musicianship culminating in a community concert in September.
The team has trained over 60 members of the local communities to
date with skills and qualifications that can be applied for future employment opportunities and maintenance of their community.
Camp Birt
At the completion of the Camp establishment it was decided the
camp be named Camp Birt in memory of CPL Ashley Birt. On 29
October last year, CPL Ashley Birt became the first member of 6
Engineer Support Regiment to be killed on operations in Afghanistan. After consultation with Linda and Don Birt, it was decided
to honour Birty by naming the AACAP 19 camp in his memory.
Birty will be remembered as an excellent soldier, an esteemed
sportsman, and most of all, as a great mate. ■

Exercise RIMPAC 2012
By Lieutenant Tim Budge
EXERCISE Rim of the Pacific (RIMPAC) is the world’s largest
maritime training opportunity. This year, over 25 nations took
part, participating in a variety of training evolutions designed
to develop interoperability in the international environment.
A small part of this activity was the Special Purpose Marine
Air Ground Task Force (SP-MAGTF). The SP-MAGTF was led
by United States Marine Corps (USMC), with the additions of
Australia, Canada, Tonga, Malaysia, Republic of Korea, New
Zealand and Mexico who all had a role. The MAGTF is the primary organisation which the USMC uses to deploy its forces
across a wide range of military operations, with this special
purpose element designed to support EX RIMPAC. As part of
this multi-nation force element, 3 CER provided engineering
support to A Company, 1 RAR.
Departing to Hawaii on 28 July 2012, 15 Tp deployed a
section strength element capable of providing a search and
breaching capability to the Infantry if required. The first
week of the activity there were several functions where all
involved took part, allowing for networking of different nations to discuss training opportunities during the Exercise.
The section then deployed to Marine Corps Training Area
– Bellows (MCTAB), an excellent training facility with four
different villages, each with a high level of technological sophistication. These provide soldiers with the opportunity to
conduct immediate After Action Reviews on training serials
using hundreds of different cameras to film all activity that
occurs. These facilities also included smell and noise generators, as well as support for the implementation of Improvised
Explosive Device’s (IEDs) into the training serials. During this
time the Sappers from 15 Tp were able to conduct unoccupied
building search training serials, working with 1 Platoon, A

Company, 1 RAR, in a combined-arms environment. Throughout this time opportunities to work with USMC Engineers
were exploited; in particular, learning about the differences in
the two nations search drills as well as conducting training on
the Anti Personnel Obstacle Breaching System (APOBS). The
APOBS is a backpack mounted system, designed to allow the
expedient breaching of obstacles by dismounted soldiers. The
APOBS allows a greater level of stand-off from the obstacle
than the Bangalore or Improvised Bangalore, and offers an
excellent capability to those who are issued them. This system
was new to the soldiers of 15 Tp, and the ‘soldiers five’ given
by the US Marines was greatly appreciated.
The next phase saw all soldiers embarking on the USS Essex,
a large amphibious assault ship, capable of embarking over
1800 troops. Life aboard the ship posed a unique challenge to
all involved. Learning to integrate with other nations and even
the naval way of life provided an interesting experience. As an
interlude to ship life soldiers deployed to the Pohakuloa Training Area (PTA), a desolate training area where 3 CER Sappers
integrated heavily with Canadian Combat Engineers. Training
conducted was at section level, with route search, area search,
force construct and other areas of interest to both nations
soldiers discussed.
The activity culminated with a Ship to Objective Manoeuvre, with soldiers deploying from USS Essex by helicopter to
Kaneohe Bay Training Area. Once at Kaneohe Bay the exercise
wound down, with several farewell functions to attend. The
experience overall was certainly an interesting one. There
were many learning points for 15 Troop members to take
away from it, with everyone developing a great deal from
the experience.
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1st Combat Engineer Regiment
“Follow the Sapper”
2012 has been another fast-paced year for the 1st
Combat Engineer Regiment (1 CER). Before the
dust had even settled on their relocation to Adelaide, 9 Field Squadron were once again in sunny
Woomera, conducting pre-deployment training
(for ATF-1), and 23 Support Squadron had a small
construction team on Christmas Island, completing a boat ramp
and landing facilities for use by RAN and Customs boats. For the
rest of the Regiment, the early focus this year was three months
of training in Shoalwater Bay Training Area (SWBTA). With all
equipment stored, vehicles inspected, jack rats packed and admin finished, we farewelled loved ones and headed-off for sunny
Queensland. Just moving the Regiment more than 3000 km by
sea, air and road was a significant achievement.
Upon arrival at Camp Growl, we realised there is no truth
in advertising; winter in Queensland is bloody cold (and wet).
With many wishing they had packed thermal underwear, Troops
were quickly reunited with their vehicles and plunged straight
into a broad range of conventional tasks, including search, urban
operations, mounted and dismounted attacks, bridging, vehicle
movement, defile and mine strike drills, ambushing, demolitions,
harbour drills and every other drill imaginable. Although there
was some gnashing of teeth, this rigorous preparation actually
underpinned our success on Exercise HAMEL in June/July.
One of the highlights of this early training was 23 Support
Squadron’s construction of a permanent crossing site for rafting
and bridging over Shoalwater Creek. Construction of the crossing site required the felling and haulage of more than 100 handpicked trees, excavation and stabilisation of a mangrove mudbank and construction of a corduroy road (boat ramp) by day and
night during narrow tidal windows. The resultant crossing point
is now trafficable for rafting and bridging for approximately seven
hours per tidal window, an increase of more than 400 per cent. 1
Field Squadron later used the site to successfully support a night
assault river crossing by 5RAR. [Insert photo 2, 3, 4 + 5]
SWBTA also provided many opportunities for advanced demolitions training as part of numerous combined arms breaches, including explosive breach of cat-wire, tetrahedrons, dragon’s teeth,
palisades, reinforced brick walls and tank ditches. The training
not only provided excellent practice for Sappers in live-fire assault
breach, but invaluable education for the combined arms team in the
strengths (and limitations) of our Corps’ assault breach capability.
In addition to assault breaching, another success for both 1 and 9
Field Squadrons was the convoy escort of Battle Group echelons. This
required command of mounted tactical formations to protect.
B-vehicle movement along roads, including route assessment
and the clearance of defiles, vulnerable points and likely ambush
locations by dismounted Engineer Sections. Despite the enemy
successfully targeting Combat Support and Combat Service Support convoys in previous years, there were no successful attacks
on B-vehicle convoys during Exercise HAMEL 2012. This proved
the Combat Engineer Squadrons were not only able to provide
essential mobility support to the Combat arms, but could also
fulfil their secondary role very effectively.
Right colomn: In close consultation with Environmental and Range
Control staff, 23 Spt Sqn construct a corduroy-road to establish a
permanent FSB crossing site on the Shoalwater Creek.
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Above: Members of 23 Spt Sqn proudly show off the new Range Control
facility they constructed at Sabina Point

Above: 1 Fd Sqn explosive breach rehearsals on a range of obstacles

23 Support Squadron also conducted a wide range of support engineering tasks, including the construction of part of the Braeside
track, design and construction of a new Range Control facility at
Sabina Point, and construction of more than 50 life-size, three-dimensional targets for armoured vehicles. This innovative approach
to embedding trade training in Defence Support Group tasks resulted in significant savings to Defence and top quality training for
the soldiers involved. The Squadron achieved all of these tasks while
also provided outstanding support to keep the Brigade moving during unseasonably heavy rainfall. Of note was the rapid construction
of roads, construction of a detainee processing facility, emergency
response support to the Aviation group and production of almost
one million litres of drinking water straight from the ocean using
the Reverse Osmosis Water Purification Unit.
During Exercise HAMEL, the Regimental Headquaters was
designated the Brigade lead for dealing with the demands of full
Below: 1CER in the field during Exercise HAMEL 12

spectrum war fighting among a civilian population. This included
commanding the construction and operation of a 250-person
camp for displaced persons to support efforts to remove civilians from the combat area, as well as managing rear area security,
convoy escort and captured personnel. To enable this tasking the
Regiment was bolstered with a High Readiness Reserve Combat
Team, an MP Company, a resuscitation team (medics), a Calvary
Troop, an Explosive Ordnance Disposal Section and CIMIC (Civilian and Military Co-operation) staff; this increased the 1 CER
capability by more than 300 personnel. Once again, the success
achieved was due to detailed battle procedure and a tremendous
work ethic that is at the heart of everything we do.
The training at SWBTA certainly tested every echelon of the
Regiment and included some of the most demanding tactical and
construction training attempted for a number of years. Members
of 9 Field Squadron and 23 Support Squadron are now well into
final preparations for their deployment to Afghanistan in October/November. The remainder of the Regiment stand ready to
support regional emergencies, and mission specific training has
already begun for members of 1 Field Sqn and 23 Support Squadron who will support the follow-on deployment to Afghanistan
in May 2013.
Finally, we’d like to acknowledge two groups who once again
have been vital to the Regiment’s success this year; soldiers from
Operational Support Squadron who provide our integral clerical,
supply and maintenance support, and our partners and families.
Without the support (and patience) of these two groups we could
not do the job we love – thank you! ■
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2nd Combat Engineer Regiment
From The Commanding Officer
This year has been an extremely challenging
one for 2 CER. The Force Generation Cycle
has seen the Regiment generate and deploy
Combat Engineer Squadron (Sqn) Groups
back-to-back to support the Mentoring Task
Force (MTF) in Southern Afghanistan. This
had not been done before by a CER. While others will follow as
they move into their ‘Ready’ years, none will be asked to deploy
groups as large and to missions as challenging as those of 2012.
Before deploying, our sappers underwent a difficult and comprehensive pre-deployment training period that prepared them well
for the no-fail missions ahead of them.
MTF-4 had an incredibly successful tour that culminated in the
build of Patrol Base Zafar out at Chaka Juy. MTF-5 deployed at
the start of the Afghan ‘fighting season’, which has seen a rise in
enemy action and has sadly resulted in the deaths and wounding
of some of our soldiers. SPR James Martin tragically died of a
gunshot wound on 29 August in the Baluchi Valley, along with two
other MTF soldiers. Our thoughts remain with James’ family and
the Regiment will never forget his sacrifice. We keenly look forward to the safe return of the remainder of our deployed sappers
from Afghanistan at the end of the year. Our Explosive Detection
Dog handlers deserve a special mention, as their five-month tour
was extended to eight-months and then finally to nine and a half
months. Like their trusty companions, none of them complained
and they just got on with their incredibly important job. 2 CER
has made a significant contribution to the Australian campaign
in Afghanistan in 2012 and in raising the capability of the Afghan
National Army in Uruzgan.
In a year that promised to be quiet with most of our soldiers
deployed, the remainder of the Regiment has been surprisingly
busy. We have assisted in flood relief in regional Queensland,
provided engineer and logistic support to a range of other units’
activities, aside from our Afghan commitments deployed personnel to Timor Leste, Papua New Guinea and Nauru, and have
managed to maintain a Regiment’s worth of equipment with a
skeleton crew. Our Emergency Response Troop up in Oakey have
had another busy year supporting aviation operations up there
and have been lucky to bring into service some new vehicles. I
am also especially proud of the work of the Regiment in supporting the families of those who spent extended periods away from
loved ones this year.
As we move into our ‘Reset’ year of 2013, we will look to get
back to basics and focus on individual and small team skills, and
in particular basic combat engineering skills. I wish to thank all
members of the Regiment for their efforts this year and wish
those departing on posting the best of luck for the future. Our sacrifice this year has been great, but our contribution to the Army
and through it to the nation has been greater.
Ubique
-5$0-1BVM'PVSB

Mentoring Task Force–4 Engineer Sqn (2 CE Sqn)
The 130 man Mentoring Task Force–4 (MTF-4) Engineer Sqn was
made up of Sappers from 2 CE Sqn, 24 Spt Sqn, 21 Const Sqn and
11 CE Sqn (ARES). The Sqn completed a very successful operational tour of Southern Afghanistan from January to July 2012.
The Sqn’s CE Searchers and Explosive Detection Dog (EDD)
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teams performed their extremely dangerous and stressful duties
with skill and courage. They successfully found over 60 Improvised Explosive Device’s (IEDs), numerous caches, and suffered
no IED casualties. Additionally, the advice and planning provided
by the MTF-4 Engineer Sqn enabled MTF-4 to complete its tour
with no IED casualties and only a single IED strike for the tour; a
truly remarkable achievement.
The Sqn’s Support Tp completed the last build of an ANA Patrol Base at Chaka Juy, some 70km from Tarin Kot. The mission
stretched the logistic assets of the MTF and Combined Team Uruzgan to the limits, moving over 200 tons of stores by road and air to
the construction site. They maintained essential services for Aussie troops across Uruzgan province and excelled in trying circumstances. They were delighted to be the first tradies and planties to
dig shell scrapes in some time, and spent more time continuously
in the field than any other previous MTF force elements.
The Sqn’s greatest achievement was deploying, and redeploying
home, every soldier safely. The Sqn’s performance is a testament
to the hard work and dedication of its Sappers and leaders over
the previous 18 months, as well as the incredible support received
from family, friends, and the Regiment back in Australia.
After some well-earned rest and a few beers, the Sqn is now
happy to be back into barracks life and is enjoying any training
that doesn’t involve searching for IEDs!

Above: MTF-4 Engr Sqn’s CPL McDonald and SPRs Young and Russell
teaching the ANA about explosive hazards.

Mentoring Task Force–5 Engineer Sqn (7 CE Sqn)
It has been a particularly busy and challenging year for 7 CE Sqn.
The focus for the year has been the lead up to and deployment
with Mentoring Task Force–5 (MTF-5) as part of the 3rd Battalion
Task Group (3 RAR TG). Pre-deployment training commenced in
Brisbane in February and Sqn concentrated with 3 RAR TG in
Townsville in March. The Sqn then embarked on a challenging
three month training program with the rest of the 3 RAR TG. The
combined adversity of pre-deployment training helped bring our
eclectic team together with Sappers being drawn from 2 CER, 6
ESR, 3 CER and ARES units to complete our manning.
Like MTF-4 before us, the CE High Threat Search elements of
the team faced many hurdles prior to being deemed suitable for
operations in Afghanistan. Each of these challenges was met with

so has the threat. Sadly, a number of soldiers have been wounded
in action and Sapper James Martin tragically died of a gunshot
wound on 29 August.
The protected route clearance capability, known in MTF as the
Mobility Support Detachment (MSD) consists of a mix of combat
engineers and plant operators. This new capability saw a number
of sappers having their passports stamped in Canada, the United
Kingdom, Jordan and Afghanistan. The training consisted of vehicle operations, maintenance and tactics, techniques and procedures development using the Buffalo (armoured vehicle), Husky
(Ground Penetrating Radar platform) and HMEE (High Mobility
Engineer Excavator) platforms. The MSD has pushed this brand
new Australian capability to the limits - and in some cases beyond.
The MSD has already clocked up more kilometres outside the wire
than planned and is busy refining this emerging capability.
While MTF-5’s Support Tp (Spt Tp) is not building new patrol
bases it has remained busy, mainly maintaining and repairing
defensive works and accommodation constructed on previous
rotations. They have been instrumental in achieving the mission
and providing support to the Afghan National Security Forces
(ANSF). A key task has been the enhancement of the force protection measures at the Tarin Kowt Police Sub Station. This task has
provided additional protection to the US mentors and the Afghan
National Police (ANP) and has been completed by working hand in
hand with the ANP to construct a HESCO vehicle park, along with
other vertical construction tasks. Spt Tp is not slowing down,
with plenty of work left to ensure that the Australian facilities are
up to the required standard to be handed over to the ANSF.
As this is published, the Sqn will be preparing to return to
Australia after a demanding tour. Our success so far has been due
to the support of the our families and the skill and diligence of
our junior commanders; many of whom only assumed command
at the start of the year, with nine of them only being promoted
on the day of our farewell parade! These young men and those
they lead have stepped up to every challenge that has been put in
front of them and continue to do so. Our Support Tp continues
to complete builds on time and to the required standard. Our
MSD continues to develop in skill and provide mobility support
to mounted operations, and our dismounted high risk searchers
continue to lead from the front on a daily basis keeping our infantry, cavalry and logistic brethren safe. All this while continuing to
develop the capabilities of the ANSF. Our thoughts are with the
families and friends of our fallen and wounded, and we owe it to
them to complete our mission to the best of our ability.

ANZAC Tp and 24 Spt Sqn

Above: 7 CE Sqn providing support to 3 RAR TG on MTF-5.

determination and good humour, with the Sqn achieving some
of the best certification results to date. Not to shy away from
a challenge, two sections from 7 CE Sqn competed in 3 RAR’s
Infantry Skills competition, The OPIE Trophy. The competition
was designed to push the physical endurance of soldiers and test
their Infantry skills over a gruelling five day period. Both sections
performed extremely well and finished mid-field, but SPR Matthew Taylor beat the Infantry at their own game and was awarded
best soldier overall; an outstanding effort.
From arrival in Afghanistan in June, The CE searchers have
been extremely busy and have been very successful in providing
safe passage for supported elements, and in denying the enemy
material through disrupting his caches. As the summer heats up,

It has been a diverse year for ANZAC Tp. For the soldiers not
deploying with MTF-4 or 5, tasks have ranged from Operation
Flood Assist II, through to tree felling activities in our backyard,
preparation for combat team live fire and demolitions activities in
Shoalwater Bay, and deploying to Nauru with Op RESOLUTE
The Tp had a busy start to the year, deploying on our first
major task in February - flood relief for the Roma area. The Tp
was assembled and deployed with plant operators and equipment, tradies and combat engineers within days of the flood
commencing. The Tp operated in direct support of 6 RAR who
provided a company of infantry soldiers as muscle. The first
challenge was clearing debris from an inundated bridge, including removing some very large logs, so that we could access
parts of the town. With this done, the task of cleaning up could
be started; plant cleared roads and helped move rubbish, the
combat engineers were put to good use in felling dangerous
trees and demolishing some unsafe fences and sheds, and the
tradies helped with making emergency repairs to some damaged buildings.
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Above (from top): LCPL Lawson of ANZAC Tp fells a tree to make way
for new 2 CER facilities; LCPL Leahy and SPR Wainwright clear debris
from St George Bridge enabling access to the town for resuply during QLD
Flood assist in Feb 2012.

The Tp then spent the bulk of the year getting back to mastering combat engineering by becoming ‘brilliant at the basics’. This
included one of the Tp’s larger tasks of felling a number of trees in
our own backyard at Gallipoli Barracks. The site is being developed for
2 CER’s new working accommodation, with ANZAC Tp being given
approval by the building contractor and local authorities to remove
all non-native trees. The Tp used this opportunity to gain civil tree
felling accreditation while cutting down some 60 trees. Some of the
trees were over 35 metres high and many had restricted falls; a few of
the CPLs were sweating at the end of each day, and not just from the
hard work. The felled trees will be used in several ways including being milled for timber and using them as future demolitions targets.
On the return of the MTF-4 Engineer Sqn, ANZAC Tp formed
the main body of the re-raised 24 Spt Sqn. Despite much of the
year being spent preparing a CE Tp to support a combat team
(+) live fire activity with 2/14 LHR, the Tp’s role in the exercise
had to be cancelled due to a short notice deployment to Nauru
on OP RESOLUTE. The Tp is assisting with the construction of
temporary offshore immigration processing centres along with
members of other Engineer units from across Australia.
It has been an exciting and enjoyable year for all the members
of ANZAC Tp and 24 Spt Sqn. We are now looking forward to our
‘Reset’ year where the Sqn will have the opportunity to consolidate the diverse experience that its personnel have gained over
their myriad of tasks and deployments throughout 2012.

Operational Support Sqn
Like most of 2 CER in 2012, Operational Support Squadron (OSS)
started off the year by shuffling its deck of personnel; and then shuffling it a few more times to make sure. As 2 CE Sqn, 7 CE Sqn and the
majority of 24 Spt Sqn packed their bags for the war, OSS also sent
along a few of its finest to provide deployable Beaurepairs and Bunnings capabilities, as loggies do everyday at home and abroad. Entering
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the ‘Ready’ year saw the Sqn grow to its biggest yet, but those numbers
again dwindled as soldiers from OSS valiantly volunteered for operations in Timor Leste, the UAE and Afghanistan. Among these were
the OC and A/OC, seeing all the new march-ins (2IC, OPSO, RQ, ASM,
EMEOPSWO....) pushing to keep things ticking over from day one.
Taking advantage of the absence of the CE Sqns, OSS invested in
up-skilling our remaining soldiers in their core skills. Like driving the
HMEE (High-Mobility Engineer Excavator) and qualifying a vehicle
mechanic as an EOD tech, right...no really it happened. Somewhere
between this and maintaining all the gear left behind by the deployed
elements, the Sqn prepared for any other contingency that ANZAC Tp
were not already tasked to cover, which incidentally turned out to be a
lot. The Regt was stoked to have a recovery mechanic (Reccy Mech) on
board this year, but clearly not as excited as every other Reccy Mech in
the Brigade was as they simultaneously put in their long service leave
apps – making CPL Spohn a critical Brigade asset!
Fighting some of our own wars at home, our TRF friends in Brigade came through and smoked us in an audit, forgetting to bring
along any green stickers (or smiles). Good form from the Q-store
saw us come unscathed out of the SCAF and ammunition audits.
OSS complimented its normal soldier skills training regime
with the standard Friday lunch BBQ, innovative PT sessions, the
ubiquitous handball and a sea kayaking adventure-training activity that saw its members at the mercy of the soup that is the Noosa
bar. The result for the year of 2012: members deployed overseas:
9 (and rising); subject and trade courses members attended: 43;
burgers eaten = 1023 (and certain to rise), looks on OSS members
faces as they got dumped on to Hastings Street Beach: priceless.

11 CE Sqn (ARES)
11 CE Sqn entered a period of retraining and rebuilding following
a busy year in 2011. Nonetheless, the tempo set in previous years
was maintained with a continued emphasis on achieving training
to a high standard. Weekend training has included the requisite
range shoots with personnel re-qualifying on the Mag 58 and
9mm Self Loading Pistol (SLP) in addition to the usual in-service weapons. Other training has included demolitions, Chemical,
Biological, Radiological and Nuclear Defence (CBRND), search,
and watermanship. In addition to regular training activities, a
number of personnel have re-qualified as Demolitions Supervisors; attended the G-Wagon Conversion course; and completed
the BGC3 Mounted course, which included the new Battle Management System and the Harris and Raytheon radio suite. Support Tp was also busy, supporting the combat engineers on tasks
as well as constructing a portable urban training facility and a
standpipe filler to augment water supply operations.
In addition to training, 11 CE Sqn had two members deploy in
support of operations. SGT Jon Dickman deployed on MTF-4 as the
Operations Sergeant and CPL Gary Fraser deployed to Timor Leste
as Quartermaster support. 11 CE SQN aims to provide qualified personnel to support operations and is working towards having more
personnel deployed in the future. In other milestones, SGT Nick
Garlin joins CPL Len Olleranshaw in reaching 30 years service with
the RAE. Both members have enjoyed a wide variety of postings and
deployments; they bring an enormous amount of experience to the
Sqn. Congratulations also go to CPL Chris Knott for being awarded
soldier of the quarter in March this year for his excellent work in Sqn
headquarters and keeping the administration burden under control.
We would also like to farewell LT Andrew Harbour who was successful
in his application to transfer to the ARA and commenced training at
RMC in July this year. We wish him all the best and hope he returns
to the engineers following graduation at the end of 2013.
2013 is set to be a year of growth, as 11 Sqn looks to increase
the number of qualified sappers within its ranks and support a
number of upcoming exercises and deployments. ■

    

3rd Combat Engineer Regiment
The start of 2012 saw the march-in of the following key appointments at the
3rd Combat Engineer Regiment (3 CER)
Headquarters; Regiment Sergeant Major (RSM)
WO1 Greg Polson, Adjutant (ADJT) CAPT Ken
Golder, Regiment Security Officer (RSO) CAPT
Andrew Hynd, Padre CHAP Gary Pope, RSS SGT
Michael Keep and Operations Warrant Officer WO2 John Dash.
The year has also seen the farewell of the S33 CAPT Dale Beattie
and S35 WO2 Andy Dixon (retired after 30 years service).
The Regiment has seen another very busy year. It has continued to support contingency operations and maintained our
reputation as a highly deployable and ready engineer unit. We
welcomed back all of our members who deployed in support of
specified operations overseas in Afghanistan, the Middle East
Area of Operations and Timor Leste. Currently, we have a small
group deployed to Timor Leste, two individuals in Afghanistan,
and 25 Support Squadron (25 Spt Sqn) are preparing for deployment to Papua New Guinea on Ex PUK PUK 12.
Our tempo has not eased throughout the year and we have
been required to support both operations and foundation warfighting training, with major activities including; Ex SEALION, Ex
HAMEL and Ex RIMPAC. The Regiment will also provide support
to Ex CATA, to be conducted at Townsville Field Training Area
(TFTA) in November. This will position the Regiment to see the
transition to the Reading phase of the Force Generation Cycle.
LTCOL Craig Lauder is posted at the end of the year and would
like to extend his thanks to all members of the Regiment for their
dedication, commitment and support throughout his time as CO
3 CER. He also extends his thanks to members’ families, for the
support given to the Regiment throughout the year and wishes
everyone success for the future.

16 COMBAT ENGINEER SQUADRON
16 Combat Engineer Squadron (16 CE Sqn) commenced the year
focussing on basic soldier and engineer skills before building on
our relationships at all levels with the 1st Royal Australian Regiment (1 RAR), the lead battalion for the Ready Battle Group. Both
15 and 21 Troops commenced training with Companies of 1 RAR
that included infantry minor tactics and live fire attacks up to
troop level. This integration early into the battalion only strengthened the bond already forged with 1 RAR last year.
In March, 16 CE Sqn conducted lead-up training and deployed
as part of Ex SEALION, an amphibious exercise, combining naval,
rotary wing and ground assets. This exercise saw HMAS Choules
brought into service and certified as the interim amphibious
platform for the ADF, in preparation for the LHD introduction
in 2014. The exercise joined Navy and Army together to achieve
mission profiles such as Humanitarian Aid and Disaster Relief,
as well as Evacuation Operations in support of Australian and
approved foreign nationals.
On return from Ex SEALION the Squadron continued to focus on individual soldier skills with members deploying to Tully
to conduct jungle training. Other training has included obstacle
construction, field machines, and route repair.
In May, 16 CE Sqn participated in Ex DINGO FURY, a bridging and watermanship exercise. Both troops constructed MGB
and FSB as well as honed their skills on the water at Ross Island,
practicing watermanship and improvised floatation.

In June, 16 CE Sqn deployed to the field for a month long period in support of the opposing force for Ex HAMEL 2012. This
exercise was used to reinforce the way engineers are utilised in
support of the ‘A War’ concept and shed the ‘Afghanisms’ that
have crept into the way engineers are tasked in a combined arms
setting. 16 CE Sqn, forming an Engineer Combat Team, constructed tactical obstacles in the form of minefields, tank ditching and wiring in support of the manoeuvre commander’s plan.
The Engineers were then re-tasked to provide integral Combat
Engineer support to the Combat Teams in the defence against the
1st Brigade advance. During the exercise, over 5000 mines were
laid and mapped by 16 CE Sqn.
Also during June, 16 CE Sqn provided a section to Ex RIMPAC,
a coalition level exercise hosted by America, based in Hawaii. During RIMPAC, the section gained exposure to the way our coalition
partners’ engineers worked, spending time with both American
and Canadian Engineers throughout the deployment.
Apart from training, 16 CE Sqn has been involved in two real
time emergencies, with 21 Troop only just returning from Ex
SEALION, assisted in the clean up of Townsville in the aftermath
of the damage done by a tornado in March, and an element of 15
Troop reacted to an incident on Lavarack Barracks. The Squadron has also assisted with the preparation of deploying forces
by providing support to the Multinational Task Force-5 (MTF-5)
Mission Rehearsal Exercise (MRE).
16 CE Sqn will now set its sights on more engineer specific
training, culminating with the
3rd Brigade Combined Arms Training Activity in November.
16 CE Sqn will then conduct the handover of online responsibilities to 1 CER, before proceeding on a well earned break before the
road to Ex HAMEL 13 begins in 2013.

18 COMBAT ENGINEER SQUADRON
18 CE Sqn commenced 2012 in the final months of its deployment as the Engineer Squadron, MTF-3 on Operation SLIPPER.
The Squadron had been deployed since June/July 2011, with all
personnel returning to Australia by February this year. The Squadron had a highly successful deployment and this was largely due
to the lead up training and certification it embarked upon prior
to deploying in 2010/11.
The Squadron comprised of 18 Search bricks, who were permanently attached to the Battle Group’s manoeuvre elements to
provide mobility support. These were reinforced by two bricks
during the Relief Out of Country Leave (ROCL) rotation period.
The Squadron was also augmented with an EDD team and a Construction Troop from 25 Spt Sqn.
All members of 18 CE Sqn returned from deployment and
should be proud of their efforts. In addition to the operational
deployment of eight months, the lead up training and certification requirements had seen the Squadron preparing since late
2010. The Squadron’s dedication, professionalism and selflessness throughout all phases was commendable and in the end resulted in a very successful deployment for all concerned.
The Squadron returned to work in mid-March and attached
personnel immediately splintered back to their respective subunits. All, however, would conduct the annual mandatory induction briefings and presentations that many had hoped to
avoid with the overhang of post-deployment leave into autumn.
Throughout Ex READY SAPPER a consistent supporting effort was to
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Above (from top): 16 & 23 TP conduct a Demolitions Range as part of
EX FRAGIMUS WARRIOR; 18 CE SQN conducting LF6 on EX LONGBOW.

re-establish the teamwork and mateship required at a Section and
Troop level as opposed to the smaller brick sized organisation that
the men had grown accustomed to working in overseas. This resulted in several troop sized physical training (PT) sessions to off
base locations in Townsville and one or two BML style breakfasts
for the Troops. This period culminated in a Squadron Recreation
Day of sports and minor team games at the beach and surrounding parkland, prior to members departing on leave for Easter.
Following leave, 18 CE Sqn sought about re-establishing the
Troop organisations and Q-stores. Ex READY HAMMER was all
about accounting for and signing over stock accounts, now dormant for over 12 months and returning the equipment to a state
of readiness befitting a CE Sqn.
The Squadron welcomed an exchange officer from 28th Engineer Regiment as part of Ex LONGLOOK, prior to Ex LONGBOW.
LT Lorna Collins would take command of 16 CE Troop for the
duration of her exchange, putting paid to any expectations of a
holiday exchange.
One of the important legacies of deployment is the requirement to prepare the following rotations. The Squadron was required to support MTF-5 MRE with key personal and role players
in order to prepare them for their upcoming deployment. This
stripped the Squadron of its Junior and Senior NCOs and made
the conduct of Ex LONGBOW challenging.
Ex LONGBOW was a marksmanship training package that
saw the Squadron conducting Weapons Training Simulation System (WTSS) and Live Fire Ranges. A 100% pass rate for LF6 was
achieved; however, the culminating LF18 in body armour was no
where near as successful.
The Squadron continued its support to deploying forces when
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16 CE Troop provided All Corps Search training to deploying the
1st Regiment, Royal Australian Artillery, members who would
be training Afghan Gunners in Kabul. This training was very well
organised and just as well received.
The Squadron saw a lull in scheduled training in mid-May that was
quickly filled with the Regiment and Brigade Cross Country and Regiment Shooting Comp. The Squadron also participated in the MTF3 Welcome Home Parade. The Squadron would complete one more
activity prior to mid-year RTP and that was Ex DINGO FURY.
Ex DINGO FURY was a week long bridging exercise, and due
to over 25% of the Squadron being on the Junior Leaders Course,
support tasks or other courses, it was a Troop plus sized MGB
build exercise at Macrossan that incorporated the whole Squadron. For most it was the first time they had touched a bridge since
departing the School of Military Engineering and progress was
slow early; however, proficiency progressed and they were achieving reverse-bank strips by night in a couple of hours by the end.
Bridging is certainly a perishable skill and this training must be
reinforced through regular conduct.
The Squadron returned from RTP and immediately commenced
Ex THUNDERSTORM. This was a troop level activity and allowed
the Troops to train in an area of their choice. Naturally, watermanship was the popular choice and 22 and 23 Troops proceeded to
Cowley Beach for a week each. 16 Troop; however, (the wardogs
that they are) conducted some foundation defensive operations
training, culminating in the construction of a section defensive
position, complete with protective obstacles. Ex THUNDERSTORM was the first troop level activity since returning. Junior
leaders soon began learning the lessons associated with the conduct of training, as equipment failures ensured they would get a
perspective as to what redundancy and mitigation planning were
all about. Following Ex THUNDERSTORM, LT Collins departed
to be replaced by the returning LT McKeown.
The Squadron continued its two week training, two week refit
and prepare cycle leading into Ex FRAGIMUS WARRIOR (FW). Ex
FW was again a troop level activity incorporating marksmanship,
foundation warfighting, mobility and counter-mobility (demolitions) training. Spanning two weeks it continued a theme of foundation Engineering and soldiering skills training. It was during the
exercise that Squadron also won the Regiment Obstacle Course by
a huge margin and gave a small indication of what was to come for
Commanding Officer’s (CO’s) Challenge in two weeks time.
The Squadron deployed on CO’s Challenge, which was a physically and mentally demanding 72 hour period that tested foundation warfighting skills. Of the four sections entered from 18 CE
Sqn, one was disbanded due to casualties that left it down three
members; however, it is worth noting that they were leading when
amalgamated with a 25 Spt Sqn section with the same manning
issues. The three remaining sections all finished in the top 5, with
SPR Matthew Clark’s 16 TP section eventual winners. It is the
first time a section led by a SPR has won a CO’s Challenge and
the Challenge overall highlighted the consistency of 18 CE Sqn
in the Regiment.

25th SUPPORT SQUADRON
It has been a great training year for the 25th Support Squadron
(25 Spt Sqn), which began with developing specialist sapper skills
at both the individual and collective level. The Squadron had a
boost in numbers from the soldiers and officers who returned
from the MTF-3 deployment. The Squadron also farewelled
members on deployment: Squadron Sergeant Major, WO2 Justin Jones and SPR Jack Hill deploying to Afghanistan; as well as
CPL Brendan Middlecoat, SPR Mitchell Rushforth, SPR Jackson
Harris and SPR Scott Males forming the Emergency Response
detachment to Timor Leste Aviation Group 18.

All the Troops have been hard at it in the brigade reset year,
with excellent training being conducted to ensure the Squadron’s
key capabilities are maintained. Specialist Troop under the guidance of SGT McGowan achieved excellent results in establishing
and maintaining the Brigade Water Point capability. In just a few
short months the Troop managed to get the equipment operating, raise the collective knowledge of how to run the equipment
and provide a brigade level capability on demand. This training
culminated with the provision of one million litres of potable water to the MTF-5 MRE in just three weeks. The only thing more
impressive was their luck with the yabby trap!
Specialist Troop have also kept up their combat engineer skills,
and conducted a significant amount of realistic training, whether
it be on the water at Cowley Beach, the Demolitions Range at
High Range Training Area or in the plant yard conducting decontamination drills.
Though battling with some manning issues, the Emergency
Response Troop has also had a solid year, with an Operator Emergency Response course to kick things off and some exciting follow
up training including crash rescue simulations and a back burn
at Lavarack Barracks. The troop has put the new Emergency Response Vehicle through its paces and will continue to do so for
the remainder of the year.
Construction Troop have been tasked to capacity this year.
They have produced exceptional results, including new gardens
and a fantastic new trophy cabinet at the Dingo Inn and a NonEquipment Bridge at the Belgian Gardens State School, whilst concurrently planning and procuring for the upcoming deployment on
Ex PUK PUK 12. The Troop takes every opportunity to perform and
has placed very well in all Regiment competitions.
Plant Troop has been stretched all over the country, with people on course in Holsworthy through to driving trucks in Broome,
supporting Army Aboriginal Community Assistance Program
(AACAP) with 17 Construction Squadron. Back at home, the troop
was heavily involved in Ex HAMEL and is looking forward to an
upcoming task in the Wide Bay Training Area. This is a chance
for the complete Troop to deploy and conduct a job with tangible
results. The task at Wide Bay is a challenging one, with 2.9 km of
road to construct in just six weeks.

Above: Caption. SPR Harraway works his way through the mud to
construct anti-tank ditching for Exercise Hamel 2012

With dedicated efforts across the training program, it has
been impressive to see the efforts each Squadron member has
made towards the CO’s Trophy this year. The Squadron won the
Cross Country and performed very well in the remaining events.
This year, the Squadron proved that while it provides specialist
skills, the basic soldier and sapper skills have not been forgotten.
This was shown repeatedly throughout the year with activities
such as Ex READY PHANTOM, a composite section providing
engineer search support to a Royal Military College – Duntroon
battle block and the CO’s challenge which targeted the soldiers
all corps skills.
The Squadron is now well into the preparation phase for Ex
PUK PUK 12, which will see 60 Squadron personnel deploy in
support of the Papua New Guinea Defence Force, to provide
much needed facilities upgrade at Goldie River Barracks. Concurrently, Plant Troop will deploy to Wide Bay Training Area
which will leave only the Domestic Response Force Detachment
at the Unit. Come November, the Squadron will refit to fight and
begin the important steps needed to ensure that it can meet the
requirements for any Defence Aid to the Civil Community tasks
that may arise during the upcoming wet season – not to mention
a well earned break! ■

    

4th Combat Engineer Regiment
The 4th Combat Engineer Regiment started
2012 with a new command team including
the CO, LTCOL Glen Pilbeam, his RSM, WO1
Scott Middlemis and the ADJT, LT Ian Green.
The Regiment has spent the year enhancing its
trade skills and providing support to the 4 BDE
and its units, as well as other formations and commands, in their
courses, training activities and exercises.
Throughout the year the Regiment has also deployed a number
of soldiers on operations both overseas and domestically. The engineer section on OP ASTUTE is a combined 4 CER / 22 CR effort;
as is the Victorian engineer commitment in support of 17 Const
Sqn to AACAP19 on the Dampier Peninsula. 4 CER also made
a significant contribution to the 4 BDE responses to the floods
that affected Victoria in March and June of this year, and the
Regt is currently preparing to send some of its members on OP
ANODE in 2013.

TLTG 4 RAE Section
The performance of the TLTG 4 RAE section, led by SGT David
(Rhino) Ryan, has been highly regarded by their supported
Infantry brethren. They have had a large works program and
have progressed through the tasks professionally and delivered them on time. The range of tasks has been quite wide,
with training, construction, upgrading, refurbishment, and repairs being completed for the International Stabilisation Force
(ISF), Falintil-Forças de Defesa de Timor Leste (F-FDTL) and
local East Timor communities.
Support to the Defence Cooperation Program was provided by
delivering training to the F-FDTL plant operators and a modified
engineer phase 1 IET course. There was also the rapid construction of fire breaks to avoid a possible disaster when a bush fire
threatened the F-FDTL base at Metinero.
At the ISF HPOD, the engineers completed some much needed
and well received work. These tasks included the construction of
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a timber warehouse, repairing the roof of the Infantry’s Rec area,
a rebuild of the Kiwi’s accommodation and refurbishing the New
Zealand ‘Naffey’ for the Kiwis. The APOD now has a new chapel
and a number of new observation posts, and there is now a shelter
at the 100m mound of the Liquica range.
In conjunction with the US Navy Seabees, the engineer section refurbished the local primary school at Fatima, for which
SPRs Crase and McCulloch, as well as the ISF Commander, were
honoured by the locals as thanks for their efforts. The skid-steer
loader operators cleared some vegetation around a local orphanage, giving the kids more room to play, and three members of the
section rapidly responded, by Blackhawk, to Ermera to reattach a
roof that was torn off in a storm.
Socially the engineers improved the ‘fish pond’ at the APOD
and continued the work of their precedessors, upgrading the ‘Engineers Rest’. Most of the Engineers managed to get together to
hold a ‘Waterloo Dinner’ out on the town. In May the engineer
section became marooned over night on Atcuro Island – the place
to just get away and relax in a tropical paradise for R&R – when
a storm blew in that prevented their chopper from getting in to
pick them up. The plot from ‘Lord of the Flies’ was threatening
to unfold until a caring local made them comfortable with mattresses on beachside cabanas. Their adaptability and survival
skills ensured that they were still able to function after being
rescued the next morning.
Of concern for future RAE elements of the ANZAC Coy Gp is
the decision by the (infantry) OC – after a battle lasting several
months – to provide a directive that the Engineers Rest must be
open to all from 1 July 2012 – no more exclusive Engineer Pool.
However, plans are being drawn up for the construction, in their
spare time, of a large indoor tub, complete with solar heating…

Support to Victorian Floods
March 2012 saw flooding in northern Victoria. 4 CER members provided support to 4 BDE and other ADF units from around Victoria
and deployed to Nathalia to assist the SES, VICPOL, CFA and other
agencies in battling to limit the devastation caused by the flooding.
Their work in filling sandbags, reinforcing levies and assisting in the
evacuation effort was well received by the civilian agencies. The town
of Nathalia was especially grateful for their support – in particular,
to CPL Jock Howatt and his section, who erected goal posts on the
oval at the Nathalia Primary School as thanks for allowing them to
be accommodated there. Victoria flooded again in June, this time
in the Gippsland region, and 4 CER, supported by 4 CSSB, sent Unimogs and their crews to reinforce RAAF East Sale in their efforts in
supporting their local community to deal with the floods.
The remainder of 2012 will see the Regiment up-skilling its soldiers and overcoming priority training shortfalls. The Regiment
will also be kept busy preparing for its UER in early 2013 – a lead
in to the PLAN BEERSHEBA merger with 22 CR – and in dealing
with the challenges that will arise from the budget constraints
that appear to be heading the Army’s way.
The Regiment will also be farewelling WO1 James (Jim) Davis,
who, after 38 years of effective service to the RAE in Victoria, will
be retiring (not his idea) at the end of this year. Jim’s passion and
commitment to the Regt, RAE and Army will be sorely missed;
however he will remain involved with the RAE in Victoria through
his work with the RAE Southern Region Corps Committee.
Jim, from the CO and Soldiers of the Regiment, thankyou for
your dedication and professionalism over the years, you will be
missed. All the best for your retirement! That said, we have not
lost hope that your age extension will be approved which may see
us farewelling you again at the end of next year! ■

    

5th Combat Engineer Regiment
It was down to business early in 2012 for 5th Combat Engineer Regiment (5 CER), with the unit posting cycle bringing a high turnover amongst 5 CER’s
ARA and Reserve Senior Staff positions. Having the
CO, Lt Col Zac Zaharias, and RSM, WO1 Matt Dickson, in their first year, and through the good work of
all Regiment members, the year was still able to start smoothly. It
was only a matter of time before more changes occurred, with the
OPSO, CAPT Taylor Luxford-Sanderson, returning from deployment to join the unit for the first time. These types of movements
are good things, and the ARA and Reserve Staff at Regiment,
Squadron and Troop level kept things moving along.
2012 saw a broad collection of training, operations support
and operational activity for the members of 5 CER. A key feature throughout has been increased levels of combined arms and
inter-agency inter operability in our training – a reflection of the
recent demands placed on the Regiment and current trends in
ADF Operations.
Over the next year, we expect a similar pattern of providing
our members for operational deployments, operations support
and other tasks, with a focus on amalgamation of 5 CER and the
21st Construction Regiment. Our training will continue to have
a combined arms and inter-agency focus, aiming to prepare our
individual members and our collective capability for whatever
might be awaiting us.
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4 Combat Engineer Squadron
4 Squadron is located in Canberra at HMAS Harman. The members of 4 Squadron come from a catchment area, including Canberra, the Southern Highlands, Yass, the Snowy Mountains and
the South Coast. This years training program has been focused
on search. Over the course of several months, the Squadron’s
training has built up from low level search activities to conducting search activities in a Chemical, Biological, Radiological and
Nuclear Defence (CBRND) environment.
The focus of the Squadron this year has been to develop the
capability and deployability of the Squadron. This has been developed through the training program and restructuring equipment
and vehicles. The training delivered as been at the individual, Section and Troop levels. In addition to this, the Squadron headquarters has been exercised in the field for both Command and
Control and deployability.
At this years Employer Support Awards for the ACT and Southern NSW, 4 Squadron had the most nominations of any unit. The
dinner was an awesome night at the Australian War Memorial.
The employers and Reserve members both had a great night.
We have also supported other Defence Reserve Support Council
(DRSC) activities in the region.
In March this year, the city of Wagga Wagga in NSW flooded.
As with previous natural disasters in Australia, there was a call
for Army reservists to deploy. Once again, 4 Squadron delivered

a capability. This time we supplied a Section embedded in an Infantry Platoon. This was a great experience for the Corporals that
deployed. They got to work with an Infantry Platoon Commander
and provide Engineer Advice on the ground.
In summary, 4 Squadron has had a busy year. We have developed our capabilities and deployability, while supporting the
DRSC and providing capability in domestic operations.

5 Combat Engineer Squadron Exercises
EX PANTHER SHOCK.
The exercise was to conduct a demolition range practice in order
to revise 5 CER members on demolition techniques, including
the calculation, preparation, placement and detonation of charges and provide consolidation of urban demolitions. Initial Entry
Training (IET) Phase 2 qualified personnel from 4 and 5 Squadrons participated in the practice, conducted at demolitions range
(DML2) within the Holsworthy Training Area.
4 and 5 Squadrons deployed to DML2 early on Saturday morning, and quickly set unloading stores and equipment to prepare
for the day’s activities. First up were confidence practices to refresh personnel on handling of detonators, fuse calculations and
cutting. Once all participants had conducted the confidence practice, an inspection of targetry for the next couple of serials was
conducted. Junior soldiers were quizzed about appropriate types
and amounts of explosive to use to achieve a desired effect on the
target they had been allocated. The combined members of 4 and
5 Squadrons managed to get through three serials in each of the
two active bays by the end of the day.
Sunday morning consisted of Battle PT at the obstacle course
opposite the 2 Commando lines. The designated Physical Training
Instructor (PTI) ran a brief but intense warm up session, followed
by a walk through of the course explaining each obstacle and how
best to negotiate it. The combined Squadron was then split in two
and raced each other through the course. Overall, it was a well
run PT session, which left the endorphins pumping and a notable
increase in camaraderie following the necessary teamwork to get
through the course.
Breakfast was followed by the preparation and firing of the last
serial for the day, which consisted of a triple beehive and approx
20 kg Ammonium Nitrate-Fuel Oil (ANFO). The main learning
point from this exercise was to bring a ‘go-pro’ camera to set up
on the next demolitions weekend. Following refurbishment of
the range personnel were released to home locations. Overall,
Exercise PANTHER SHOCK provided participants with an excellent opportunity to refresh explosives handling and demolitions.
Most accounts were positive, with a good deal learnt by the junior
soldiers. Also, the opportunity to use the obstacle course under
guidance of a trained PTI was excellent and provided an excellent
opportunity for bonding and teamwork.
EX BULLDOG
In May 2012, 5 Combat Engineer Squadron conducted Exercise BULLDDOG at the Special Forces Training Facility (SFTF),
Holsworthy Barracks. This was the first of two mobility training
weekends designed to develop and consolidate engineer search
skills at section level before conducting Troop level activities in
June on EX WAU.
Exercise BULLDOG involved 1 Troop undertaking route, area
and building searches within SFTF with increasingly complex task
scenarios. The culminating activity was on the Sunday morning,
with the searching of the Afghan Village. During this activity 1
Troop also revised radio telephone (RATEL) procedures, re-familiarised themselves with Night Fighting Equipment (NFE) and
most importantly built up strong drills and esprit de corps within
their sections.

Squadron headquarters also deployed to SFTF and established
a command post, primarily for exercise control, which ensured
they revised existing command post procedures for optimal command, control and communication.
From all reports, this was a well-planned and executed training
weekend, enhanced by having access to in service equipment, in
particular the F3 mine detectors, and training at the SFTF, which
is an excellent facility. Section search drills were trained to a good
standard and commanders at all levels were able to command
tasks in a field environment.
EX WAU
The exercise was to conduct Troop level engineer search tasks in
order to revise
5 CER members on high risk search techniques, including
route, area, building and personnel search. IET Phase 2 qualified
personnel from 4 and 5 Squadron participated in the practice conducted at the AFP Village and Majura Training Area.
5 Squadron members departed for HMAS Harman on Friday
night. Upon arrival, they combined with members from 4 Troop
to form a two-section Troop and finished receiving convoy and
Troop level orders by early Saturday morning.
Saturday morning saw the combined Troop hit the ground at
Majura and received the first fragmentary order (FRAGO), consisting of an area search of Well’s Ridge and Mick’s Lake and a
building search task of the Urban Operations Training Facility
(UOTF). These tasks were completed around mid-afternoon, at
which point another set of FRAGOs had them conducting an
area search of the AFP village, followed by a Vehicle Check Point,
and then an unoccupied building search took them through until
dusk.
The night task was a tactical route clearance using NFE, which
highlighted the challenges posed by darkness. The personnel using the mine labs quickly discovered that the packaging around
the Cyalume sticks, which they had taped to the mine labs, interfered with detection and adapted accordingly.
Sunday morning consisted of further area and unoccupied
building searches. These were followed by Commanding Officer’s parade.
EX KINGSREET
The aim of Exercise KINGSTREET was to qualify a group as chainsaw operators and another as portable sawmill (PSM) operators.
The exercise was conducted along the southern boundary of Majura Training Area which bounds Canberra Airport.
Staff from 5 CER headquarters were on hand to ensure that
5 Squadron hit the road not long after 1900 h on Friday, which
allowed members to get a good night sleep. The advance party and
4 Squadron did their best to provide a warm welcome to chilly
Canberra, with a couple of fire bins and four patio heaters blazing
away on our arrival.
Shortly after breakfast, both chainsaw and PSM operators
were unpacking and preparing their equipment for the day. Under
the direction of WO Kiiver and the various instructors, the allocated teams got stuck into it and a solid days tree felling and saw
milling ensued. PSM attendee’s were able to complete all course
deliverables on the Saturday.
Sunday consisted of the final practical exam for chainsaw
course participants and refurbishment of the base and range areas. 5 Squadron were on the road, heading back to Sydney, by
1000 h. All in all, 23 members were qualified on the chainsaw
and seven on the PSM. A safe and well-organised and executed
weekend thanks to WO Kiiver. Most accounts suggest a follow-up
weekend to further hone these skills would be a welcome addition
to the training program.
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27 Support Troop
Since receiving orders for its re-establishment late last year, 27 Support Troop 5 CER has energetically engaged in the vital task of rebuilding capability and dusting off skills whilst forging the teamwork and
identity crucial to any reformed unit. For its rebuild phase, 27 Support has worked closely with the RAAF Explosive Ordnance Disposal
Flight to overhaul range areas and training facilities, including:
t DMFBSJOHBOESFQBJSJOHBOFNFSHFODZBJSTUSJQ
t SFGVSCJTIJOHBDDFTTSPBET
t FTUBCMJTIJOH B DPNQMFY UFSSBJO *NQSPWJTFE &YQMPTJWF %FWJDF
(IED) training lane and path;
t DPOTUSVDUJOHBOPCTFSWBUJPOUPXFSBOEBUUBDIFE)&4$0DPNpound; and
t FSFDUJOH)&4$0OPJTFBCBUFNFOUTBOEGSBHNFOUBUJPODPOUBJOment walls for the demolitions ranges.

Many of these tasks required an integrated effort and gave some
of the Combat Engineers their first taste of working with the enhanced capability that a Support Troop provides. The Squadron
has been concurrently inducting new personnel and undertaken
a hectic training schedule to bring all members back up to the
established skill levels and training standards.
27 Support maintains its role of providing engineer support to the
Combat Engineer Squadrons training, and, deployed half of its personnel within 24 hours to support the ADF Wagga Floods assistance.
With the good work in its first year back, 27 Support is well-positioned to step into its ready phase in 2013 for Battle Group Hamel,
as well as meeting the challenges of the ARES Engineer Regiment
restructure under Plan Beersheba. The Combat Engineers of 5 CER
will be well supported and able to ingrate the Support Troop capability to enhance their own training for the coming year. ■

    

6th Engineer Support Regiment
17 Construction Squadron
The focus of the Squadron for 2012 was in four
projects/deployments – training and construction activities at the start of the year, the Army
Aboriginal Community Assistance Program
(AACAP) in the Dampier Peninsula, WA, preparing Resources
Troop for deployment to Afghanistan, and continued planning
for the relocation of the Squadron out of Gallipoli Barracks and
into a new location at Holsworthy Barracks.
The first two months of the year passed quickly; however,
it was a pleasure to have an uninterrupted start to the year for
training and exercises, as opposed to last year’s effort in QLD
Flood Assist. All of the Troops were busy preparing equipment,
completing numerous courses (still ongoing), short-notice tasks,
and larger training or construction activities, which included the
Explosive Detection Dog Kennels at SME and an upgrade of the
SFTF Training Area. Both tasks aided in meeting the training
goals at the beginning of the year and postured the Squadron for
larger construction projects later in the year.
Below: 17 Const Sqn will be relocating within Holsworthy in 2013.
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The start of 2012 also saw Squadron Headquarters busily
planning for AACAP, providing the cost, program and resource
planning necessary to ensure that the project ran with sufficient
support to the soldiers and achieved the scope of works. The scope
of works included a Family and Child Centre, 13 Lot Subdivision,
four Bedroom House, Diversion and Drainage Works and other
tasks of opportunity. In addition to the construction projects, the
program also delivered a health and training effect to the communities in the area. The project has faced its challenges and project
completion is set for November 2012, with the first drawdown
of soldiers to return to Holsworthy in October. The project has
been an excellent training opportunity and has delivered value
in both infrastructure and community support to the people of
Dampier Peninsula, WA.
The Squadron will be deploying elements of Resource troop
with ATF-1 at the end of 2012. To prepare for this operation,
the Troop has been deploying out of their Patrol Base (Sqn compound) into the Holsworthy training area, conducting a number
of search tasks and pre-deployment training. The Reserve Troop
force concentrated with 1 Combat Engineer Regiment in Adelaide
where in late July they continued to improve on their skills, con-

duct driver training in specialist vehicles, and practice procedures
for the remainder of the year; a number of personnel have now
deployed to the US for specialist vehicle training. The Squadron
wishes them all the best for their deployment and a safe return.
To all friends and family of 17 Construction Squadron, thank
you for your support throughout the year and we look forward to
fixing 2013 with the Little Bear.
#Z.BKPS+BNFT5BZMPS

21st Construction Squadron
21 Construction Squadron has had an exceptionally busy but rewarding year so far in 2012, supporting overseas operations in Afghanistan, PNG
and throughout SE Asia as well as conducting several significant projects here in Australia.
Plumbers, Carpenters, Electricians, Works Managers and
Civil Engineers have all supported OP Slipper for infrastructure development this year, but the largest contribution has
been through 21 Construction Squadrons’ Combat Engineers
reinforcing 2 CER in their mission to MTF 4 and MTF 5. Other
overseas deployments included a section plus from 1 Troop on
Pacific Partnership, working with the US Navy ‘Seabees’ from
the US Naval Mobile Construction Battalion 40 in conjunction
with local forces to provide health and disaster response preparation, in Indonesia, Philippines, Vietnam and Cambodia. SPR
Channells also represented the Squadron in a small but vital
role in his support to the Papua New Guinea elections as part
of OP Cathedral.
Below: Pacific Partnership – 21 Construction Sqn Sappers and Seabees
place concrete in columns.

Above: UTF – erecting the building frame

name for the new Regiment boozer. Fighting weather and the
constant calls for more Sappers for deployment, slow but steady
progress has been made with a strong intent to have the work
completed in time for the Squadron Christmas function. Further
to this, Donnie’s Rock will be moved from the front of the 21
Construction Squadron Headquarters building and placed near
the Unit Training Facility with the correct plaque once the UTF
has been completed.
Future plans for the Squadron include a tactical unmanned
aerial vehicle (TUAV) landing strip at Wide Bay to allow training of the new Shadow 200 Tactical UAV, the re-establishment of
Resources Troop after their return from OP Slipper, and planning
for 2013 AACAP in Fregon, South Australia. 2012 has been an
exceptionally busy year for 21 Construction Squadron and this
theme is likely to continue throughout 2013. The Squadron looks
forward to the challenges that will come and the strong Unit identity that these challenges bring.
#Z.BKPS+BNFT%VHEFMM
Below: Triangular Island – flyover

However this is not to say that the Squadron has been idle for
those that have remained behind, far from it. Besides the significant kilometres done by our drivers supporting the Regiment
and external agencies from Darwin to Woomera and Broome, 21
Construction Squadron has run two comprehensive construction
projects and is currently in the process of planning a third.
Promoting a new era of tri-service engagement, the majority of 1 Construction Troop is deployed on Triangular Island off
Shoal Water Bay Training Area to construct a new base camp for
the Navy Clearance Divers. This camp will provide solid infrastructure as they conduct their demolition training on the island.
Meanwhile, back in Rockhampton, the logistic staff has excelled
at ensuring all supplies and equipment servicing are provided in
support to the members on the island.
For those that remained at RAAF Amberley the main focus
in 2012 has been on the Unit Training Facility (UTF), a subtle
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1st Topographical Survey Squadron
The last 12 months have been both busy and
challenging for the soldiers of the 1st Topographical Survey Squadron (1 Topo Svy Sqn),
6th Engineer Support Regiment (6 ESR). While
the commitment to overseas operations has increased, the Sqn
has not forgotten the supreme sacrifice of CPL Ashley Craig Birt
who was killed on operations in Afghanistan on 29 October 2011.
Birty will never be forgotten.
Support to operations within Afghanistan and East Timor has
continued throughout 2012. The geospatial detachment supporting JTF631 within Camp Phoenix in Dili is currently supporting
the mission and operational planning process with the production
of district maps, terrain and route analysis products, navigation
products and various other situational awareness services. These
products aid the community engagement patrols in and around
Dili and other regional areas.
Within Afghanistan, Sqn detachments continue to provide Geospatial Intelligence (GEOINT) and Survey support to the Weapons
Intelligence Team (WIT), Combined Team Uruzgan (CTU), Provincial Reconstruction Team and the Shadow Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) Group. The members deployed to the WIT provide geospatial
support to combat the Improvised Explosive Device (IED) threat
within Uruzgan Province. Information on IED events and weapons
cache locations are collected by the WIT and the geospatial technicians use this information, fused with other sources of intelligence,
to perform density, trend and spatio-temporal analysis. From this,
density maps, target packages and other classified products can be
produced for manoeuvre elements in support of the Counter-IED
effort. The Surveyors have been continuing their support to construction projects both internal and external to the wire. The delivery
of Trimble R8 survey kits over the past 12 months has significantly
enhanced the Surveyors’ ability to quickly and accurately survey the
battle space. The CTU GEOINT Det continues to provide intimate
operational and tactical support to the intelligence and operations
staff within the CTU HQ and also to the various task groups within
the Area of Operation (AO). The introduction of the Shadow UAV
has seen an increase in the requirement for Imagery Analysis (IA)
support into theatre. 1 Topo Svy Sqn has invested heavily in training
to ready its IAs. This has ensured that, when in theatre, their support
has enabled a significant increase in situational awareness for force
elements in theatre.
On 28 May 12, a four man team from 1 Topo Svy Sqn, 6 ESR
deployed to Port Moresby, to support planning for the Papua New
Guinea (PNG) National Elections, as part of OP CATHEDRAL. The
GEOINT detachment, consisting of LT Ben Kreis, SGT Vassilios Frederikos, SPR Terence Flaherty and SPR Neil Robinson, was tasked
with constructing provincial planning maps that would graphically
represent the election planning conducted by the PNG Electoral
Commission. This planning involved approximately 1000 election
team lifts utilising over 30 airframes from the Australian Defence
Force, the New Zealand Defence Force and local civilian contractors. Over a three week period the detachment produced more than
150 hardcopy maps representing electoral planning data across 11
PNG provinces. Once completed, the products were presented to
numerous PNG and ANZAC agencies and overwhelming appreciation was received from all recipients. One member of the electoral
planning team estimated that the situational awareness provided
by the mapping products saved the PNG Electoral Commission millions of Kina in the execution of its electoral aviation operations.
Ex NEO VISION, the Sqn level technical certification exercise
was conducted in May 12. This exercise tested, assessed and certified the ability of force elements within 1 Topo Svy Squadron, 6
ESR to deploy at short notice and conduct operations. The exercise
was conducted in the Wide Bay Training Area and the scenario had
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the Sqn deploying to a regional ‘hotspot’ in support of a major JTF
operation. Ex NEO VISION provided an opportunity to replicate the
intensity and stresses involved with a deployment and tested all the
Sqn members’ skills, knowledge and attitudes in a range of technical
tasks. The exercise culminated with a VIP Day attended by Commander 6th Brigade, key Bde and Regt staff and representatives
from external agencies (such as the Defence Imagery and Geospatial
Organisation). The exercise proved to be a success and was highlighted by several technical achievements through the employment
and execution of the Theatre Geospatial Database (TGD), web mapping services and collaboration between IAs and GEOINT Tps.
During EX HAMEL, 1 Topo Svy Sqn, 6 ESR provided GEOINT
support to a wide range of stakeholders. Detachments were concurrently deployed in support of 1 Bde HQ, the All Source Cell (ASC),
17 CSS Bde, EXCON, 1 RAR, and 1 Avn Regt. The detachment supporting 1 Bde HQ provided GEOINT to the Bde HQ, as well as to
a number of the battlegroups. This included identifying potential
artillery locations, mobility corridors, retransmission sites, and
vulnerable points. Technicians working in the ASC had notable
success identifying enemy Forward Air Refuelling Points (FARPs),
enemy HQ locations, and providing detailed analysis of routes. The
detachment supporting 17 CSS Bde provided route mapping and
briefing products to the Formation Support Group (FSG) HQ. Additionally it assisted 17 Sig Regt with line of sight analysis and
tactical level products for the field firing ranges conducted at FOB
Holdfast. Soldiers supporting 1 RAR assisted their HQ to plan their
operations as the enemy force, while those supporting 1 Avn Regt
assisted with flight planning, vertical obstruction analysis and
enemy analysis. The Imagery Collection and Exploitation Team of
CPL Tom Elrington, CPL Troy Peall, SPR Corey Albion, SPR Stuart
Folkard and SPR Dave Avery were also busy both prior to and after
exercise capturing high resolution imagery and developing change
detection products highlighting and examining the environmental
impacts of the exercise. EX HAMEL 12 demonstrated 1 Topo Svy
Sqn, 6 ESR’s broad ranging ability to enable the commander, planner and warfighter to know and understand the battlespace.
The Sqn once again supported Army Aboriginal Community
Assistance Program (AACAP) with it’s surveyors (SPR Michael
Snelders, SPR Stewart Cox and SPR Errol Morris) attached to 17th
Construction Squadron providing engineering surveying support
to a number of vertical and horizontal construction tasks in the
Dampier Peninsula. As a tribute to its recently fallen sapper, the
AACAP camp was named Camp Birt.
This year has seen a number of sporting success stories for 1 Topo
Svy Sqn. In June, the Sqn joined forces with other Sqns of the Regiment to hand the 9th Force Support Battalion a sporting whitewash
during the 6th Engineer Support Regiment opening day at RAAF
Amberley. In July, four members from the Squadron represented
Gallipoli Barracks during the SE QLD Touch Championships and assisted Army in the defeat of the RAAF during the inter service competition. PTE Chantelle Hubbard showed plenty of skill as part of
the Women’s Army Team and was selected to represent South East
QLD at the National Touch Championships in November. In other
individual highlights, SPR Terence Flaherty chipped and putted his
way to a top 10 finish in the SE QLD Golf Championships. Additionally, SPR Flaherty’s efforts in the inter-service competition assisted
Army in taking home the title for the first time in five years. SPR
Flaherty has his sights set even higher as he looks towards the ADF
National Championships later in the year.
The next 12 months will be an exciting time for the soldiers of
1 Topo Svy Sqn, 6 ESR with the redevelopment of the Sqn under
the Hardened Networked Army (HNA) program. 1 Topo Svy Sqn,
6 ESR will be provided new training and work facilities, and an
expansion of existing equipment storage bays, to coincide with
the increased size of the Sqn.

Above: Search teams form 9 CE Sqn 1 CER undergoing High Threat Search Certification Woomera Aug 12.

The future will see 1 Topo Svy Sqn, 6 ESR maintain support to
operations and exercises, while managing the expansion of facilities and personnel. As JP1771 and JP2064 are implemented over
the next 5-7 years, the Sqn will develop further capacity to tailor
its support around the principle of ‘produce once – use by many’.
This will be achieved through enhanced ability to share data,
products and services across the geospatial enterprise, increased
connectivity of GEOINT systems with battle management and
command support systems, and better data management practices and adherence to geospatial standards.
#Z.BKPS4UFQIFO8SJHIU

20th Explosive Ordnance Disposal
Squadron (20 EOD Sqn)
2012 has continued to be a busy year for 20
EOD. A change of scenery in the form of new
Sqn facilities within Gallipoli Barracks kicked
of the Sqns year, allowing the Sqn to concentrate together in one
barracks location and providing a number of key enablers to the
Sqns preparedness and OPGEN support.
This was shortly followed by Specific to Theatre Training for

ATF1 High Threat Search (HTS) teams, certification for MTF5
HTS teams, certification for 3 EOD Tp (the Sqns third troop to deploy which technically met the Chief of Army’s Final Operational
Capability (FOC) for the Sqn) all amongst a number of Explosive
Hazards Awareness Training (EHAT) training serials.
Inclusion of the SAAB Counter IED Capability Training (CCT)
system has proven to provide an additional layer of technical
training assurance to the Specific to Theatre Training (STT) and
certification activities the Sqn conducts, enhancing the outcomes
and overall preparedness of our deploying search teams.
The deployment of 3 EOD Tp in June was closely followed by
the deployment of 1 EOD Tp on EX HAMEL 12 and the return of
2 EOD Tp after a successful operational tour. Whilst the deployment to EX HAMEL occurred at a less than opportune time for
the Troop, it was useful in highlighting the overall employment
concepts of EOD within the broader war fighting elements, and
how we need to better inform those we support in this role.
August again saw the tempo reach a pitch with several activities occurring across the month. The conduct of certification of
ATF1 HTS teams and 1 EOD Tp in Woomera Prohibited Area included the Sqn hosting a Counter IED Task Force (CIEDTF) VIP
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day. This activity was very successful with a number of key personnel attending including LTGEN Powers, Chief Joint Operations
(CJOPS) and Mr Simon Lewis, Chief Operations Officer for Defence. The capacity to demonstrate to key personnel of this level,
the excellent work the Corps has, is and continues to do within
CIED operations is an excellent opportunity and they certainly
left this visit with an understanding, and respect, of the environment the Sapper works in.
August also saw the Sqn commence the recently endorsed 5
year Royal Thai Armed Forces CIED Training Plan. This will involve a number of key training events across all lines of effective
CIED operations, with the Sqn taking a lead in the Search and
EOD training over the coming years.

The remainder of the year will involve STT and certification
for ATF2 in preparation for deployment in 2013. 1 EOD Tp will
also head away again in support of ATF1, commencing the second
rotation of the Sqns operational teams.
Special mention needs to be made to the Junior Non Commissioned Officer’s from across the Corps that have supported
the Sqn with it’s OPGEN activities. This support has enhanced
the outcome of these activities and undoubtedly provided a more
robust and effective operational force.
Overall a busy year again for the Sqn, but one facilitating an
important operational Corps capability.
“Summisse Insisto Fortis” ■
#Z.BKPS3PCFSU#BJMFZ

    

8th Combat Engineer Regiment
%\0$-$QGUHZ-RKQVRQ0$-5HQHH.LGVRQ&$371DWKDQLHO3DUU\6HOPHV635%R\G&KDWLOOLRQ 635.\P:DWHUKRXVH

8th Combat Engineer
Regiment 2012
2012 started off as a unique year for 8 CER with
more members of the regiment deployed overseas than ever in the history of the unit, as well
as almost a full changeover of staff at Regimental Headquarters. Sappers from the regiment were deployed in
East Timor and Afghanistan, as well as participating in Exercise
Hamel. The Regiment bade farewell to CO LTCOL Craig Jolly, replaced by LTCOL Andrew Kennedy, and XO Damien Maher, replaced by MAJ Andrew Johnson. MAJ Renee Kidson replaced
MAJ Johnson as OC of 6 Field Squadron.
Just because half the regiment was gallivanting off overseas
had little impact on the normal training cycle supporting 8 BDE’s
force generation, with sappers back in Sydney and Newcastle
participating in and supporting 8 BDE RRF and HRR training
activities as well as rolling into the initial stages of 8 CER’s own
training cycle. Training weekends so far in the year covered range
shoots, two demolitions weekends, infantry minor tactics and
CBRN. During the second half of the year the regiment will move
towards practicing and refining more technical sapper skills.
During the busy training year, 8 CER was tasked to provide an
engineer capability to the 8th Brigade HRR Combat Team that
participated in Exercise Hamel 2012. The 2 week contribution
allowed the reserve Combat Team to exercise the HRR integration
into conventional RASO setting. 8CER’s provided a TP(-) with
organic force preservation skills for the CT. The integration into 1
CER’s Task Group Goanna was well received with the sappers from
8 CER able to learn large amounts about defensive and base maintenance works as part of force preservation activities. Some of
the elements were able to conduct regular convoy escorts providing on-call search capability for mounted resupply convoys. The
participation in Ex Hamel was a valuable training experience for
junior and senior sappers alike, whilst also exposing the unit to
the framework for better preparing unit training for HRR Combat
Teams and Battlegroups in future Hamel exercises.

Operation Astute
8 CER had MAJ Renee Kidson deployed in HQ JTF and SGT Graeme Burr, CPL Chris “Whiskey” Gray (22 Construction Regiment),
CPL Ben Jones, LCPL Luke Ramm, SPR Adam Davis, SPR John
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Mantle, SPR Miles Foster, SPR Nathan Law, SPR Emma Laxton,
SPR Greig Wilson, SPR Keith Hamson, SPR Boyd Chatillion, and
SPR Kym Waterhouse were deployed with the International Stabilisation Force. The sappers being based out of FB Chauvel doing
a wide range of construction tasks such as an outdoor learning
centre of the Timor Leste police (PNTL), refurbishing schools and
medical clinics. On some of these projects - particularly school
and medical clinic tasks, they worked in conjunction with USN
Construction Battalion members, the “Seabees”. In addition they
spent a considerable amount of time mentoring Falintil Forca de
Defesa Timor Leste (FFDTL) engineers and plant operators in
basic engineer skills as well as joint projects such as constructing
Lysaght huts. Towards the end of their tour they shutdown and
relocated FOB Chauvel capabilities and facilities to other Australian bases in Dili just in time to hand over to 4 BDE’s rotation.
Along the way they managed to fit in several marathons, helimountain biking, and rabies.

Operation Slipper
MAJ Andrew Johnson finished up his 4th year as OC of 6th Fd
Squadron deploying to Afghanistan in the Engineer Cell at HQ
Regional Command South, at Kandahar Airfield looking after all
construction for Afghan National Security Forces, and partnering
with the engineers in 205th Corps Afghan National Army. This
involved working closely with the ANSF Development cell at HQ
RC-S and the 205th Corps Advisory Team at Camp Lindsey on developing Afghan Army Engineers, and fielding the first engineer
battalion in the ANA.
MAJ Scott McManus, OC 14th Field Squadron, turned up at
Kandahar Airfield shortly thereafter as XO of the Rotary Wing
Group - along with WO1 Peter Green ( previously RSM 8 CER,
now RSM 16 Brigade ), providing level headed sapper’s mentorship and guidance to the Australian Chinook crews attached to
25th Combat Air Brigade - Task Force Wings. RWG Chinooks have
provided air mobility, combat support, and combat service support to coalition forces throughout RC-S and RC-SW. As he also
had the experience of dealing with the mountain of paperwork
generated when you try to L&D a Chinook.
2012 draws to a close with 8 CER again preparing sappers to
deploy overseas, this time to the Solomon Islands with Operation Anode.

    

19th Chief Engineer Works
‘Plan, Design, Deliver’
19th Chief Engineer Works
(19 CE Wks) has continued,
during 2012, with it’s usual
busy pace. With a seemingly
relentless requirement for delivery of infrastructure, both domestically and abroad, the Unit
has been fully committed providing support to:
t *OUFSOBUJPOBM1PMJDZ%JWJTJPOT *1%JW WBSJPVT%FGFODF$PPQeration Programs (DCP) across our region;
t UIFMPOHSVOOJOH"SNZ"CPSJHJOBM$PNNVOJUZ"TTJTUBODF1SPgram (AACAP), now in its fifteenth year;
t NBKPS DPOUSJCVUJPOT UP UIF EFQMPZFE XPSLT FMFNFOUT PG 01
SLIPPER (pp22-23); and
t TPNFTVQQPSUUP"SNZBOE%FGFODF4VQQPSU(SPVQUISPVHI
the provision of Training Area infrastructure.
In total, the unit has had eight separate projects on the go this
year, whilst sustaining 17 individuals deployed on operations (out
of a posted strength of 38 ARA).
This year saw the new CO, LTCOL Len Rouwhorst, assume
command from LTCOL Grant Halstead. The new CO has been
ably assisted by his three Senior Project Engineers (SPE) MAJs
Tanya Goddard, Karl Reynolds and Brad Willis, plus for the first
time, a dedicated 2IC, MAJ Pip Cleary. MAJ Willis departed during the year (for a new life in the Kalgoorlie region). CAPT Chris
Sampson stepped up to the role of SPE 11 Works Section and got
cracking on the development of the AACAP 2013 project planned
for Fregon, in the Anangu Pitjantjatjara Yankunytjatjara (APY)
Lands of South Australia.
Due to MAJ Reynolds’s absence on OP SLIPPER for the first
half of the year, CAPT Michael Woods took the reigns of 198
Works Section, heavily involved in Defence Capability Plan (DCP)
projects in Papua New Guinea (PNG). The olds and bolds of the
unit (WO1s Mick Egan, Dave Grope, Hank (Ian) Hancock, Steve
Smith and Mick Papay) are still providing valuable experience,
morale and passive smoke to the unit. Hank was acknowledged
this year for his contributions to AACAP and DCP projects with
the award of the Conspicuous Service Medal in the Australia Day
Honours and Awards.
Looking ahead to 2013, 19 CE Wks will be celebrating its
50th Anniversary (7 Feb 1963). Planned events will include
a Regimental Dinner for all past and present members, plus
a small activity in PNG to celebrate this milestone (as, once
raised, the unit was immediately deployed to Popondetta,
PNG, to assume the responsibilities of the district Public
Works Department).

Defence Cooperation Program (DCP)
198 Works Section have been supporting works under the DCP
in PNG, Tonga and East Timor this year. The main project has
been HALIVM POROMAN (“Helping Friends”), which aims to
deliver much-needed housing (Married Quarters) upgrades
across a range of PNG Defence Force barracks at Wewak, Lae,
Manus Island and Port Moresby over a five-year period. This
year, Stage One was completed at Moem Barracks, Wewak and
Phase Two commenced at Igam Barracks, Lae. Scoping studies

have also been undertaken in Tonga and survey support provided to East Timor. In essence, 198 Works Section have been
jet setting and sunbaking around the South Pacific region, whilst
their AACAP counterparts have been growing old and grey fast
(yes, you Dave Grope!).
8PSLT4FDUJPO
MAJ Karl Reynolds, CAPT Michael Woods,
WO1 Ian Hancock, WO1 Michael Papay (ARES),
WO2 Colin Leggett, SGT Phillip Burnham, CPL Adam Eagle,
LCPL Kieren Toohey and SPR Scott Crawford.

Explosive Hazard Training Areas
19 CE Works has resumed work in support of Army and Defence
Support Group on domestic Training Areas through development and delivery of a series of Explosive Hazard Training Areas
(EHTA) throughout Australia to enable the conduct high risk
search training. The first EHTA was commenced in Townsville
Field Training Area (TFTA) in late 2012, project managed by 19
CE Works and delivered by a civilian contractor. On completion
of the TFTA facility, it is planned to build similar EHTAs in Holsworthy, Woomera and Darwin, utilising a combination of civilian
contractors and Army engineer units. Concurrent with this, has
been project management support to the Explosive Detection
Dog (EDD) kennel enhancements at each to the three Combat
Engineer Regiments.
1SPKFDU5FBN
MAJ Jonathan Haling, CAPT Remi Rafter,
WO2 Richard Hall, SPR Alan Rowell.

Army Aboriginal Community
Assistance Program (AACAP)
Work on four separate AACAP projects has continued year. Key
works include the delivery of the AACAP 2012 works across the
Dampier Peninsula, led by the 6th Engineer Support Regiment
(17th Construction Squadron) and the delivery of the remaining Water Upgrade works to the AACA 2011 community of Joy
Springs. 12 Works Sect has been kept busy delivering the AACAP
2011/12 works. 11 Works Sect are developing the AACAP 2013
works in Fregon, whilst closing the AACAP 2010 works in the
neighbouring community of Pukatja. CAPT Chris Sampson
has gone back to university by dabbling in the designs of the
AACAP13 infrastructure. We look forward to seeing his work
last the test of time.
1SPKFDU5FBN
MAJ Tanya Goddard, MAJ Brad Willis,
CAPT Lee Gibson, CAPT Josh Myers, CAPT Chris Sampson,
WO1 Dave Grope, WO1 Steve Smith, WO2 Col Walker,
CPL Adam Eagle, LCPL Justin Glenn, SPR Anthony Butler,
SPR Renee Gaudion, SPR Jason Jones. ■
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Special Operations Engineer Regiment
2012 has again been an extremely high tempo
year for the Special Operations Engineer Regiment (SOER). It started well with the Chief of
Army’s announcement that SOER would replace
the Incident Response Regiment (IRR) on the
Army’s Order of Battle.
The change from IRR to SOER was much more
than just a name-change. It reflects a capability
that has matured over the last decade from one focused on postincident consequence management to that of pro actively countering explosive and chemical, biological, radiation and nuclear
(CBRN) threats in the Special Operations battle space. Whilst
Domestic Counter Terrorism (DCT) and support to the 2nd
Commando Regiment’s Tactical Assault Group (TAG) remains an
essential and enduring line of operation, the SOER’s focus has
shifted from a reactive and defensive role to its current responsibilities of providing intimate manoeuvrability, survivability and
specialist CWME capability to Special Operations both domestically and overseas.
Consistent with this is the SOER contribution to the Special
Operations Task Group (SOTG) on Operation (Op) SLIPPER. The
unit has continued to provide invaluable capability to the SOTG
in the conduct of offensive counter-network operations and key
mentoring tasks. The period saw a very successful deployment
by 5 Troop as part of SOTG 16, with details from that tour captured in the next article. 6 Troop then returned to theatre with
SOTG 17. It was their second tour in 18 months and was equally
the most combat action that any SOER/IRR force element has
endured. It included specific Troop force element involvement in
over 300 offensive actions and the discovery of the largest Taliban weapons cache to date. It was an extremely successful tour.
They were relieved in July by 3 Troop, A Squadron which is now
supporting SOTG Rotation 18. For better or for worse, 3 Troop’s
rotation is encountering the same combat tempo, and remains
heavily involved in the fight. Our thoughts remain with those
on operations and for the families and friends of those from the
Corps and our other brothers in arms who have given their lives
for their mates and country.
Meanwhile, back in Australia, 2 Troop, A Squadron continues
to support the TAG for all DCT responsibilities. They have been
a vital enabler during several key events and activities, including
support to the Commonwealth Heads of Government meeting
in late 2011, maritime-based DCT activities involving offshore
energy installations in the Tasman Sea and specialist support
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to helicopter and ground assault forces during CT full mission
profiles in support of NSWPOL and VICPOL. A Squadron also
maintains Command and TECHCON over the Special Recovery
Operations detachment working out of Perth in support of SASR.
The SRO Detachment has been extremely busy in support of regional collective training serials as part of the extended international engagement program.
The period also saw the first dedicated development and employment of the SOER “Contingency” line of operation. 5 Troop,
B Squadron, has been developing the Engineer CONOPS to support SOCOMD Advanced Force Operations, involving support to
the 2 Cdo Regt’s Contingency Company through airborne and
amphibious insertion. There is a way to go with this capability
development, however, it is an exciting and relevant combat function and goes hand in hand with the Corps’ Amphibious capability
development. In addition, 5 Troop was also involved in operational search tasking in support of AFP and NSWPOL ongoing
investigations, which proved to be a successful contribution to
this interagency task.
Throughout the year, the Regiment conducted a vigorous sixmonth Reinforcement cycle in order to teach newly posted RAE
(and select other personnel) the necessary Special Operations
Force skills (weapons, insertion and extraction techniques, etc.)
and advanced CBRNE qualifications. The 2012 REO brought with
them their expertise as (predominantly) combat engineers, and
these skills were successfully integrated with the new skills learnt
on the Reinforcement cycle, resulting in a soldier that is fully employable within the Special Operations environment. In addition

Images: SOER personnel in action.

to this, the unit ran a ‘pilot’ Basic SOER Commander’s course to
try and address the knowledge shortfalls for Commanders coming into the SOF environment. This will be something that we
continue to develop into 2013.
In addition to Combat Engineer capabilities, the SOER continues to provide a CBRN medical capability to Special Operations
Command. A small team of medical personnel constitute the
units Primary Health Care and retrieval capability. Medics were
up-skilled in parachuting, helicopter insertion and extraction
techniques and other Special Operations skills in order to provide
the best ‘outside the wire’ medical care for SOER and other Special Operations Force Elements, especially within a CBRN threat
environment. These medical elements also continue to perform a
key role in the sustainment of life during complex and dangerous
operations in support of SOTG.
We have also increased the focus on intelligence fusion and
technical exploitation, drawing on the full range of operational,
intelligence and geospatial / MMT capacity that the unit possesses
to progress these important operational force-multipliers. We will
improve these areas in 2013, including an increased engagement
with the wider Defence intelligence community.
2012 will see us farewell SOER’s AER Troops. These guys
have, and continue, to enable aviation operations in support of
the 6th Aviation Regiment (6 Avn Regt) at Holsworthy and the
Army Aviation Training Centre (AAVNTC) at Oakey, and will
have formally transferred to 6 Avn Regt and 2 CER by January
2013. They have continued to provide an important and essential role in support of ADF aviation operations. Of specific
note was the Sydney-based Troops support to the 2012 Papua
New Guinean elections under Operation CATHEDRAL, where
they conducted a complex and extremely successful recovery

mission in difficult and tragic circumstances after a civilian
helicopter crashed in the highlands. Their efforts were exceptional and the members involved should be commended for
their bravery and commitment.
Lastly, it is important to comment on several welfare and
support mechanisms that the unit has contributed to and drawn
from. We remain immensely proud and honoured to be involved
with the RSL, in particular the North Bondi RSL Club who have
effectively become the unit’s home away from home. The level
of support and dedication that they have displayed to the unit
and its members has been exceptional, and we look forward to
a long and enduring friendship with the organisation. We also
continue to receive exceptional support from the Commando Welfare Trust, who provide assistance and support to the families of
our fallen; and we look forward to an increased involvement with
the RAE Foundation. Lastly, we have developed a strong relationship with the Vietnam Tunnel Rats Association based on shared
experiences and mateship. We have recognised the importance
of drawing on the experience of these brave men, and we look
forward to engaging with and learning more from the Rats in
the future.
As we look to a sustained operational tempo and a continued
drive for innovation and excellence, it’s important to reiterate
how and why we have come to this point. The strength of the
unit’s future relies on a closer alignment with both the Special
Operations Command and the Corps of Engineers, and it is for
this reason that we chose our name. However, if it had not been
for the tireless efforts and sacrifice of our personnel serving under
the banner of the Incident Response Regiment, we would never
have been in a position to achieve what is now available to us.
These legacies and sacrifices will always be remembered, and have
given SOER the strength it needs to tackle the spectacular opportunities and challenges ahead. ■
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21st Construction Regiment
RHQ
2011 and 2012 to date has been a time
of hard training and harder work in an
ever adapting Army. The main focus of
the Regiment has been to meet the CO’s
intent of providing operational capability by preparing individual
personnel for specific deployments, posturing to deliver specialist HRR capability and supporting 5 BDE RRF. Overshadowing
21CR’s day to day activities have been the beginning of the construction phase for the Holsworthy Barracks Entry Precinct and
the new SME in October, the regiment’s upcoming move to temporary accommodation in early 2013, and a new unit structure, in
line with the requirements of PLAN BEERSHEBA, in 2014.
The regimental training weekends have provided platforms for
the Squadrons to maintain AIRN standards and ensure effective
parading by our 230 part-time soldiers. Change can be inherently difficult within an organisation with such varied sub-units
and capabilities. However, seizing the initiative will result in our
dominating the vital ground - the future of Army Reserve combat
and construction engineering.

Works Section
In 2011 Works Section formed a Project Management Team to supervise the design and construction of a Health Clinic in Bayulu,
a remote indigenous community near Fitzroy Crossing in WA as
part of AACAP 2011.
The construction was carried out by civil contractors, and 21
Const Regt’s PMT conducted tender evaluation and contract administration, in addition to daily on site supervision, during the
12 week construction phase.
The regiment also deployed a Force Insertion Team (FIT) made
up of skilled tradesmen from 101 CS ensuring the construction
camp was established and maintained throughout the main
body’s duration in the AO. They were also on hand to support
the training and health support teams and to carry out tasks of
opportunity that arose.
2012 saw the AACAP project run by 17 Const Sqn in the Dampier Peninsula, WA. 13 members of 21 Const Regt (11 plant operators, one Const Tp member and the Plant Tp OIC, CAPT Jacqui
Thomas) carried out civil works required to support a new home
and a community and child care centre. This included ground
preparation and assessing drainage, water and infrastructure requirements. Extensive earth stabilisation was required due to the
loose local soils. Average deployment time for individual Reservists was three months. All found their time on AACAP extremely
enjoyable, and a great way of putting their trade training to use.

101 Construction Squadron
This year’s AFX was abruptly called to a halt at the start due to
the extensive flooding in Wagga Wagga. From AFX to DACC task
without breaking stride (and with plant and equipment redirected
from the AFX), a troop of 39 Sappers from 101 were lucky enough
to be able to give their support to the local people of Wagga Wagga
during OP WARATAH BLUE. In addition 22 members from 5 CER
were attached to 101 CS for the duration of the operation.
The combined 101 CS/5 CER Sqn formed the 3rd Platoon of
5 Bde RRF company and also provided plant support to an additional 2 platoons on site. As luck would have it the new OC of
101 (MAJ Rob Tot) was also the OC of the RRF Sqn and hit the
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ground running. Force concentration began from 5 March and the
main body deployed 10-16 March with a recon party deploying to
Wagga 6-16 March. Approximately 1/3 of the force were current
HRR or RRF members.
After returning to Holsworthy, members of 101 CS began carrying out a modified version of their originally planned AFX, EX SCORPION AWAKENING. Resources Troop deployed to Beecroft Weapons
Range to construct bush stairs for NPWS, Plant Troop completed refurbishment of a section of Long Point Road for Holsworthy Range
Control and Construction Troop began a new project for the Defence
Police Training Centre (DPTC), HMAS LAMIA.
HMAS LAMIA was constructed in two phases: the first was
a 14m span 8.5m high (ridge) Lysaght portal frame structure,
and the second a mock Armidale Class Patrol Boat (ACPB). This
training facility will provide a platform for both civil and military police personnel to train on a Navy simulator on dry land in
Holsworthy. The collaboration and teamwork displayed on this
project has shown that the true spirit of the Australian Sapper is
alive and well. The main bulk of construction has now finished but
members of DPTC will be adding to it in the future.
2012 also saw another year of successful support for AACAP
with 101 Sqn members filling both FE and plant roles.

102 Sqn
The training staff at 102 have been working hard to provide the
interface between new recruits and their first taste of Army - no
easy feat considering that for most of the new recruits the only
military experience is what they’ve learned at the movies! Lessons
on customs and traditions, military history, navigation, and basic
field engineering are always at the forefront of a Tuesday night
parade. This year saw over 20 new recruits come through the Sqn
doors and leave as Sappers after completing their Recruit and
IET courses. Members of the Sqn were also involved in providing
support to 101 Squadron for OP WARATAH BLUE, EX SCORPION
AWAKENING and the DPTC construction task HMAS LAMIA.

LRSS (Littoral Riverine Survey Squadron)
LRSS provides a specialist deployable hydrographic survey capability in order to support the ADF in the lead-up to amphibious/littoral operations. LRSS teams conduct surveys and provide engineer
Below: Sappers from 101Const Sqn provide support in Wagga Wagga
during OP WARATAH BLUE.

Above (clockwise from above): 13 members of 21 Const Regt carried
out civil works required to support AACAP 19; The 14m span 8.5m high
Lysaght portal frame structure constructed DPTC; Members from 21
Const Regt step away from the tools alongside HMAS LAMIA at DPTC.

advice in a littoral and riverine environment to support point of
entry (POE) and logistic over the shore (LOTS) requirements. These
aims are achieved by gathering, analysing and interpreting coastal
and riverine hydrographic data, surveying the land adjacent to the
shore and then producing reports supported by maps/charts that
feed into operational planning. LRSS provides risk mitigation for
amphibious operations, an emerging role within the Asia-Pacific
context. This year we worked hard to maintain our high training
standards, both on the water and on land. Our highly technical
equipment, introduced last year (the Global Navigation Satellite
System or GNSS), is still cutting edge. We strive to be at the forefront of surveying capability and to keep up to date with the latest
technology available from civil and military souces.

CIMIC Squadron
2011 and 2012 to date have been another very busy period for
CIMIC Sqn. We have conducted successful Tactical Operator
Courses (TOC) with a 100% pass rate. CIMIC has provided personnel on numerous deployments with another year of greater
demand than the last. On the horizon are (a) a move to new accommodation in the lead-up to MUR, and (b) detachment from
21 CR in order to align ourselves with HQ 5 Bde. We are looking

to the future with optimism and hope to bring more members to
the Sqn to meet likely growing future demands for our expertise.

Tri-Regimental Dinner (5 CER, 8 CER
& 21 Construction Regiment)
In its third successive year, the Tri-Regimental dinner was a great success. The numbers grew again from last year’s attendance and it was
a great opportunity for colleagues across the three units to catch up.
The dinner was held at the RAE Officers Mess. BRIG Clay, newly appointed Deputy Commander 2nd Division, gave the keynote address.
RSM 21CR, WO 1 Mick Bates, deserves a special mention for being
the driving force for this year’s dinner. The occassion also provided a
great opportunity for new members of the Regiments (Lieutenants
identified by their dark suits in lieu of mess kits) to gain insight into
the mysteries of an Engineer Officer/WO/SNCO Dining In Night. ■

    

22nd Construction Regiment
EXERCISE BIG BANG
The hard work has finally paid off for Victoria’s 22nd Construction Regiment, with the
successful completion of Exercise BIG BANG,
which was held in Puckapunyal on
09-13 August 2012. There were three main
activities running across the weekend, including a demolition exercise, renovating the engineering compound
headquarters building and fixing up the Puckapunyal area cricket
pitch. Concurrently, works reconnaissance were being conducted
in Puckapunyal and Bendigo.
About 20 sappers braved the cool Puckapunyal conditions,

while working together to construct a Bailey Bridge as the main
demolition target. They fixed cutting charges and cratering charges to achieve the bridge demolition, which for many was their first
time working with explosives.
Sapper Bradley Smith from 22nd Construction Regiment said
the weekend had been the highlight in his Army career so far,
and everyone there had learned a lot about demolition activities.
“It was quite exciting actually; it was the first time I had used
demolitions. We did a simulated contact, which was quite exciting; building the bridge itself and learning a lot of new techniques
was great. Definitely, the best thing I have done by far. I learnt a
lot about demolitions in general, especially about high and low
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explosives, because it was all brand new to me. I quite enjoyed
building the bridge itself, because it’s the first time I’ve seen a
Bailey Bridge. We all had a great time getting out and doing this,
because we don’t get out field too often; it was a great experience,” he said.
On the day of the demolitions, the Old Sapper organisations
arrived to take part in the activities and watch what their counterparts of today do with their equipment. They were transported
around in style, after the bus was replaced by two Bushmasters.
Reg Morrell from the Royal Australian Artillery Association
said he was impressed with the work of the 22nd Construction
Sappers, and was interested to see the changes in equipment over
the past few decades. “It would have been good if we could be right
there to actually see the explosion, but of course you have to be in
the bunker because of safety reasons, so the shake in the ground
and seeing the destruction afterwards was great. I thoroughly enjoyed the whole day, and I was really impressed with the attitudes
and work carried out by the Sappers of today,” he said.
While the demolition activities clearly impressed them, getting to ride in the Bushmasters was the icing on the cake for the
visitors. “We got to view and ride in the Bushmaster, which I
thought was absolutely fantastic. All the chaps there thought it
was really tremendous; having ridden in the back of many Army
vehicles over my time, I thought that was a fantastic machine,”
Reg Morrell said.
Following months of planning, a television themed renovation
rescue saw the tradesmen team up in two groups to transform the
existing office building into a place to relax and escape from the
weather. LT Natalie Canham said it was a great opportunity to put
their skills to good use while encouraging a bit of friendly competition. “We wanted to provide an area for our leaders to work
in, and most importantly, to provide an area for our Sappers to
have a rest in their demanding working day. We had 15 members
working on the renovation that put in new floor coverings, a new
kitchenette for our brew area and had it painted. It was a fantastic
opportunity to create a renovation rescue reality TV show, where
they had 72 hours to finish the job and it was nice to provide a
light-hearted aspect to the job,” LT Canham said.
22nd Construction Regiment also had the opportunity to give
back to the Puckapunyal community after using their skills to
provide a new cricket pitch to the local cricket club, which LT
Canham said was a great way to engage with the community. “We
believe it’s very important to able to provide capabilities to these
local organisations. A significant amount of Army members are
involved with the cricket club and 22nd Construction Regiment
is pleased to assist,” LT Canham said.
Commanding Officer, LT COL Darren Potter said he was
impressed with the hard work and commitment shown by the
members of 22nd Construction Regiment. “It was a very positive weekend for the Regiment which achieved all objectives we
set out to accomplish. We were able to test our ability to deliver
multiple lines of operation; that is horizontal tasks without plant
operators, combat engineering tasks and vertical construction
and trade related tasks,” he said.
$"15'FMJDJUZ)BNCMJO

39th Construction Squadron
During the month of March, 39th Construction Squadron will be assisting the Latrobe Valley community with the conduct of EX Gryphon. This exercise involves a five day training activity based in three
Latrobe Valley locations, which will provide training opportunities
that renew existing forestry and enhance sapper skill development.
Over this period, 39th CONST Sqn will be performing maintenance on the Kookaburra Walking track located in the Crinigan
Bushland Reserve. This activity involves clearing storm damaged
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trees, utilising hollow logs as boxes for native fauna and pruning
overhead branches identified as a risk to public safety. Forestry
tasks and tree felling will also be undertaken at a coup.
Concurrently milling operations will be conducted with the
milled timber being utilised for future potential operations,
including constructing a shelter for the Crinigan Reserve and
conducting repairs to the gazebo located near Lions Dam. It will
also provide maintenance on a number of bridges located in the
Caringal Scout Camp.
A number of senior cadets from Australian Army Cadets, 304
Australian Cadet Unit Newborough, have been invited to join
39th CONST Sqn for involvement on EX Gryphon. This will provide an opportunity to assist their local community, operate side
by side with Engineers and receive exposure into forestry, milling
operations and general Sapper tasks.
Sappers in the Snow
I consider myself to be a fairly lucky individual. For the past 14
years I have happily served as a member of a small rural Army
Reserve unit, 39th Construction Squadron. In this time I have
steadily climbed the ranks to become a Corporal, nominally as a
section commander within 91st Forestry Troop. In recent months
I have been performing the roles of the Troop Sergeant and the
SSM in their absence, which has been a nice challenge.
I have been lucky enough to see some fantastic training activities in my time with the 39th. During the first two weeks of

Above: Bailey bridge constructed by 22 Const Regt Sappers for demolition

August I took part in Exercise Coolshot 2012 as a member of the
Army Nordic Skiing and Biathlon Association. This activity occurs
every year and is the Annual Inter-Service National Championship, where the Navy and Air Force get a chance to battle it out
against the Army’s best.
Nordic Biathlon is a sport where competitors are required to
ski a race course in the short possible time. Every skier carries a
.22 biathlon rifle, and shoots on a series of standing and prone
targets in between the ski loops. For every target that you miss,
there is a time penalty. It is a highly technical sport that requires
a high level of fitness, a high level of skill and balance on skis, and
the ability to shoot accurately with a very high heart rate. It’s a
hell of a challenge, and that’s why I love it.
This year it was very close competition. The Navy had a strong
team and was a neck in front up until the final day of competition. I skied in the senior men’s team and placed fourth in the
Sprint Biathlon, the Distance Biathlon, and the Relay. Our team
won the Military Patrol race. Our number one skier won all of
the races outright, with Navy skiers coming in second and third.
In the final race our novice team managed to fill the first five
places, which was enough to put us in front by 3% overall. It
was a win for Army!

Above: LT Simon McElroy takes aim at the Biathlon Range;
Right: COMD 4 BDE BRIG Marsh cuts the ribbon and declares DFSM
Access Road officially open.

105 Construction Squadron
Ten years is a long time, especially if you have to transport equipment up and down a slippery slope. That’s how long the Defence
Force School of Music (DFSM), and the Australian Army Band
– Melbourne (AABM) had no direct access to the storage sheds at
Simpson Barracks, Watsonia. So when BRIG Marsh, Commander
4th Brigade, officially opened the access road on 14 Feb 12, I’m
sure the men and woman of DFSM and AABM all breathed a
collective sigh of relief and were grateful for the efforts of 22nd
Construction Regiment.
110m of unsealed road, a truck turning circle, concrete slabs and a
truck parking bay were constructed by 22nd Construction Regiment
over 10 months during 2011, utilising training weekends and the
Bde CATA period. In total, the task utilised 28 working days for the
construction, more than 20 different soldiers from the unit, rang-

ing from Combat Engineers, during tree felling activities, to trade
specific Sappers, such as carpenters, concreters and plant operators.
The access road was completed in early Dec 11, and the Sappers and
Officers of 105 CS and 39 CS were grateful to their hosts at DFSM
and the AABM for their patience during the construction period.
-5"MFY,PDPWTLJ

    

3rd Field Squadron
24 Squadron (24 Sqn), RAAF, Edinburgh approached 9th Brigades 3 Field Squadron (3 Fd Sqn) early in 2011 to construct a
training entry control point. This was required to be similar to
those being used operationally in Afghanistan and could be used
to train their Airbase Protection trainees during their initial
employment training.
After some negotiation it was determined that upgrading a tem-

porary Forward Operating Base (FOB) already located at Murray
Bridge Range was the most suitable location for it. 24 Sqn sourced
the additional materials required for the entry control point and 3
Fd Sqn in conjunction with 1st Combat Engineer Regiment’s 9th
Combat Engineer Squadron (9 CE Sqn) went to Murray Bridge, where
over the course of a few weeks they upgraded the FOB to a more permanent structure, closely resembling the type seen in Afghanistan.
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Left: The entry control point constructed at Murray Bridge.
Above: One of the FOB Towers constructed by 3 Fd Sqn.

The tasks required 3 Fd Sqn members to erect and fill the Hesco, construct four guard towers, lay wire obstacles around the perimeter, as well as constructing the entry control point (vehicles
and personnel screening) for 24 Sqn.
MAJ Peter Mogenthaler said these tasks enabled members to
learn and practice, their skills in working with plant, use of hand
tools, and practice the job they would be required to do on operations. The 9 CE Sqn members and the Austrailian Regular Army
(ARA) staff at 3Fd Sqn, were able to pass on their operational
knowledge to the Army Reserve (ARes) members of 3Fd Sqn.

SQNLDR John Kokkotos said 24 Sqn recently utilised the facility to conduct an Airbase Protection Basic Course and found that
it provided a more realistic training environment for the students
in a contemporary environment. The joint approach helped to
achieve the desired outcomes for the unit as well as forging closer
relationships with the local ARES and ARA units.
This project has been an excellent example of how multiple
units across two services, including both ARes and ARA members,
can work together to produce a fantastic training facility, which all
South Australian and interstate range users can now use. ■

    

13th Field Squadron
13 FD SQN kicked off their busy centenary year
with a junior leader development training weekend, covering demolitions, bridging, and water
crossings. In March the squadron moved out to
RAAF base Pearce to assist the RAAF airfield
engineers construct 900m of unsealed road and
four culverts in support of the Pearce Air Show, allowing SPT Troop
to get their plant equipment dirty nice and early into the year.
April saw the unit head to Bindoon training area for the weekend to conduct the squadron range activity, firing both the F88
and the F89. The weekend started with grouping and zeroing on
the open range, and moved into the more advanced application
of fire practices on the MTR, with congratulations going to LCPL
Dan LeBron for taking out the squadron top shot.
The squadron provided both combat engineer and plant support to the 13 Bde CATA in May. It was held throughout a number of areas, including Muchea, Gin Gin Airfield and Lancelin. A
CE section attached to 16 RWAR provided high risk search and
specialist engineer support. Support Troop was in Lancelin constructing a defensive position and repairing roads for the final
phase of the exercise. The final phase would see the defensive
position taken up for a company size range shoot, with the CE
section providing a spectacular BNS backdrop.
In June, after weeks of lead up training and revision, would
be the first of two demolition practices for the year at Bindoon
training area. The activity started with confidence charges, and
as there was no shortage of both HE and targets, the squadron
was able to conduct many successful serials over the weekend,
starting with basic charge placement, leading into more advanced
section based activities.
The last half of June was spent in preparation of the squad-
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ron centenary celebrations, including plenty of drill and dress
inspections. The unit held an open day to allow the local civilian
population to see the squadron go about its business and meet
the members, which had a great turn out. On 30th of June the
squadron held the Centenary Ball at the Burswood Casino with
an attendance of over 450. On the 1st of July the squadron held
centenary celebrations, with a parade held in the morning to an
extraordinary crowd including the Head of Corps, then off to the
Ryan Club for presentations and drinks.
July would see the squadron back to usual business, with
EHAP training being the next activity for the unit. Members of
the unit successfully completed the FESA Certificate 1 of the Urban Search and Rescue course at the WA Fire Brigade facility, in
a joint activity with the RRF.
The next demolitions practice came along fast in August, where
the squadron would build on their successful practice earlier in the
year. The weekend included lifting charges, fuel air charges, and
urban breaching. While 1 Troop were destroying things, Support
Troop plant operators were repairing the road into the dems range
at the Bindoon training area.
The unit saw a number of members deploy in 2012. SGT
Brendan Dickson, and SPR Bob Sands deployed on Op Anode
to the Solomon Islands. WO2 Peter Gardiner and SPR Malcolm
Stewart deployed on Ex Saunders to Lombadina, 230km North
of Broome WA as part of AACAP.
Overall 2012 has been a busy year for 13 Field Squadron, covering a wide range of skill sets, and celebrating the unit’s 100th year
birthday. The squadron still has a search exercise to carry out in
the coming weeks. From there the unit will start winding down
with the end of year parade. The squadron is now in planning for
2013 and it looks like it’s going to be another busy year ahead. ■

Our Museum
Moving the Collection
By Mr Sebastian Spencer, Curator
It has been an extraordinary twelve months at AAMME with the
confirmation that we are to be relocated to a state of the art facility within the new Front Entry Precinct, adjacent to the School of
Military Engineering at Holsworthy Barracks.
There are many within Defence and sadly, even within the
Army, who believe that our history should only be recorded with
names etched into cold stone. Somewhere along the way we neglected the living. We forgot to acknowledge, marvel, celebrate
and learn from the incredible contribution and achievements
that our Sappers, Surveyors, Water Transport and the RAE have
brought to the world.
The Australian Army History Unit exists to promote and protect our history and rich heritage. The new complex at Holsworthy
will be a stunning example of what the Unit brings to the RAE,
SME, Army and the broader community.
Our new home is over 7500sqm and will be a showcase of the
history of the RAE and military engineering to the present day. It
will allow us to display and store the entire collection in a purpose
built building that has been designed to be future proof to ensure
the continued growth of the collection.
The new complex will provide a significant capability and a vital
training centre to educate our new Sappers in the techniques,

equipment and accomplishments that have preceded them.
As a consequence of the upcoming move, we have now closed
the existing museum at Steele Barracks to the public, although we
continue to accept donations of objects and assist with internal
and external research enquiries.
The Military Engineering Heritage Company has now ceased operation and AAHU would like to thank them for the work they have
undertaken over the years to support the museum. Without the
volunteer support, commitment and dedication these great people
bring to AAMME and AAHU we would not have a collection at all.
Our incredible staff is comprised of men and women who have
served or have never served and work tirelessly to protect the
collection. And all of this is done for free.
Our volunteer staff now works with AAHU directly and the
expertise, knowledge and skills they bring is priceless and we encourage current and former Sappers to join us as we embark on
the journey to Holsworthy.
For our men and women serving, remember that what you do
today is tomorrow’s history. Think of AAMME when you are on or
return from deployment; your images, artefacts and experiences
add to the incredible ongoing story of the RAE. If you ever need
assistance with this please feel free to contact me directly.

Below: A visualisation of the new facility to be built within the new Front Entry Precinct at Holsworthy Barracks. The works will be conducted as part of
the Moorebank Units Relocation Project (Source: BVN Architecture) .
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Personnel Matters
AWARDS
Member of the Order of Australia
(AM) in the Military Division
Colonel John William Shanahan, AM
Medal of the Order of Australia (OAM)
in the Military Division
:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV2QH-RKQ)UDQFLV+HIIHUQDQ2$0&60
Conspicuous Service Cross (CSC)
Lieutenant Colonel John Noel Carey, CSC
Commendation for Distinguished Service
Major Nicholas John Bosio
RAE Prize RMC-D
December 2011: LT J. Black; June 2012: LT J.Vogel
RAE Excellence in Military Engineering Awards
Sapper
SPR J.B. DeLaRue, Trade: Carpenter, Unit: 1CER.
-XQLRU1RQ&RPPLVLRQHG2IÀFHU
CPL J.D. Cook, Trade: Combat Engineer, Unit: 2 CER.
2012 Soldier’s Medallion For Exemplary Service
1 CER: 37(:&ROHPDQ635V-'H/D5XH7/XFN/&3/+*ULIÀWKV
CPL J.Lovi. 2 CER: CFN M.Patterson, SPRs D.Chiswell, A.Hession,
C.Tindale, D.Wilson,T.Wilson, LCPL N.Owen. 3 CER: PTE E. Price,
PTE D. Redman, CFN A. Howell, SPR S. Flannery, SPR S. Eddleston,
SPR W. Wallace. 5 CER: SPR A.Delveroudis, LCPL W.Manners, CPL
C.Fallon. 8 CER: SPR N.Law. 21 Const Regt: SPR G. Howard .
22 Const Regt: SPR R.Fossett. 6 ESR: PTE K. Kay, SPR J. Marek,
SPR P. Monkley, SPR S. Stent, LCPL L. Ward, CPL S. Bhattari, CPL J.
Murphy, CPL R. Shepherdson. SME: CPL J. Hare, CPL K. Stanek.

PROMOTIONS
To Colonel: J. Hedges, M. Ryan. To Lieutenant Colonel:
M. Brereton, A. Connor, R. McMurray, M. Prior, M. Quinn, M. Scott.
To Major: T. Buckley, C. Bury, M. Conquest, K. Golder, J.Haling, P.
Mostafa, T. O’Brien, C. O’Neill, D. Spriggs, H. Stimson, M. Woods.
To Captain: W. Bell, D. Bogle, T. Bowers, A. Buenen, H. Fletcher, M.
Fletcher, A. Hansell, A, Harvey, B. Jankalns, L. Jones, D. Kenedy-Stiff,
L. Knowles, B. Kreis, J. Law, I. MacDougall, S. Martin, L. McWhirter,
D. Muller, S. Mulligan, R. Owen, B. Theisinger, K. Turvey, R.Vehlow, A.
Vitesnik. 2IÀFHUDSSRLQWPHQWVWRWKH&RUSV²/LHXWHQDQW
J.Ahearn, R. Bitters, J. Black, E. Dutton, D. Foley, S. Gaukrodger, L. Hickey,
B. Kuchel, G. Patterson, S. Rodgers, J.Vogel,T,Wickham, C. Zdjelar, C.
Bigarelli,T. Bleeck, L. Dolan, K. Harvey, J. Martin, G. Marzano,T. Ross.
7R:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV2QH M. Duffy, C. Antony, M.
Dickson, B. Johnson, R. Jones, J. Clench, G. Nagle, S. Goodbody,
D. Parsons, S. Attleir, S. Middlemis, A. Watts, P. Remin, M. Newlin.
7R:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV7ZRP. Simpson, A. Matthews, K.
Baulch, A. Keys, S. McGraa, D. Kelly, S. MacFarlane, R. Hepburn,
A. Heffernan, B. Day, J. Martin, R. Logue, B. Douglas, D. Coady, C.
Arp, D. Royle, B. McGill, P. Hunter, G. Wright, D. Payne, D. Bell, B.
Scully, K. Behan, B. King, G. Symes, A. Carpenter, D. Winder, R. Hall,
S. McGowan. To Sergeant: D. Prowse, B. Michalk, J. Cannon, B.
Matthews, N. Barrand, A. Zappone, J. Reid, L. Milligan, M. Davies,
L. Owens, A.Young, R. Mulqueen, B. Miller, G. Lee, N. Dawson, G.
Stone, A. Isbister, S. Wolfe, D. Wallace, T. Peall, R. Poole, C. Ullrich, D.
George, G. Williams, R. Baron, D. Bath, D. Shearman, D. Guthridge,
M. Baxter, K. Davies, M. Koekemoer, K. Allen, M. Diercke, J. Battle,
S. Smelt, J. Cosstick, D. Flanagan, T. Stenhouse, B. Pascoe, B. Maher,
D. Thomas, S. Newton, K. Plant, A. Pitstock, B. Palmer, T. Fennell,
S. Kendrick-Ward, P. Johnsen, T. Harbeck, P. Miller, R. Ireland, A.
Sheldon, T. Jesser, J. Nest, M. Peterson, Z. Passmore, G. Burchell.
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To Corporal: D. Corkill, S. Wilson, N. Hungerford, M. Jenkins,
D. Kelly-Grimshaw, N. Protic, S. Powell, L. Threlfall, C. Laragy, J.
McCarthy, T. Walker, T. Bergamin, T. Bergamin, J. Hurst, C. Anger,
D. Eason, A. Moore, K. Eyles, R. Johnstone, G. Sawyer, J. Lawson, S.
Vanderhee, C. Cunningham, M. Robinson, B. Simshauser, G. Caddy,
B. Griff, T.Vallas, B. Peters, T. Cridge, R. Newcombe, M. Dos-Santos,
T. Smith, L. Armstrong, J. O’Neill, H. Goddard, I. Davidson, S. Berg, A.
Dalco, B. Magin, T. Lee, S. Conlin, J. Reid, S. Brain, G. Shaw, T. Loch, S.
Beveridge, E. Moore, R. Bellis, B. Middlecoat, J. Pearse, J. Trickey, M.
Brooks, D. Smith, S. Neate, T. Westkamp, M. Lawrence, A. Thomson,
T.Voss, S. Wilson, A. Rankin, T. O’Connor, D. Trevena, S. Morrissey,
S. Smith, M. Dolan, S. Dwyer, P. Stagg, R. Forsyth, G. Memery, B.Van
Etten, M. Gonzalez,Y. Maree, T. Chorley, N. Kowski, J. Gray, J. Crowe,
D. Davidson, B. Hitchins, J. Ah Toy, B. Farrell, G. Lewis, L. Bennett, N.
Lines, J. Lovi, G. Stratis, J. Cardey, B. Pemberton, J. Allen, L.Van Bakel,
N. Goldsworthy, G. Spink, D. Anderson, C. Stavely, G. Templeton,
J. Saye, M. Barnes, S. Bookallil, W. Booth, M. Byron,Y. McGeachie,
O. Jones, T. Elrington, M. Kaminski, S. Day, S. Lockyerv, B. O’Brien.

LEAVING THE REGULAR ARMY:
Major: P. Carr, A.Cullen, J.Delgado, R. Ellison, M.Markey, P.McIntosh,
R. Murphy, T. Purdey, J.A.D.R.Riley, M.Shanks, D. Sienkiewicz, K.
Sindorff, S.Twidale, B.Willis. Captain: B. Adams, S.Brown, M.
Dykes, C. Hawkes, D. Patchett, B. Plumb, B.Towsey, L. Waite.
:DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV2QH K. Betson, R. Parish, P. Herbig, N.
Mews, N. Johanson, R.Theiss, R. Cotter,A. Harwood, M. Collins, G.
Rowland, M. Duffy, G.Toll, S. Di Tullio. :DUUDQW2IÀFHU&ODVV
Two: G. Findlay, C. Panteli, N. Patrick, S. Knock, J. Newman, P. Boulton,
G.Woods, M. Gelok, D. Costelloe, M. Chirita, M. Muzeen,A.Wyatt.
Staff Sergeant: D. Greaves. Sergeant: M.Tennant,W. Slorach, M.
Appleton, P. Kafcaloudes, R. Shaw, G. Barton, R. Stanton, S. Gurr, C.
Sinko,W. Sunderland, G. Coulter, S. Cox, P. Franklin, C. Davies, J.Tollan.
Corporal: D. Maughan, J. Colbourne,T. Curtis, R. Kranz, C. Read, R.
O’Kelly,A. Exelby, M. Lacey, S. Simon, E. Jennings, B. Gebert, G. Shaw,
S.Tyerman,A. Lawrence, M.Ansell, R.Youll, M. Reinke, N. Ormsby, M.
Dos-Santos, O. Martin, P. Grazier, H.Waller, J.Ah Toy, N. Berry, B.Armor,
A. McKenzie, G. Jobson,A.Arends, C.Wright,T. Smith, J. Heemskerk, S.
Walsh, L. Morrison, N. Frederikos. Lance Corporal: Z. Palmer, S.
Ragan,T. Smith, B. Neill,T. Croton, R. Paine, M. Bergmann, D. Comben,
A. Pringle, B. Retzki, K. Leahy, M. Noble, J. Duffus, M. Kirkpatrick, D.
Corica, M. McLennan, S. Casey, S.Temple, M. Ratten, M. Powell,T. Ross, D.
Peacock, C. Johnston, M. O’Reilly, B.Turley, G. Burns, J. Streeter. Sapper:
W.Wilkins,T.Trewin,A, Naidu, J. Parson, C. Kelleher, R. Gould,T. Clancy,
D. Priestley, J. Irvine,A. Sacco, S. Huey, S.,Asciak, B. Stewart, R. Mathew,
S. Lam,A. Heaysman,A.Woods, K. McInnes, D.Woodward, P. Dahlitz,
R. Connors, M. McLeish, M.Walliss, J,Appleby, R. Cole, J. Saunders, G,
Recites, J. De Vries, S. Beattie, K. Cass, J. Foster, J. Cimino, J. Matheson,
T. Simpson, X.Tieppo, C. Gradisen, B. Rutherford, J. Dunn, D. Shaw,T.
Westera, N. McCutcheon, G. Sabiston, L. Layton, D. Keighran, D. Collins,
A. Coleman, J. Smith, M. Denman, D. Norris, C. Parker-Benton, J. Stevens,
Z. Blackwell, M.Wilson, D. Nilsen, G. Hepburn, J. Parker, B. Lamont, M.
Marmont, M.Archer, R. Charles, C. Clarke, M. McCabe, D. Granger, G.
Wepener, N.Wren, K. Kourpanidis, R.Wedmaier, B. Heap, R. Dean, D.
Bowden, J.Young, E. Lambert, D.White,A. Green,A. Playford,A. Hill, D,
Horlor, P. Hearn, N. Lester, R. Miller, B. Forster, M.Alexander, M. Pike, M.
6PDUW5*ULIÀWK%+DUULV/'H&RVWD%%ODFN5)DXONQHU.6ODWHU
L. Shephard, G. Conheeney, G. Chandler,A. Sherwen, M. Jorgensen,A.
Hailstones, J. Penney, J. Pedler, B. Usher,T. Bell, H.Warner, D. Leahy, M. Ivic,
J. Imlach, B.Taylor,W.Takele, N. Robson, J.Tennick, P. Bonavita, B. Luxford,
A.Thorpe, S, Milligan, P. Philpott, N. Franco,T. McNamara, J. Dooley,
D. Jacobsen, C. Swan, J. Hobbs, J.Wainwright, K. Jackett, K. Jenkinson,
T. Girvan, M. Nichols,T. Prestage,A.Anstee, B. Sheridan, C.Yates.

Sapper Obituaries
Lest we forget
SERVING IN THE RAE AT THE TIME
8573696 Sapper
James Thomas Martin
SPR James Thomas Martin was born in Perth,
Western Australia on 1 Jun 1991 and enlisted into the Australian Regular Army on 24
Jan 2011. James was Killed in Action on 29
Aug 2012 serving on Operation SLIPPER in
Afghanistan at 21 years of age. James loved
being a soldier and was dedicated and very talented. He was a family man who shared very close relationships with
his Mother, Brother, Sister and cousins. James loved music and was
planning on taking time off to travel when he got home from his deployment. He shared a strong mateship with those he left behind in
Afghanistan as well as those from his home in Perth and his Recruit
and Initial Employment Training. James was a deep thinker who was
respected by all who new him. He was much loved and will be forever
remembered by his family, his mates, and his Regiment.

8586056 Sapper
Jordan Ronald Penpraze
SPR Penpraze was born on 15 Aug 1990
and enlisted on 3 Apr 2012. Jordan was
killed in a vehicle accident that occured
during the bush phase of his IET Course at
SME. He was passionate about the Corps
and displayed great potential during his
Basic Training. His loss is deeply felt by the
School and he will be remembered fondly by his family, his mates
and the Corps. He is survivied by his partner Jacinta; his parents
Kathie and Daryl; his brothers Dan and Jesse; and his sister Lily.

PREVIOUSLY SERVED IN THE RAE
8257464 Major Brian Kimberley Florence
Brian enlisted in 1976 and completed operational service in Namibia, Mozambique and the Middle East with the United Nations.
He transferred to the Army Reserve in 2003 and discharged in 2009.
He passed away in Corlette, NSW, on 25 April 2012. Brian was 52.

NX108174 (N51332) Sergeant John James Muir

8511616 Corporal
Scott James Smith
CPL Scott Smith was born in Gawler, South
Australia in 1988. He joined the Army in
Feb 2006 and upon completion of IETs,
was posted to 1 CER. He deployed with 1
CER in August 2006 to the Solomon Islands
as part of Op ANODE. In 2008, CPL Smith
was posted to IRR, and deployed as part of
SOTG XII from Feb to Jul 2010. In 2011, he completed the ADF
EOR course and was promoted toCPL. He then deployed as part of
SOTG XVIII in Jul 2012. During a significant offensive operation,
he was conducting a clearance task of a known enemy cache in
support of SF manoeuvre elements when a suspected IED initiated. He was killed instantly. “Corporal Scott Smith was an exceptional soldier and a genuine, honest and dedicated member of the
unit. He possessed all the qualities and charisma of a great junior leader, and was probably the best Junior Non-Commissioned
Officer that the unit has produced. His loss will be deeply felt,”
Corporal Smith is survived by his partner Liv; his parents Katrina
and Murray; and his sister Roxanne.

8245168 Lieutenant Colonel
Stephen Andrew Bell
LTCOL Bell passed away whilst on leave in
Italy on 17 Sep 2012. He enlisted in the Army
on 20 Jan 1981 and filled appointments at
various Victorian based Army Reserve units.
Most notably he served as an OC at 4 CER
in 1995-96 and he was CO 22 Const Regt in
2004-05. LTCOL Bell was serving in an overseas post to Papua New Guinea.

Lance Corporal George John ‘Jack’ Mapley
Jack spent 17 years in the CMF, serving with 12 Fld Sqn. He was
a Carpenter by trade and retired from the CMF in 1962. He continued to support the Services through the RSL and the RAE Association of Tasmania. Jack, aged 80, passed away in Hobart on
21 Jul 2012.

TX14780 (T14941) SapperVernon‘Vern’Thomas McTye

John enlisted in the AIF in 1942 after spending time in the militia and CMF. He saw service in the Pacific and was awarded the
Australia Service Medal, the War Medal and the Pacific Star and
was posted to the 13th Australian Workshop and Park Company
when he discharged in 1946. John was a member of Penrith RSL
sub-branch and an Honorary member of 5 CER. He was 93.

Vern enlisted in the CMF in 1942, transferred to the AIF in
1943 and discharged in 1946. He saw operational service in
New Guinea, Borneo and New Britain. Vern was awarded the
Australia Service Medal, the War Medal, the Pacific Star and
the Netheralnds War Cross. He was very active in the local Service Associations and community organisations. Vern, aged 88,
passed away peacefully on 26 March, 2012.

TX500317 (6787)Warrant Officer ClassTwo Gregory Daly

TX8216 (T6597) Sapper Rex James Welsh

Greg enlisted in the AIF in 1946 transferring to the Interim ARmy
of 1947-48 and finally the ARA from 1952-58. He saw operational
service in PNG and was awarded the ASM 1945-75 and the ADM.
Greg served in numerous units including 17, 21 and 25 Const Sqns,
1st Aust Recruit Training Battalion and HQ 8th Military District.
Greg was 84 and passed away in Tasmania on 27 February, 2012.

Rex passed away in Hobart on 1 June, 2012. He was 92.

6701514 Sapper Bryon Jack Marney
Jack enlisted as a National Serviceman in 1953 and completed his service in 1958. He served with the 18 National Service Training Battalion
and 12 Fld Sqn. Jack passed away in Tasmania on 4th March, 2012
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History in Dispute

Beadell’s Rescue
Australian Sapper received the following letter through the Army
History Unit. The author, Bruce Henderson is disputing the official
account of an event, Beadell Rescue, detailed in the book, Sappers
at the A-Bomb Tests 1952 – 63 written by then Major O.D. Magee.
Conflicting accounts of events are common place. In this instance, it would be appreciated if anyone has information relating to Len Beadell’s rescue that they contact the Curator of the
Australian Army Museum of Engineering, Mr Sebastian Spencer.
He can be contacted at: sebastian.spencer@defence.gov.au.

  Engineers.  In  particular  an  event  
I  am  writing  to  you  regarding  the  accurate  recording  of  the  history  of  the  Royal  Australian
2  –  63”.  The  event  in  question  is  titled  
described  in  the  then  Major  O.D.  Magee’s  book  “Sappers  at  the  A-Bomb  Tests  195
“Beadell  Rescue”  and  is  located  on  page  17  of  the  document.  It  reads  as  follows:-
6.30  BEADELL  RESCUE.
  the  Giles  Metrological  Station  near  the  junction  
Soon  afterwards  Len  Beadell  took  off  from  43  Mile  Camp  to  go  across  country  to
e  of  about  800  kilometres  across  the  sandhills  
of  the  South  Australian,  Northern  Territory  and  Western  Australian  borders,  a  distanc
d  land  rover  with  balloon  tyres  and  black  and  
of  the  Victoria  Desert.  As  usual  he  drove  alone  in  his  pie  wagon,  a  purpose  equippe
  and  survey  gear.  Half  way  to  Giles  his  
rvival  kit
white  checkerboard  cab,  packed  with  large  reserves  of  fuel  and  water,  HF  radio,  su
LWLRQDQGUDGLRHGLWEDFNWR0LOH
GKLVSRV
EDFND[OHEURNHDQGDIWHUVWUXJJOLQJRQIRUDWLPHKLVIXHOUDQORZ+HWKHUHIRUH¿[H
John  Decure,  another  surveyor  from  
y  
b
ead  
l
arty  
p
escue  
r
from  where  Major  Magee,  at  the  time  acting  Range  Commander,  sent  out  a  
m  his  observations  to  be  Beadell’s  
ulated  fro
at  he  calc
Woomera  who  happened  to   be  on  site.  It  took  Decure  four  days  to  reach  wh
UHGDQDQVZHULQJÀDUHIURP
HOOWKHQ¿
DUH%HDG
¿UHGDÀ
E\UDGLR
SRVLWLRQ+HWKHQZDLWHGWLOOQLJKWIDOODQGKDYLQJZDUQHG%HDGHOO
years.
or  many  
ed  there  f
n  remain
pie  wago
where  he  was,  behind  a  nearby  sandhill,  and  so  was  rescued.  The  

he  following  account  has  been  compiled  
Magee’s  account  is  far  from  being  an  accurate  record  of  what  actually  occurred.  T
from  a  number  of  reference  sources  including  Beadell’s  diary  entries.
1956  Beadell  had  been  engaged  for  
Prior  to  the  Royal  Australian  Engineer  detachment  deploying  to  Maralinga  in  February  
est  Area,  positioning  trig  stations,  
approximately  18  months  to  mid  1955  in  compiling  a  contour  map  of  the  Maralinga  T
tomic  Testing  Program.  His  tasks   in  
road  building  and  conducting  numerous   survey  tasks  in  support  of  the  Maralinga  A
piled  and  a  number  of  photographs  
the  Maralinga  area  were  completed  in  the  latter  half  of  1955  and  the  map  that  he  com
  The  Gunbarrel  Road  Construction  
of  the  survey  activities  are  located  in  the   National  Archives  of  Australia  collection.
rveying  and  construction  of  various  
Party  was  then  formed  and  from  this  time  until  June  1956  its  work  comprised  the  su
eadell  was  not  in  the  Maralinga  area  at  
roads  and  the  layout  of  The  Giles  Meteorological  Station,  Village  and  Airstrip.  B
DQ\WLPHGXULQJWKH¿UVWKDOIRI
near   Mount   Davies   (26°08’16”   South  
In   late   June   1956   Beadell   began   a   solo   reconnaissance   for   another   road   from  
t  Maralinga  near  the  intersection   of  
129°09’27”  East  -  approximately  500  kilometres  north-west  of  the   43  Mile  Camp  a
d  map)  south-east  across  the  northern  
the  Western  Australia/Northern  Territory/South  Australian  Borders  -  refer  to  attache
th  day  into  the  reconnaissance  his  
Great  Victoria  Desert  towards  Emu  (28°38’30”  South  132°11’54”  East).  On  the  four
HQIURQWD[OH7KHORVVRIWKHIRXU
VSHFLDOO\RXW¿WWHG/DQG5RYHU UHIHUUHGWRE\0DJHHDVWKH3LH:DJRQ VXVWDLQHGDEURN
  negotiate  the  thick  mulga  scrub  and  
wheel  drive  capability  caused  longer  deviations  from  his  planned  course  in  order  to
large  sandhills.
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In  his  diary  Beadell  described  the  country  as  the  “thickest  scrub  in  patches  I’ve  seen”.  His  fuel  reserve  was  quickly  depleted  
and  he  soon  realised  that  he  could  not  proceed  forward  with  the  reconnaissance  or  return  to  Mount  Davies.  A  small  fuel  
reserve  was  maintained  to  enable  the  vehicle  battery  to  be  recharged  by  running  the  motor  thus  enabling  limited  use  of  his  
High  Frequency  Transmitter/Receiver.  
Initially  an  aerial  drop  of  fuel  and  spare  parts  to  replace  the  broken  axle  was  requested  however  two  days  later  he  was  
informed  that  an  aircraft  was  not  available.  Before  reporting  his  predicament  to  the  radio  operator  at  the  43  Mile  Camp  he  
established  his  approximate  latitude  and  longitude  by  star  observations  (27°40’00”  South  131°10’00”  East).  His  position  
was  estimated  to  be  approximately  270  kilometres  from  Mount  Davies  and  160  kilometres  from  Emu.Major  Magee,  at  the  
WLPHDFWLQJ5DQJH&RPPDQGHUVHQWRXWDUHFRYHU\SDUW\LQWZR/DQGURYHUVOHDGE\-RKQ'HFXUHDQRWKHUVXUYH\RUIURP
Woomera  who  happened  to  be  on  site.  Scheduled  radio  contact  was  maintained  with  the  recovery  party  as  it  was  possible  
for  Beadell  to  keep  the  vehicle  battery  charged  using  the  small  fuel  reserve.  Before  the  last  scheduled  radio  contact  the  fuel  
UHVHUYHZDVH[KDXVWHG7KHYHKLFOHEDWWHU\ZDVDOPRVWÀDWKRZHYHUKHZDVDEOHWRSDUWLDOO\UHFKDUJHLWE\UHPRYLQJWKH
VSDUNSOXJVIURPWKHHQJLQHDQGXVLQJWKHFUDQNKDQGOHWRWXUQRYHUWKHHQJLQH$¿QDOUDGLRVNHGZDVFRQGXFWHGZLWK'HFXUH
DQG9HUH\6LJQDO3LVWROV¿UHGWRLQGLFDWHWKHGLUHFWLRQWRKLVSRVLWLRQ7KHYHKLFOHEDWWHU\IDLOHGGXULQJWKLVFRQWDFW
7KHWZR/DQGURYHUVDUULYHGWKHIROORZLQJPRUQLQJKDYLQJWDNHQWZRGD\V QRWIRXUDVVWDWHGE\0DJHH WRUHDFKKLV
position.  The  road  from  Maralinga  to  Emu  had  already  been  constructed  by  the  Gunbarrel  Road  Construction  Party  so  the  
recovery  party  only  had  to  “bush  bash”  approximately  160  kilometres  from  Emu  to  his  position.  The  recovery  party  did  
QRWEULQJWKHSDUWVWR¿[WKHEURNHQIURQWD[OH7KHYHKLFOHZDVPDGHGULYHDEOHDQGZDVUHIXHOOHG7KHWKUHHYHKLFOHVVHW
off  in  the  direction  of  Emu  and  they  camped  after  travelling  37  kilometres.  
The  next  morning  the  journey  to  Emu  was  recommenced  however  after  travelling  approximately  20  kilometres  a  rear  axle  
EURNHRQ%HDGHOO¶V/DQGURYHU7KH/DQGURYHUZDVOHIWLQVLWXDQGWKH\FRQWLQXHGRQLQWZR/DQGURYHUVDQGDIWHUDQXPEHU
RIÀDWW\UHVUHDFKHG(PXDWDERXW307KH\FRQWLQXHGRQWR0DUDOLQJDRQWKHJUDGHGURDGWKHIROORZLQJGD\
As  they  had  arrived  at  Maralinga  on  a  Saturday  it  was  not  possible  until  Monday  to  request  from  Woomera  the  required  
VSDUHSDUWVWRUHSDLUKLV/DQGURYHU2Q:HGQHVGD\KHZDVLQIRUPHGWKDWWKHVSDUHSDUWVZRXOGDUULYHE\WUDLQDW:DWVRQ
on  Friday.  Beadell  met  two  trains  at  Watson  on  Friday  however  the  spare  parts  did  not  arrive.  On  his  return  to  Maralinga  
WKHUHTXLUHGVSDUHSDUWVZHUHVDOYDJHGIURPDQROG(PX/DQGURYHUDWWKH.LWWHQVWULDOVVLWHDSSUR[LPDWHO\NLORPHWUHV
north-east  of  the  Maralinga  Village.  
7KHIROORZLQJGD\%HDGHOO6HUJHDQW%ULDQ/DVW 5$$)0HFKDQLFDO7UDQVSRUW)LWWHU DQGRQHRWKHULGHQWL¿HGRQO\DV
³6QRZ´GHSDUWHGLQWZR/DQGURYHUVZLWKWKHVSDUHSDUWVDQGIXHO7KDWQLJKWWKH\FDPSHGDSSUR[LPDWHO\NLORPHWUHV
north-west  of  Emu.
7KHIROORZLQJPRUQLQJWKH\WUDYHOOHGRQLQWKHUDLQWR%HDGHOO¶V/DQGURYHUDQGRQDUULYDOWKHPHFKDQLFVFRPPHQFHG
LWVUHSDLU7KH/DQGURYHUKDGUHPDLQHGXQDWWHQGHGLQWKH*UHDW9LFWRULD'HVHUWIRUGD\VQRW³PDQ\\HDUV´DVVWDWHG
LQ0DJHH¶VDFFRXQWRIWKHHYHQW7KH¿WWLQJRIWKHWZRD[OHDVVHPEOLHVZDVFRPSOHWHGWKHIROORZLQJDIWHUQRRQDQGWKH
/DQGURYHUVZHUHUHIXHOOHGEHIRUHGHSDUWLQJIRU(PX7KHSDUW\WUDYHOOHGNLORPHWUHVDQGFDPSHG7KHQH[WGD\WKH\
“bashed  on”  approximately  110  kilometres  arriving  at  Emu  at  6.00PM.
5HSDLUVWRWKHWUDQVIHUFDVHDQGEUDNHVRQ%HDGHOO¶V/DQGURYHUZHUHSHUIRUPHGWKHQH[WPRUQLQJDQGWKHQ³%ULDQDQG
6QRZ´KHDGHGVRXWKIRU0DUDOLQJDLQWKHLUWZR/DQGURYHUV%HDGHOOGHSDUWHG(PXDIWHUDUDGLRVNHGDQGKHDGHGHDVW
towards  Mabel  Creek.  It  took  Beadell  three  days  to  return  to  his  starting  point  at  Mount  Davies  arriving  at  9.00PM  on  the  
third  night.  During  this  period  he  travelled  through  wet  and  boggy  conditions  and  had  to  affect  repairs  to  the  distributor,  
VWDUWHUPRWRUDQGDOVRDQXPEHURIÀDWW\UHV:KLOHWUDYHOOLQJIURP:HOOERXUQH+LOOWR.XOJHUDKHUHFRUGVWKDWKHZDV
RYHUWDNHQE\WKH$032/WULDOFDUV
'XULQJP\UHVHDUFK,KDYHHQFRXQWHUHGDQXPEHURILQFRUUHFWDFFRXQWVRIHYHQWVLQYROYLQJ/HQ%HDGHOODQGZKHUHSRVVLEOH
I   have   endeavoured   to   have   them   corrected.   It   would   be   appreciated   if   you   would   publish   this   in   “Australian   Sapper  
Magazine”  and  also  insert  a  copy  in  each  copy  of  “Sappers  at  the  A-Bomb  Tests  1952-63”  that  you  hold  in  your  records.

Yours  sincerely,
(Bruce  Henderson)
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Transitioning from Operations
Learning from the Past
As the date of the withdrawal of troops from Afghanistan approaches, it is timely to identify organisational issues the Army
faced post Vietnam. The Australian Army Journal is addressing
this through a series of interviews. The intent of the interviews
is to learn from the past to inform the future as the Army transitions from operations in Afghanistan, East Timor and the Solomon
Islands. The first of these interviews was conducted by Lieutenant
Colonel Michael Say with former Chief of Army, Lieutenant General Frank Hickling. Australian Sapper thought it worthwhile to
publish an extract the interview with the Corps’ Representative
Colonel Commandant in this year’s edition. The complete version is
located on the Directorate of Army Research and Analysis website
at: http://www.army.gov.au/Our-future/DARA.
Lieutenant Colonel Say (MS): Sir, thank you for your time
today.
Lieutenant General Hickling (FH): It’s my pleasure.
MS: Post Vietnam, how were the units structured? Did it
focus on the jungle war the Army had fought in Vietnam?
FH: Doctrine, and where possible structures, were essentially
constructed around the Division in Battle series of pamphlets.
There was a pamphlet, ‘Counter Revolutionary Warfare’,
which included operations in the jungle. The rest was about
conventional operations, in all kinds of terrain. My recollection
was that a lot of TEWTS were run in South Eastern Australia,
where the jungle is a bit thin on the ground. Therefore I don’t
believe the Army was intellectually overly focused on jungle
warfare. When you think about the environment in which the
$UP\KDGWROLYHWUDLQDQGGHYHORSÀQGLQJDFOHDUGLUHFWLRQ
ZDVYHU\GLIÀFXOWDQG,WKLQNLWWRRNPRUHWKDQ\HDUVWR
emerge from that post Vietnam hangover. We did not know
ZKDWNLQGRIZDUWKHFRXQWU\ZDQWHGXVWRÀJKW6RLWZDVQ·W
DTXHVWLRQRIWUDLQLQJIRUWKHODVWZDULWZDVWU\LQJWRÀQG
out what kind of war we were supposed to work towards.
MS: With that in mind, when we deployed to East Timor
and there was uncertainty about the type of operation,
was the Army equipped and prepared to undertake conventional warfare?
FH: I think so because we had—especially in the 3rd Brigade
as the high readiness brigade at the time—guys working pretty
KDUGRQEDVLFÀJKWLQJVNLOOV,UHLQIRUFHGLWDWHYHU\RSSRUWXQLW\
by saying to the formation commanders and COs to make
sure that the soldiers can shoot, can hit what they’re shooting
at, know their drills, and have got the basics right, because if
ZHKDYHWRÀJKWWKDW·VZKDWZLQV$FRUSVDWWDFNLVDFRXSOHRI
hundred section attacks together. If your section and platoon
commanders are doing their jobs, you’re going to win. That was
the line that we took and we did everything that we could to
prepare for the eventuality that we were actually going to war.
When I say well prepared for Timor, we were prepared
personally and organisationally; however, we were not prepared
materially. We didn’t have the weapons, the equipment, the
resources or the logistics. We were bloody lucky that it only
lasted six months at the intense rate. The shortfalls were a result
of the strategic drift that ran from 1973 through until 1996-97.
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To address this, in 1998 when I raised the readiness of 1 Brigade
it was a huge gamble as I didn’t know where the money was
going to come from. I just raised the level of readiness and told
the brigade to get on with it. Pull out whatever you need and
make it happen. It was a gamble. A good gamble—as it paid off.
$FRXSOHRIGD\VEHIRUHWKHÀUVWWURRSVGHSOR\HGWR7LPRU
I visited the soldiers with the Prime Minister and the leader
of the opposition. The politicians were extremely nervous.
They thought that we were going off to war. The Prime
Minister took me aside in the plane and said to me, ‘Can we
actually do this thing?’ I said to him, ‘The soldiers, they will
do the job Prime Minister, but there may be some body bags
coming home. That won’t stop them doing the job though.’
MS:What was the Prime Minister’s reaction to this comment?
FH: He was a bit stunned; suddenly I had taken that body bag
reality to him. I said to him, ‘There is one thing that you and
the leaders of the opposition can do for us which is more
valuable than anything else. Make sure that these kids don’t
come home with the kind of welcome that I got when I came
home from Vietnam.’ Beazley joined the conversation at that
point. They looked at each other and said that they’d do
that—and they did. They were very careful from that point,
right through the Iraq deployment, through to Afghanistan, that
if the opposition disagreed with policy, they did not include
the soldiers. From that point they would highlight the good
work of the soldiers, and then debate the policy issue.
We visited 3 RAR in Darwin; they were going over by the
HMAS Jervis Bay, the catamaran that the Navy had leased.
The Prime Minister and the Leader of the Opposition were
grabbed by the CO and I went to talk to a platoon sitting
on the grass. Just before we left I said to them, ‘I want this
message passed around the battalion. A lot of old men are
going to be watching you on television. These are men
who fought at Kapyong, and Maryang San, and Coral and
%DOPRUDO7KH\ZRQWKHEDWWOHKRQRXUVRQ\RXUÁDJ'RQ·W
let them down.’ Their eyes lit up and they got the message.
I turned around and there was the Prime Minister who
had been standing behind me listening to what I had to say.
/DWHURQDÁLJKWGRZQWR.DWKHULQHKHVDLGWRPH¶,QHYHU
realised what Generals did.’ I said ‘That’s what they do, well
some of them anyway.’ The Army captured Prime Minister
Howard, he arrived in Townsville and they captured him. It
was continually re-enforced; every time the Army did things
well, as they do, it raised his opinion a little bit higher.
MS: How did Army ensure its people were intellectually
prepared for the next war?
FH: I believe the Army has an outstanding training system.
It wasn’t the question of preparing leadership but rather
preparing leadership at every level. We have improved the
V\VWHPSURJUHVVLYHO\FRPSOLFDWHGLWLQVRPHZD\VVLPSOLÀHGLQ
others, but the system is still there. It is the system that is at
the heart of the Army. This is a view that I had as the Training
Commander. This view held when I was Land Commander
and the Chief of Army; the Army lives in the school house to
use the old American phrase. The heart of the Army is in the
training institutions. It is the quality of the work produced by

WKHWUDLQLQJLQVWLWXWLRQVWKDWOHDGVWRWKHTXDOLW\RIRXURIÀFHUV
and soldiers. It’s as simple as that.You can’t skimp on that. To
my mind—and I used to say it to infuriate my colleague, the
Land Commander at the time—you and all of your people
are expendable. What’s not expendable in the organisation
is Training Command. The training establishments within
Forces Command are the same deal. They are not expendable,
everything else is expendable, but you need to maintain the
capability to generate training and train soldiers, train leaders
at all levels. Then you are going to have a successful army.
That’s what happened after Vietnam; we got on and trained
DQGHGXFDWHGRXUSHRSOHDQGUHÀQHGWKHV\VWHPRYHUWKH
years. It doesn’t look much now like it did then but the basic
core, the golden thread of logic, as John Sanderson used to
say, is still there. It’s all about taking people off the street and
WXUQLQJWKHPLQWRVROGLHUVDQGRIÀFHUV,W·VDERXWWXUQLQJ
WKRVHVROGLHUVLQWROHDGHUVDQGWDNLQJRIÀFHUVDQGWXUQLQJ
them into senior commanders. This has to happen. My thesis
was and still is people like brigade commanders, battalion
commanders, brigade majors, divisional quartermasters,
company commanders and section commanders need to be
grown from the egg.You can’t go into the street with a cheque
ERRNDQGEX\RQH<RXFDQ·WJRLQWRWKHVWUHHWDQGVHHDÀQH
looking lad and turn him into a battalion commander.You have
to grow them, and if you are going to grow them you need a
training system. That’s why in my mind the last thing that has
to be cut to save money or costs is the training system.
MS: Did Army as a learning organisation capture the important lessons from the Vietnam War and transfer these
lessons to training?
FH: No, I don’t think it did adequately. The Vietnam War
actually changed behaviour in the Army. The behavioural
change was on learning some hard lessons. For example
we didn’t have a Centre for Army Lessons. The lessons
ZHOHDUQWZHUHUHÁHFWHGLQWKHGRFWULQH%XWWKRVH
lessons didn’t necessarily drive the doctrine.
Now that may or may not be a good thing. For example,
I think there are many lessons that should be learnt from
Afghanistan and Iraq, but having said that we must be very
careful that these lessons do not distort the Army’s culture and
LWVDELOLW\WRFRQGXFWIXQGDPHQWDOZDUÀJKWLQJ7KHH[WHQWWR
which those lessons are absorbed and change behaviour has to
EHGHWHUPLQHGE\KRZWKH$UP\VHHVLWVHOIÀJKWLQJWKHQH[WZDU
7KHPRVWGLIÀFXOWIRUPRIZDUIDUHWKDW\RXFDQXQGHUWDNH
LVLQP\PLQGWKHPLGLQWHQVLW\VW\OHFRQÁLFWZKLFKDOVR
has to take place within a population. That’s as hard as it
gets. A professional army must be able to do the hardest
operations. Army must push forward with a notion that
ZHZLOOEHÀJKWLQJFRPSOH[ZDUVLQWKHIXWXUHZKHWKHU
regional or extra regional, it doesn’t matter. They are always
going to occur in places where we’d much rather not be.
+RSHIXOO\ZHZLOOQHYHUKDYHWRÀJKWWKRVHZDUVLQWKH
6RXWK(DVWFRUQHURI$XVWUDOLD:HDUHJRLQJWRKDYHWRÀJKW
those wars in complex terrain within some other population.
The trend seems to suggest the next war will follow those
RIWKHODVWIHZ\HDUV,WZLOOSUREDEO\EHPRUHGLIÀFXOWDV
we will probably be up against a more credible enemy.
Therefore we need to aim at that benchmark. The people
framing alternative guidance around peace keeping or lowLQWHQVLW\FRQÁLFWGRQ·WNQRZZKDWWKH\DUHWDONLQJDERXW
7KH\GRQ·WXQGHUVWDQGMXVWKRZGLIÀFXOWWKHW\SHRIZDUIDUH
that I am describing is. So for that reason we need to push
back and ask them if they appreciate what they are asking.

MS: As a peacetime army, how did Army promote or undertake training to maintain motivation for service in
order to retain personnel?
FH: The problem is training is all dependent on resources.
You can make the training as interesting and as sexy and as
exciting as you like if you have unlimited resources. If you
haven’t got limitless resources—and the Army will never have
limitless resources—you have then got to become creative.
Leaders at every level from section commander up have
got to start thinking about ways that they can make their
training interesting so they don’t have their diggers wandering
around painting the rocks white. That is the challenge now
and was the challenge post Vietnam. We tried to make the
training as interesting as we could, with varied success, but
essentially if the soldiers are enjoying what they are doing
and are challenged by what they are doing, you are going
to keep them. The kinds of people that join the Army don’t
join for comfort. They join for a challenge. They join because
they want to see new things and want to do new things. So
the challenge will become a leadership challenge like most
other things. That’s easy to say that but it’s harder to do.
Leaders are going to have to be encouraged and we are going
to have to help them think creatively about their training.
The second part is maintaining standards. That’s what you
are paying your senior NCOs for, your junior leadership in
particular. Sergeants, company sergeant majors, company and
VTXDGURQFRPPDQGHUVDQGFRPPDQGLQJRIÀFHUVWKH\·UHWKH
ones that have to insist on high standards all the time, and again,
my experience is that soldiers like that! They might talk about
enjoying slackness, but slack soldiers are not happy soldiers.
MS: Are there any other issues or lessons that the Army
faced in the years post Vietnam that you foresee the modern day Army is able to learn from?
FH: I think we have talked about the great lessons about
post Vietnam and I think the great lesson was collectively,
Army’s leadership has got to have a vision on where the
Army needs to be to serve the nation, and what the Army
needs to look like as a result of that. I think A21 was the
Army’s attempt to craft a strategic vision for itself. I actually
conducted the restructuring of the Army trials and abolished
A21, because it was not an army that had an expeditionary
capability, which is what I believed we needed. What we
can learn from this is we need to be very careful about
being constrained by guidance which is—and you can
only say this in hindsight and I am not criticising anybody
here—manifestly incorrect or inadequate. Army can’t accept
that guidance and it has to be challenged. For example, in
the late 1990s the government was starting to talk about
a much more outward looking global engagement. The
government wanted to have diplomatic weight in the region
and beyond and therefore it seemed to me that an army
that looked like A21, which was essentially a continental
IRFXVGLGQ·WÀWWKHNLQGRIDVSLUDWLRQWKDWWKHJRYHUQPHQW
clearly had. Therefore, we challenged that strategic guidance;
the culmination was the deployment to East Timor.
In regards to the Defence of Australia, I can understand
WKHQRWLRQWKDWE\FRQÀQLQJWKH$UP\WRWKHFRQWLQHQWDO
defence of Australia and letting the Air Force and the Navy
worry about the blue water, more resources could be
freed up for major equipment. This conveniently does away
with any notion of expeditionary forces. There’s a couple
of problems with a so-called ‘defence of Australia strategy’.
Firstly, it ignores the fact that every deployment away from
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the Army’s bases is an expedition; and there are plenty of
places in this country that are remote from the major bases.
Secondly, the Army is not supporting the defence of
Australia’s wider interests if it’s not capable of moving
off the shore. Australia has lots of interests, locally and
globally, and those interests are not served by only
having a large proportion of your defence force anchored
to the continent. That in turn raises potential threats
elsewhere. My view is that the Army still has a place
in the defence of Australia and its interests go beyond
the continent of Australia. If the Army is incapable of
operating beyond the continent of Australia then we are
unnecessarily limiting the extent to which Australia’s
interests can be protected. The point is, do you really
want to fight someone in your own backyard?
That’s my take on continental defence. It is an attractive
proposition when times are hard, because we can say
we are going to cut the Army and say we will divert
money to capital equipment—which is much easier
to produce than a fighting force that takes decades to
develop, not months, weeks, or years. This is complex,
therefore it is easier for many academics to grasp the
concepts of command of the sea or command of air
space. It’s a much easier and less complex concept to
get your skull around. So for those that are much more
academically lazy, it’s a far more attractive proposition.
That’s my view.

Lieutenant General F.J. (Frank) Hickling, AO, CSC (Retd)
/LHXWHQDQW*HQHUDO)UDQN+LFNOLQJZDVFRPPLVVLRQHGLQWRWKH5R\DO
$XVWUDOLDQ(QJLQHHUVRQ-XQH+LVUHJLPHQWDODSSRLQWPHQWV
KDYHLQFOXGHGWURRSVTXDGURQDQGUHJLPHQWDOOHYHOFRPPDQGWRXUV
RIGXW\LQERWKÀHOGDQGFRQVWUXFWLRQXQLWVDVZHOODVDQLQVWUXFWLRQDO
DSSRLQWPHQWDWWKH6FKRRORI0LOLWDU\(QJLQHHULQJ+LVRYHUVHDVWRXUV
RIGXW\KDYHLQFOXGHGVHUYLFHLQ3DSXD1HZ*XLQHD6DEDK0DOD\VLD
DQGLQ6RXWK9LHWQDP
)ROORZLQJDWWHQGDQFHDWWKH5R\DO0LOLWDU\&ROOHJHRI6FLHQFH6KULYHQKDP
8. DQGWKH$UP\&RPPDQGDQG6WDII&ROOHJH4XHHQVFOLIIKHVHUYHGLQ
*UDGH2QHDQG*UDGH7ZRVWDIIDSSRLQWPHQWVDWWKH'HSDUWPHQWRI'HIHQFH
$UP\2IÀFH  +HFRPPDQGHGWKHQGUG)LHOG(QJLQHHU5HJLPHQWDQG
WKHQVHUYHGRQWKHVWDIIRI+HDGTXDUWHUVVW'LYLVLRQEHIRUHDWWHQGLQJWKH
-RLQW6HUYLFHV6WDII&ROOHJHLQ
/LHXWHQDQW*HQHUDO+LFNOLQJZDVDPHPEHURIWKH'LUHFWLQJ6WDII
RIWKH-RLQW6HUYLFHV6WDII&ROOHJHDQGZDVWKHQDSSRLQWHG'LUHFWRU
RI3ODQV$UP\DW$UP\2IÀFH,QKHDWWHQGHGWKH1DWLRQDO
'HIHQFH&ROOHJHRI,QGLDEHIRUHEHLQJDSSRLQWHGWRFRPPDQGVW
%ULJDGH LQ  DQG  +H DVVXPHG FRPPDQG RI 1RUWKHUQ
&RPPDQG LQ 'HFHPEHU  DQ DSSRLQWPHQW KH KHOG XQWLO KH
ZDV SURPRWHG WR 0DMRU *HQHUDO DQG DSSRLQWHG *HQHUDO 2IÀFHU
&RPPDQGLQJ7UDLQLQJ &RPPDQG LQ -XO\  +H ZDV DSSRLQWHG
&RPPDQGDQW$XVWUDOLDQ'HIHQFH)RUFH$FDGHP\LQ0DUFK+H
ZDVWKH/DQG&RPPDQGHU$XVWUDOLDIURP0D\WR-XQH
+HZDVWKH&KLHIRI$UP\IURP-XQHWR-XO\
6LQFHUHWLULQJIURPWKH$UP\KHKDVXQGHUWDNHQSDUWWLPHZRUNDVD
FRQVXOWDQWDQGYROXQWDU\ZRUNRQEHKDOIRIWKHFRPPXQLW\

13 Fd Sqn
Army’s oldest unit, still building on its History
#Z-JFVUFOBOU,#SBEMFZ
As the Royal Australian Engineers Sovereign’s Banner was displayed
on parade at Irwin Barracks; the RAE Head of Corps Brigadier Wayne
Budd acknowledged the 100 year history of 13 field squadron, and
their continued development in the ever evolving role of the RAE.
13 Field Squadron is the oldest Australian Army unit retaining
its original name, with its origins dating to over 100 years ago. The
centenary commemorates the unit’s name change on the 1st of July
1912 to 13th Field Company. In 1907 provision was made to raise
the No 7 Half Company (Field), but this did not occur till 1911 and
was renamed No 6 Half Company (Field) then renamed again No 4
Field Company (Half), and finally 13 Field Company (Engineers).
Members of the Squadron have represented the spirit of the
WA Sapper in many wars and conflicts over the past century. Due
to its status as an element of the Volunteer Army, the Company
was not eligible to deploy during the First World War; however,
100 of its personnel were attached to the First Australian Imperial
Force (AIF) and served at Gallipoli with the 2nd Field Company
and in Palestine and France with the 6th Field Company. Members
who joined 3rd Field Company were among the first Australian
troops to come under fire in WW1, at Kantara (Al Qatara) on the
eastern bank of the Suez Canal, some 3 months before Gallipoli.
During the Second World War, the Company served in Darwin
in March 1943 before being re-deployed to New Britain in October 1944, where its major assignment was the construction of
a 10,000 ton jetty. The unit was disbanded for a short period in
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1946 but re-raised as the 13th Field Squadron, Citizens Military
Force (the precursor to the Army Reserve) in 1948. It adopted the
mascot of a ‘little red devil’ in the early 1960s, and was made part
of the 13th Brigade on the 1st of February 1988.
13th Field Squadron provides the combat and construction engineering capability of the Western Australia based 13th Brigade, with
the recent focal capability of the unit moving from construction to
combat engineering. Currently the squadron has one troop of combat engineers and a second support troop with plant capability. Tasks
that the unit have conducted over the century have been broad, from
the unit’s first major operation, constructing a suspension bridge
over the Helena River at Guildford, to recent weekends spent refurbishing roads at the Brigades main training area, Bindoon. The
combat engineering capability of the unit has seen a recent surge
as new interest has resulted in a number of young Sappers joining 1
Troop. These young sappers are learning the traditions of the RAE
through the strong support shown from the NCO’s, WA RAE association members and past Squadron members regularly attending
functions such as the Centenary Parade, Ball and ANZAC day to help
educate them and keep the traditions alive.
The Centenary Ball and the Parade brought the WA RAE community together with a great turnout and a good time had by all
who attended. 13 Field Squadron has a rich history and a bright
future, having adapted to meet the needs of the time and still
adapting to the ever changing engineering environment.

Philosophy on Leadership
and Soldiering
Keeping Yourself Grounded through Self-Reflection
Warrant Officer First Class Craig Egan
I commenced my appointment as Corps Sergeant Major midway through Apr 12 after returning from OP SLIPPER. Since
then I have read articles and heard discussions about situational leadership and the application of disciplined standards, particularly whilst deployed. The commentary indicates
a growing concern that these observations are appearing in
our basic foundation warfighting training and have potential
to undermine our core as effective and reliable soldiers, leaders and teams, therefore; becoming norms. I’m always one
who is careful in making judgments when not presented with
full context, however; these articles and discussions should
prompt us to self-reflect and evaluate whether we apply appropriate personal and professional standards regardless of
our rank and responsibilities. Variations will always exist in
unit tactics, techniques and procedures purely based on the
operational theatre, the threat and environmental aspects.
Variations with individual skills can exist simply due to the
platform in which a unit is mobilized - light or mechanized.
What should not vary are sound foundation warfighting skills,
consistent leadership and self-discipline as we strive to do the
right thing by ourselves and our mates.
One technique I have found helpful in attempting to maintain
a high level of leadership and self-discipline is to develop a leadership philosophy, something to reflect upon occasionally to ensure
I stay on track, remain grounded and draw perspective. While I
have focused on leadership as it applies to my role, you could
apply this to the way you approach soldiering, or being part of
a section or team; you don’t need to be in a leadership position.
If nothing else, I offer you something of myself so you can better understand me as your Corps senior soldier, as I proudly and
humbly represent your interests.
To understand my leadership philosophy you must first understand me as a professional soldier, how I think, what motivates
me and what I value. I approach soldiering seriously. After all,
the outcomes of our actions are either the preservation or loss
of human life. To me nothing is more serious than this. This motivator drives my core belief in maintaining a battle focus. Everything I do and my reason for doing it, no matter how large or
small, relates to winning the battle, achieving mission success,
meeting the end-state, and doing it well. The Army values of the
will to win; dedication to duty; honour; integrity; mateship and
teamwork; courage; and loyalty are the basis of my leadership
philosophy. I will use the word LEADER to explain my thoughts,
and my approach to leadership. From this you will have a better
understanding of me.

Loyalty
I believe that loyalty is the most critical aspect in forming relationships of trust, openness, honesty, and in creating an effective
team. Without the team there is no leader. I aim to be loyal to my
superiors and soldiers equally, realizing each require a different
approach. Loyalty is vital for understanding and establishing a
solid working relationship with my commander and forming the

command team, the public face of the unit. I will never publicly
criticize my commander and his/her decisions, however; I will be
loyal to the soldiers by speaking-up if necessary, frank and fearless, in the best interest of the unit. I will pass their ideas, suggestions, concerns, complaints, and feelings to the commander
without distortion however delivered with tact. I work for the
commander therefore we speak with one voice. To do this, I must
understand my commander’s intent and unit goals so I can influence and guide on his/her behalf.

Example
As the senior soldier I try to maintain a professional demeanour
in all aspects of life. To do this I must be myself, facades only
work for a short period. I realize that no matter where I am I
represent my unit and the people within it. My appointment,
position, and seniority make me a role-model; hopefully, I set
and reinforce the standards for others to follow. I must always
endeavour never to allow my personal example to be brought
into question or doubt, be it morals, discipline, conduct, or
skills. I believe in standing up for what is right…moral courage.
I won’t let a fault pass or a wrong occur without correction. I
am honest, and respect the differences in others such as gender,
personality, race or religious beliefs.
I realize as I grow older that my battle cry may have changed
from ‘come on’ to ‘go on’, however physically the soldiers must see
me participate and be involved. To them, I don’t think it matters
if I don’t win the race, as long as I am there giving it a go. I must
remain job fit.

Approachable
To be effective and to have a realistic and accurate feel for the
unit and our people, I must be approachable. I try to balance
this with a consistent firm and fair approach so the soldiers
know where they stand and what I expect. I will aim to treat
all with dignity and respect. As often as possible, and I must
do this more, take the time to stop and talk to the soldiers,
share a joke, often at my own expense, and most importantly
listen. I want them to know I care through my actions not
through my talk. I want them to be honest and open, therefore;
I use examples of my personal experiences so they can relate
their situations of family, finance, administration, or training.
I must respect and enforce the chain of command. If apprised
of something, it is my duty to inform the soldier’s immediate
superior, after all they are their soldiers not mine, and they
must know them.
In regards to the Officers, I strive to make myself accessible,
particularly for the young Officers. I want them to feel that I am
part of their development therefore hope they will feel comfortable and sure enough to approach me for advice and direction. I
will certainly offer guidance as I see fit, however; when doing so, I
will be careful to remember it is easy to get the wrong impression
of something when viewed for a short period of time. I will try
not to act or judge in haste.
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Dedication
The mastery of soldiering is dedication to duty. Dedication applies
to all ranks and sets our profession apart from many others. I
approach soldiering seriously along with the pledge made upon
enlistment to serve my country and to do my duty. While I am
proud of my achievements and aspire to high personal standards,
my dedication and effort is not for self gratification, it’s for the
team, something bigger and better. I attempt to have a broad
general knowledge on military, political and cultural aspects while
remaining technically competent at my job; there is something
inside me, an acute awareness that never wants to let the team
down. I value mateship and teamwork and strongly believe if this
is your primary focus, success will come to the team and you for
the right and deserved reasons. Dedication to mateship and teamwork builds esprit de corps, respect, and trust. It also builds the
will to win - the fighting spirit.
Balance and remaining grounded is important; I must attempt
never to lose sight of where I started and the unnecessary hardships experienced. Whether it was not being informed, worked
too hard, not taken care of, not being fed, not being managed correctly...I must put the soldiers first and share their hardships and
discomforts. We can be ‘hard chargers’ however we must take the
time and create opportunities to relax and have fun, enjoy soldiering through sport and competition. Extending this balance to our
soldiers’ personnel life, their families, and military commitments is
mission critical. If the soldier loses support from home we lose his
support on the job. I must attempt to know my people and ensure
their careers are managed correctly, their administration is in order,
and approach their interests as though they were mine.

Experience
I said before I must never lose sight of where I started. This is applicable with experience and with appreciating what others have
to offer at various times throughout their career. Everyone has
something to offer. Experience comes with time and exposure
through operations and training. Training must be appropriate,
realistic, challenging, and conducted safely however advance the
individual every-time, while catering for the reinforcement and
the veteran. This is a challenge. I believe while we live in a technical era, the foundation of basic soldier combat skills are critical
at all levels regardless of trade. These are the skills the individual
must be confident and certain with when engaged in the close
fight, or a task in the presence of the enemy. It builds trust and

credibility within the team. Training should encourage initiative
and develop the ability to self-start. To do this, soldiers must be
well informed and know their boundaries.
In my mind junior leaders are the most important link to
the soldier. For this reason, I feel NCO development must focus on giving them the confidence to take charge, empowering
them through knowledge and skills above that of their soldiers.
It should enforce the requirements of battle procedure, crosstraining, and readiness. It must mould them and emphasize the
important role they play in leading their soldiers in winning the
fight, it must give them experience. Above all else, leaders should
be given the same level of responsibility during training that is
expected of them on operations.

Responsibility
If you have it accept it, it’s that simple. There is no doubt responsibility comes with rank however responsibility lies with everyone
in some form regardless of rank. Individuals must be held accountable for their actions and decisions; they in turn must hold
others accountable. I have faith in the military justice system; it is
there to enforce however it is also there to protect soldiers’ rights.
I try to give people a fair go and understand we all make mistakes,
it is part of leadership. Better to make a timely decision, than not
to make a decision at all; be decisive.

Conclusion
I have attempted to give you an understanding of how I approach
leadership. It is a working philosophy applied daily to many and
varied situations. Whilst it may appear rigid or inflexible this is
certainly not the case, as experience has shown me, one rule does
not fit all situations and we all make mistakes therefore we must
be able to adapt. Personality and humour are critical in my application, my leadership style. I offer this in the hope you will selfreflect and think about how you approach leadership, soldiering
and how you support your mates. Why not write your thoughts
down and reflect upon them; are you living up to your own expectations? Are you remaining grounded through self-reflection? Are
you doing the right thing by your mates and your team? The next
step could be to ask what your mates think of your performance,
through peer assessment or a mentor.
I look forward to serving you effectively during my tenure as
the Corps Sergeant Major.
UBIQUE

Skypilot at the Home
of the Sapper
#Z$IBQMBJO.JDIBFM1PDLMJOHUPO
‘Padre, do you want to do a Chemical Biological Radiation Nuclear
Defence assistant instructors course?’ As I write this article reflecting upon my time as the Chaplain at SME in 2012, this question asked by one of our excellent instructional staff somewhat
sums up the experience; being with Sappers, being a friend to
all and a helper to some. The agenda behind the question was so
interesting; wanting me to take part in what is incredibly serious
business for our Sappers and also a desire to see me get gassed,
which has happened multiple times this year.
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What does a padre do? Our job, as passed on by my predecessor
so well, involves pastoral care of the SME staff and trainees, lessons
to our new Sappers on culture and belief within our Army, advise
commanders at all levels within the school and religious services. At
times at SME, the job is quite overt, like the privilege to officiate on
ANZAC day and various services to honour our fallen, both old and
new. Then at times is behind the scenes, offering support and care to
those that are wrestling with adapting to the Army and all the unseen
pressures and expectations within our current climate and culture.

Recently, whilst giving a communion service, a young Sapper
said he wanted a serious chat after the service, to which I agreed.
We met and he shared he had a question that had been on his
mind for ages. His question, “Is GOD real?”. A question every
Chaplain would welcome and very much entertain. I asked how
much time he had before needing to get back to his lessons, in
the hope we had some time to consider this age old question. He
stated “About 2 minutes…” which left me with a great smile and
a very big challenge. At SME, I’m quickly learning the Chaplains
work is never finished.
‘Padre, will you get gassed with us?’ Again, for some seemingly God forsaken reason, the desire for me to be part of the gas
training with a course rears its ugly head again. The instructors
at SME work long hours and provide excellent shaping and instruction for our Sappers. Course after course they teach, mould,
shape and develop our newest soldiers, current leaders and new
officers, creating the foundation of what’s needed in our Regiments and Squadrons. It’s always an interesting few days as the
Initial Employment Trainees are introduced to CBRND training
and the Method of Protection level 4 walk. This year, on more
than one occasion, I was able to be outside the exit door as our
Sappers exit with a face and lung full of CS, spluttering and
coughing in pain. Every now and then an instructor would invite
me to watch one particular Sapper struggling with his mask or
her kit. Usually, this would end up somehow with me getting a
lung full, with no mask mind you. Friend of all, helper of some…
includes myself.
To get around our staff and trainees is our core business, including days in barracks and out on the range. One of these days
included time out on the demolition range. This particular day
was not unlike days I have had previous as a digger in an Infantry Battalion in the 90’s and remember the call from the boss
to expend all ammunition, to which we all knew what to do and
enjoyed as a rifleman. I had never appreciated what that could
mean on a dems practise. The result was a bang that I will not
forget. Even from the bunker, my ears rang and later I heard that
particular bang was heard some 10 – 15 kilometres away, much
to the adoration of the trainees. Myself, and ‘the big bang’, had
a real wrestle that day.
Part of my role is to support commanders. I was asked early
in the year to give the Corps Grace at our first dining in night;
again, a privilege we have. Wanting to impress my new Boss, I
had the grace typed up in small writing to have in the palm of
my hand. Someone early in my career taught me time in recon
is never waisted, thus my recce of the RAE Officers mess was
done and I was ready. I got the Call from the PMC and just before I started to pray the lights in the Mess were turned down
and the words I desperately needed to read paled into a blur.
Thinking on my feet, a dubious Chaplaincy skill, I adjusted and
moved nearer to a candle for the light and just as I ended the
prayer my paper was set alight, ending any potential of impressing anyone of my praying ability. Support my Commander nil,
embarrassment 10.
Currently, SME is going through the plans to relocate to
Holsworthy Barracks as part of the Moorebank Unit Relocation.
My role has been to advise and help plan for the Chapel relocation. Our Chapel has been in place since 1953 and has served
many significant services and events. There is priceless and irreplaceable memorabilia and items within the Chapel. Part of the
plan in moving is to retain the RAE ‘All Saints Chapel’ identity
and signature, as our Chapel becomes the new area Liverpool
Military Area Chapel. Currently, the Chapel is the only Army
Chapel within the greater Sydney area and is very busy. Recently,
we had a third generation religious service of one particular family. The sentiments of the facility will continue with our move

Above (from top): Preparing for a field service; The All Saints Chapel
at the School of Military Engineering.

to Holsworthy. The new Chapel will be larger and more modern
but will retain a physical connection to the original by the reuse
of much of the sandstone.
Just prior to finishing this article, SME faced a tragedy. 18
of our young sappers were hurt in a vehicle accident, with one
sapper losing his life. This was an absolute tragedy. The reason
for this comment in this article is to share how the staff and SME
as a whole acted and pulled together. In the face of a catastrophic
event, as we have just faced, people usually pull together and
support each other. I can say from what I saw and experienced,
the staff went the extra mile for each other, for the injured and
the families of those affected, over and over again. There are too
many names to commend in this article, but that said, I saw our
junior leaders, our senior leaders and staff support each other,
lead in the most challenging of circumstances and act accordingly to the traditions of those that have gone before us. The
ANZAC Spirit pertaining to looking after your mates and not
stopping or giving up when times get tough and challenging is
very much alive and well, more so being exampled to our new
soldiers brilliantly.
Being a padre at SME is a privilege. 2012 has been a challenging year in a few ways and yet so rewarding as the School has
produced a great training experience to those attending courses.
We have seen new Sappers graduate and leaders trained at many
different levels. New Tradies have graduated ready to serve, our
ROBC course graduated after a huge and challenging course, and
the staff rose brilliantly to the challenge of supporting all the previously mentioned challenges. Having the opportunity to work
alongside, learn from, be gassed by, be beaten at PT by, be berated
after a near miss by a bus and be accepted as a friend and helper
when needed, has been an honour this year.
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Exercise FORTRESS
Return to Singapore
By Major Greg Fish
2012 marked the 70th anniversary of the beginning of World War
II in South-East Asia and the Fall of Singapore to the Japanese.
This was the darkest chapter in Singapore’s history, and this fateful event cuts across all Singaporeans regardless of race, language
or religion. The events of that time speak of how together as one,
they survived extreme hardship and emerged stronger as an independent nation and people.
By 31 Jan 42, all British Empire Forces had been withdrawn from
the Malay Peninsula onto Singapore Island. On 8 Feb 42, the Japanese landed on the North-West of the Island and within a further
seven days, Singapore would surrender to the Imperial Japanese
Army (IJA). Those retreating into Singapore were appalled at the lack
of defences the British had available. The Japanese had prepared well
for the invasion with heavy bombardment. By staging their invasion
at the narrowest stretch of the Strait of Jahore, the second landing
was made between the Causeway and Kranji River, and by 10 Feb, the
Japanese covered the entire NW portion of the Island.
The Australian, British and Indian troops tried to hold the Japanese at various defensive lines, but after two days, many of the
depleted battalions had to be re-organised into composite units.
A counter attack over the period 10-11 Feb failed and on 12 Feb,
General H. Gordon Bennett (the Australian Commander) began
moving his near-exhausted 8th Division units into the perimeter,
just a few kilometres out of the downtown city area.
Evacuation from Singapore began in late January and continued
until Singapore was surrendered. However, if only the British Commander could have known the Japanese were stretched, supply-wise,
to the absolute limit and if the surrender had have been postponed
just another 24 hours or so, maybe it would have been the Japanese
who would have had to surrender; but the bluff worked!
The Singapore Garrison surrendered on 15 Feb 42. It would be
some three and a half years before the Island would be liberated.
Many of our finest troops would become POWs and many would
be lost building the Thai-Burma railway and on the forced marches
across Northern Borneo (Sandakan-Ranau).
To commemorate this important period in our history a select
group of personnel currently posted to units within Steele Barracks travelled to Singapore to undertake EX FORTRESS SAPPER,
a battle field tour, over the period 10-14 Aug 12.
The select band of tourists was a multi-national affair with
nine Australians, one American and one Englishman. A nurse
came along just to make sure the group would survive. The group
departed at various stages on 10 Aug 12, with the intention of
meeting for the first social engagement about 10 hours later.
Sadly, this was not to be, as Qantas, had different ideas about
when they would like their planes to leave, with one plane failing
to take off until the following day.
Day one of the tour started with all personnel, less those whose
flight was delayed, departing the Navy accommodation at Sembawang and heading for Tanglin. The trip there via taxi was an
interesting affair as it was at this time that the language/accent
barrier was first encountered, after much slowing down of talking,
checking maps and scratching heads, the intrepid travellers made
it to their destination. This first stop was to orientate all with the
location of the Australian Commission in Singapore. From there,
the group moved to the Changi Prison. The prison is still in opera-
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Right: A Sapper rests. One of
the most moving moments,
as an Engineer visiting Kranji,
was to walk through the
front gates and discover one
of the first headstones you
reach is that of a Sapper.

tion, so unfortunately, there is no ability to walk the actual ground
that held so many Allied troops during the war. The museum, located outside the walls of the prison, is there to commemorate not
only the hardship of the forces held within the walls of the prison,
but to also portray the plight of the Singaporean people during
the occupation by the Imperial Japanese Forces. The museum is
built around one of the Chapels that were used during the time of
the War. The chapel stands as a reminder to the strength and faith
that helped a large number of the inmates endure the years they
spent under harsh conditions at the hands of the Japanese forces.
The first day of the tour concluded with dinner in Singapore, with
all personnel now having arrived from Australia.
Day two commenced with a visit to the ‘Battle Box’ in the
heart of Singapore. The ‘Battle Box’ is the popular name of the
underground command centre constructed under Fort Canning,
Singapore, as an emergency, bomb-proof command centre during
the Malayan campaign and the Battle of Singapore. It was from
this location the Commander of the Allied Forces, LTGEN Percival directed the defence of Singapore. It was also here that after
discussing with all his commanders (including MAJGEN Gordon
Bennett, Commander of the 8th Australian Division) that the
decision was made to surrender to the Japanese Forces.
From the ‘Battle Box’, the group moved out to the Kranji War
cemetery. The Cemetery is the final resting place for Allied soldiers who perished during the Battle of Singapore and the subsequent Japanese occupation of the island from 1942–1945 and
in other parts of Southeast Asia during WW2. There are over
4000 casualties buried or commemorated at this cemetery, of
which more than 850 of these are unidentified. One of the main
memorials inside the grounds of the cemetery holds the names
of over 24000 Allied soldiers who died during the Malayan and
Singaporean campaign. One of the most moving moments, as an
Engineer visiting Kranji, was to walk through the front gates and
discover one of the first headstones you reach is that of a Sapper.
The second day concluded at the causeway, the location in which
the Japanese forces invaded Singapore.
Day three saw the majority of the contingent head back to
Australia. The trip whilst a small and enjoyable break from work
also allowed all involved to learn more about an important time
in Australian an British Military history, it also helped to gain a
better understanding of the Allied Force soldier’s ability to endure
and overcome an extreme hardship.

Above (from top): The Kranji War Memorial inscription; Changi Chapel adjacent to Changi Prison.
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Recognising 50 Years

United States
Army Engineer
Exchange
2012 marks the 50th anniversary of the instructor exchange
program between the United States Army Engineer School
(USAES) and our School of Military Engineering. The following letter was received from the Commandant of USAES and
presented to the Head of Corps by Lieutenant Colonel Laguna
and Master Sergeant Therkelsen on 28 Nov 2012.

Below: MSG J. Therkelsen, BRIG W. Budd and LTC J. Laguna
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US &YDIBOHF0ïDFST
1962-64
1964-66
1966-68
1968-70
1970-72
1972-74
1974-76
1976-78
1978-80
1980-82
1982-84
1984-86
1986-88
1988-90
1990-92
1992-94
1994-96
1996-98
1998-2000
2000-02
2002-04
2004-07
2007-09
2009-11
2011-CURRENT

MARK J. SISINYAK
TED E. BISHOP
JAMES P. FERO
CHARLES E. DEWEASE
KENNETH W. MCCOLLISTER
GEORGE A. LINDROTH
EUGENE S. WITHERSPOON
HAROLD M. BEARDSLEE
ANTHONY V. NIDE
GARY THOMAS
DAVID S. BARBER
P. SCOTT MORRIS
LARRY R. DAVIS
S. RICHARD BENTON
EDWARD F. POLOM
R. W. NICHOLSON
ALAN W. WALL
DAVE STEWART
DOUG SARVER
NEAL THIBAULT
HARVEY “BUD” JONES
CHRISTOPHER D. LESTOCHI
BALLARD C. “CLINT” BARKER
TIMOTHY R. BECK
JOSE R. LAGUNA
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60 Second Quick Fire
KNOW YOUR SENIOR ENGINEERS
Lieutenant General Francis
Hickling,AO
Representative Colonel
Commandant of the
Royal Australian Engineers
What are the key personal
characteristics that were instilled
in you through your childhood?
My parents were farming people and
moved to Cooma, from the Central Coast while I was young.
My Father worked for the Snowy Mountains Authority and
I attended school in Cooma. Of the 34 kids in my class,
ÀYHLQFOXGLQJPHZHUHERUQLQ$XVWUDOLD7KHLQWHUHVWV,
developed in this environment revolved around the outdoors.
Teamwork, sport and high standards were all encouraged.
What is the best advice your parents gave you?
Doesn’t matter if you’re rich or poor, strong or weak,
what matters is what’s inside your head, your character.
What was your main passion during your school years?
Sport. I played rugby league and union, cricket,
basketball, athletics and tennis.
What drove you to join the Army?
I left school at 16 and joined the Snowy Mountains Authority
as a cadet surveyor. This resulted in me studying as a pupil
under the direction of a chartered surveyor. The cadetship
meant that I worked during the day and then studied at night.
One of the Seniors had been in the Army and talked about
his experiences, it sounded similar but more fun. I thought
DERXWLWDQGDSSOLHGIRU2IÀFHU&DGHW6FKRRO3RUWVHD
Ever caught with contraband in the
lines whilst at Portsea?
Not that I can recall. I was the youngest in my class I
was a boy from the bush and naïve about many things.
I was an 18 year old at OCS and very young.
Why the RAE?
I had a background and education in the area. CAPT
Barry Lake was an instructor and mentored cadets that
had an interest in the Corps and would be suitable. It
seemed that the RAE offered lots of variety, challenges
and opportunity to do things that weren’t available in
other Corps. So in some ways the Corps chose me.
Best and worst memory of your deployments?
My worst memory would be organising memorial services for
those killed in my Sqn in Vietnam. Hard tasks but necessary.
My best memories were the anticipation before of
heading off and then coming home. A highlight for me
was experiencing independent command at an early age.
I was a CAPT, 25 years old and leading 2/4 Troop (55
Sappers) in Malaysia. We were under British command.
Favourite University subject?
I never attended University in the traditional sense but I
did complete study at the Royal Military College of Science
and part time study at the University of Canberra. The
Royal Military College of Science was intense but the most
interesting subject for me was aeronautical engineering.
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Do you speak any other languages?
,XVHGWRVSHDN)UHQFKEXW,PLJKWEHÁRXQGHULQJWRGD\
,GLGGR/DWLQDWVFKRRODQGSUREDEO\ÀQGWKDWPRUHXVHIXOQRZ
Most rewarding posting or job?
Chief of Army – I took over not long before
Timor and Army was at a low ebb. Army had been
trapped into a strategy that relegated it to strategic
goalkeeper confined to Australian soil. Struggling
for relevance in this context was a challenge for all
leadership. As events unfolded the expeditionary
joint model was adopted and the rest is history.
In one paragraph, explain your current role
as Colonel Commandant of the RAE?
Tribal elder. My role is to support COs and members
of the Corps in any way I can to help sustain morale,
provide advice and be available when needed. As a
ÀJXUHKHDG,UHSUHVHQW+HU0DMHVW\EXWWKHUROHLVPRUH
than that. It is about providing any support that the
Corps feels that I can give. I visit units, preferably in the
ÀHOGDQGRIIHUDGYLFHZKHQLWLVDVNHGIRU7KH&RUSV
has been good to me and I hope to return that.
Do you have a golf handicap?
No, I gave up golf 4-5 years ago after a knee
replacement. I was off about 24.
You were born on the Central Coast and now
live in Brisbane. Are you still a NSW boy
at heart or do you barrack for QLD?
No I’m a cockroach. I barrack for New South Wales.
Would you be more likely to open the batting or bowling?
I was a wicketkeeper batsman. I got 57 once against
RAAF Academy, there was plenty of luck in that.
Favourite fishing spot?
1HZ=HDODQG6RXWK,VODQG,·PDÁ\ÀVKHUPDQ
Favourite Author?
Hemmingway. I love the way he conveys his
thoughts with economy of phrase.
What are you currently reading?
Bruce Cameron, &DQQLVWHU2Q)LUH, and also 7KH
5RPPHO3DSHUV, Sir Basil Henry Liddell-Hart.
Do you have a nickname (other than Frank)?
Cranky Franky – given to me as a Tp Commander.
Who is your sporting hero and why?
Steve Waugh – he is a man who had talent, but
he worked to develop it into something special.
I admire his leadership and ability to think.
Who from history would you most like to have met?
Horatio Nelson.
Favourite food?
Chicken Curry.
Favourite place in Australia and Overseas?
Bayside, Brisbane – Home; South Island, New Zealand.
What advice would you give to a young
person just starting their Army career?
6LPLODUDGYLFHDV,UHFHLYHGIURPWKH:DUUDQW2IÀFHU
at Portsea. Do not try to be someone else, develop
your character so that you can be you. To quote
Shakespeare from Hamlet, “To thine own self be true”.

Book review

A Sappers’ War
Introduction. A Sappers’ War: How the
legendary Aussie Tunnel Rats fought the
Vietcong by Jimmy Thomson with Sandy
MacGregor is the non fiction account of
the actions carried out by Sappers during
the Vietnam War.
The purpose of this book review is to
detail the content of the book and determine its potential for professional reading
by Sappers. This review will focus on the
content of the novel and a study of the relevance of the text to
the Sapper of the modern battlefield.
Context. Author Jimmy Thomson is an Australian author with
much credibility within his industry, whose credits as a journalist,
author and screenwriter include the ABC TV series Rain Shadow
and his 2011 novel Tunnel Rats.
A Sappers’ War gains its credibility of accuracy from co-author
Sandy MacGregor. As a graduate from the Royal Military College of
Duntroon, Sandy MacGregor, as a young Captain, commanded the 3
Field Troop during the start of Australia’s involvement in Vietnam.
During his tenure as Troop Commander, Sandy MacGregor would
be awarded the Military Cross. He would serve with the Army for 30
years, finishing his time in service as a Colonel in the Reserves.
Content. A Sappers’ War is the second offering by the duo of
Jimmy Thomson and Sandy MacGregor, following the success of
Tunnel Rats in 2011. Numerous anecdotes of the tasks carried
out by the Sappers’ in Vietnam between 1962 and 1972 are
provided, ranging from serious to hilarity in content. Whilst it
must be noted that 270 pages is insufficient to detail all actions
carried out by Sappers during the 11 year conflict, the content
does illustrate to those persons that are unacquainted the variety
of tasks carried out by the often ingenious Sappers of the RAE.
The perceived purpose of the authors is to illustrate the evolution of the RAE from an organisation where Sappers always tried
to work together as a group, to one where it was necessary to support manoeuvre elements in two man teams (a Splinter Team) or
larger groups of four men (a Combat Engineer Team). The requirement for this change was the new dangers that infantry, armour
and artillery were facing in this conflict.
The new dangers being encountered on the battlefields of Vietnam were highly localised dangers that were of an immediate
and potentially deadly nature. These new dangers didn’t allow time
for the infantry, armour or artillery to wait around whilst Sappers
were being kitted up and sent out to them. Rather, they sought an
organic Sapper capability with the ready ability to perform the repertoire of skills necessary in this war, being: finding and ‘delousing’
booby traps, and, naturally, finding and clearing the large tunnel
and bunker complexes being discovered throughout the country.
Utilising the real life accounts from Sappers who fought on the
ground in Phuoc Tuy province, A Sappers’ War is unfortunately
constructed with a loose chronology, owing to the concurrent nature of the stories throughout the war. However, the authors do
their best to ensure the reader grasps each stories impact on the
overall Australian involvement and how one story can directly
affect another. This also illustrates the quick transition of tasking
that a Sapper could be expected to complete in Vietnam; from
blowing up a bridge one day to building one the next.
A Sappers’ War also seeks to highlight the effectiveness and ingenuity of Sappers in the tasks they carried out in support of the

Australian war effort in Vietnam. This quality can be best described
by the term “Sappernuity”. The book defines sappernuity as:
“Sappernuity is knowing what needs to be done, and doing it,
often under fire. Sappernuity is practical and pragmatic, yet
imaginative and inspired, ingenious in the face of adversity and
ingenious in the glare of authority. Sappernuity is what happens when the impossible meets the indomitable and the unfeasible encounters the imperturbable. It’s a blend of psychology,
kidology and technology. It’s the cold courage of men who know
better than most the extreme dangers that they face, because
they make and they break. Sappernuity is all of this, wrapped up
in the scruffiest fatigues, a weary smile, a nod and a wink.”
The effort of the authors to consolidate stories covering the breadth
of tasks carried out by the Sappers in Vietnam is commendable.
Modern Sappers would more easily be able to identify with the
Vietnam Sapper then the original Sappers of World War 1.
Value as Professional Reading. From these details stories from
the Vietnam War, the modern Sapper would easily be able to
utilise this novel for their own professional development. Though
the method in which the modern Sapper would approach these
tasks may be somewhat different, the character of the Sapper has
not changed, nor has his importance on the modern battlefield.
The stories contained within will provide readers with a basic
understanding of the importance of the Sapper and how they go
about their business. In addition, it highlights their importance
on the field of battle and in the campaign to win hearts and minds.
Summary. In summary, A Sappers’ War: How the legendary
Aussie Tunnel Rats fought the Vietcong is an account that provides
an educational and entertaining overview of the contribution
that the Sappers of the RAE made in the Vietnam War aimed
at the average military enthusiast. Looked at in this regard, it is
effective in delivering a broad range of stories. I would commend
the authors for their efforts in delivering a generous compilation
of the Sappers’ exploits in the conflict.
A Sappers’ War is well worth the read for an understanding of
the evolution of the Sapper into his current form.
Further reading. For further reading on the Sappers’
contribution to the Vietnam War, the following titles are available
for perusal:
Tunnel Rats by Jimmy Thomson with Sandy MacGregor
A detailed account of 3 Field Troop and their exploits as the first
allied soldiers to risk their lives in the darkness of the Vietcong
tunnels of South Vietnam.
Vietnam: The Complete Story of the Australian War by Bruce Davies
provides and examination of the experiences of combat forces fighting in Vietnam and how Australia became involved in the conflict.
The Royal Australian Engineers 1945-1972: Paving The Way by
Brigadier P.J. Greville CBE BE, covers the various activities of the
RAE from 1945 to the end of the Vietnam War in 1972. The fourth
volume of the history of the Royal Australian Engineers.
The Minefield: An Australian Tragedy in Vietnam by Greg Lockhart
is a comprehensive examination of the establishment of the Barrier
Minefield in Phuoc Tuy province. Though they objected, the novel
details the Sappers construction of the minefield that would lead to
many Australian deaths through mine pilfering by the Vietcong.
By Lieutenant J.G. Ahearn
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2013 Cover Photo Competition
Every year thousands of photos are taken of
Sappers on operations, exercises and in training.
Sapper Magazine wants to see your best photos
and will select the best three photos for publication
in Australian Sapper 2013. The winning photo will
be published on the cover.
Entry Criteria
t

t
t

t
t

The competition is open to all Army personnel
but the photo must be of Sappers conducting
Engineer related tasks.
Photo must be dated 01 Dec 12 – 01 Nov 13.
Include a short story to accompany photo
containing a brief description of the activity
and the names of unit, exercise/operation,
personnel (if appropriate) and photographer.
Photos must be high resolution.
Photos received after 07 Nov 13 will not be
considered.

Send your entries to RAE.HOC@defence.gov.au
ZLWKWKHVXEMHFWKHDGLQJ¶3+272·
These photos were supplied by 2 CER and are examples of the
images received by Australian Sapper this year.
Top: Members of ANZAC Tp conduct a recon during QLD Flood
Assist 2012; Right: Members from 11 CE Sqn gear up for a
CBRN Training activity; Background: 2 CE Sqn Sappers in action
at Patrol Base Zafar, Chukajuy, Uruzgan.
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THE NEW LOOK CORPS SHOP has been operating for over two years now. Under the management
of Sgt Pat Doherty, the Shop has undergone many
changes including a Bar code system, Fax Machine,
EFTPOS facility, customer data information system,
and direct access to the Shop via the DRN. Contact can be made with
SGT Doherty at patrick.doherty@defence.gov.au as well as corpsshop@
aamme.com.au.
We have a Comprehensive range of goods at very competitive prices.
We can also obtain items not listed on our price list! We can get Embroi-

dery/Screen printing completed on plaques, shirts, mugs etc to include
‘transfers’ of your Units mottos/mascots. Please call us for a quote.
The Shop operates on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday from
1000hrs till 1400hrs. However a phone call to 0428 479 665 can be
made to organise an extension on any of the Trading days.
We have a Specials Bin where people donate sellable second hand
items to the Shop and we sell them for a donation to the Sally-Man.
We are in the process of making an RAE collection of Hat badges
(Similar to the Rising Sun Collection) spaning 150 Years.
Enquires are most welcome.

RAE CORPS SHOP PRICE LIST
Prices Are Gst Inclusive, Postage Charges Are Cash On Delivery
Prices Are Subject To Change As New Stock Is Ordered
More Items Available In Store Or By Order Basis

For order forms please contact us (see below)
Tel: 02 8782 5401, Fax: 02 8782 3501, Email: corpsshop@aamme.com.au
EFTPOS, VISA, MASTERCARD and BANKCARD facilities available
Trading Hours : Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday 1000 - 1400

GENERAL/SOUVENIR  -  RAE  
PLU

ITEM

PRICE

PL02

Plaque: RAE/UBIQUE Style/Type 2

B01-02

Badge Blazier RAE Logo

$17.00

C03-01

Folder A4: Green Plastic

$39.00
#27

B03

Badge Blazer RAE Cypher

$20

C03-02

Folder A5: Green Plastic

$20

B04-02

Badge Car Bumper

$33

CW14

Dog Tag Silencer

$2.00

B04-03

Badge Cloth RASVY

$5.00

CW12

CSI Folder: Auscam/Tan/Olive Khaki

$40.00

B06

Badge: Hat, RAE, Metal

$7.50

ID

ID Holder: Auscam

$29.00

B08-01

Badge: Lapel RAE, Stick Pin

$7.50

ID

ID Holder: Tan

$12.00

B08-02

Badge: Lapel RAE, Butterfly Clip

$7.50

CASNA HAT BOX

$70.00

B09-01

Badge: Tie Tac With Pin, RAE

$6.50

B09-02

Badge: Tie Tac Without Pin, RAE

$6.50

BK01

Book: RAE Corps History, Vol 1

$30

C02-01

Cap: Baseball, Cotton,

$25.00

BK02

Book: RAE Corps History, Vol 2

$30

C07-01

Cuff Links: RAE or RASVY

$20.00

BK03

Book: RAE Corps History, Vol 3

$30

J02-01

Jersey: Rugby Jersey, Embroided RAE

$70.00

BK04

Book: RAE Corps History, Vol 4

$55.00

J03-01

Jacket: Windjacket with hood, Black

$160.00

BK05

Book: Aust Military Map Makers

$39.00

S03-03

Shirt Polo Navy Blue RAE Corps Badge/pocket (new style)

$29.00

BK07

Book: Podmore ( Cartoon)

$5.00

T02-02

Tie: Neck Tie, RAE, Polyester

$23.00

BK08

Book: Swan Street Sappers

$23.00

T02-03

Tie: Neck Tie, RAE, Silk

$25.00

BK09

Book: Bridging the Gap, 3 CER in Timor 1999-2000

$26.00

SAE 01-

T. Shirt or Singlet Sports RAE Motiv

$26.00

BK10

Book: A Green Baggy Skin

$22

S06

SME PT Shirt Kool Dry Sizes M -3XL

$26.00

BK11

Book: Mud, sweat and tears

$22.00

S06-000

SME PT Singlet Kool Dry Sizes S - XL

$26.00

BK12

Book: Not Quite Men, No longer Boys

$22.00

RAE T Shirt 2 Emblem

$22.00

BK13

Book: Stew’s view

$11.50

RAE Sweat Shtit

$27.00

BK14

Book Porton

$35.00

RAE Under Shirt Issue Brown

$22.00

BK15

Book: No need for heroes

$22.00

BK16

Book: Mapmakers of furtuna

$60.00

BK17

Book: Rolling through 32

$35.00

PLU

ITEM

PRICE

BKM-01

Book 9 Fld Coy RAE

$35.00

BV01

Bivy Bag: Standard Size Auscam

$250.00

BE-01

Belt Buckle RAE

$33

CW10

Map Case: Auscam

$20.00

B15-01

Bottle Opener: RAE Metal/Plastic

$3.00

CW11

Map Case: Auscam Mk 2

$23.00

C04-01

Book Rebuilding Afganistan

$60.00

F01

Firesteel: Army

$30.00

C04-02

Coaster: Metal, RAE Cypher

$5.00

H06

Camelback: Adaptor for S10 Respirator

$17.00

C06

Cooler: Stubby Holder, RAE Badge & Cypher, Red & Blue

$5.50

N01

Notebook: Field Message Note Book

$8.00

C01-03

Cap: RAE, Dark Blue

$20

N02-01

Notebook: Field Survey Notebook, OM26

$8.00

K08

Patch , Aust, blue flag, black flag

$5.50

N04-01

Brit Notebook Holder/Vui Tui Holder

$20.00

K01-01

Key Ring, RAE Enamel

$10

N02-02

Field survey Notebook holder

$20.00

K01-03

Key Ring, RAE Metal

$10

BT02

Boots: Altama 3LC Tan,Size 12 - 13

$250.00

K07

Knife: Leatherman, CHARGE, ALX

$232.00

W01

G-Shock Watch: G9000

$185.00

K03-11

Knife: Leatherman, Wave

$150.00

WEB

Webbing: SAW Vest, Auscam

$207.00

K03-26

Knife: Leatherman, Charge Titanium TTI

$280.00

P01-02

Pack: Crow 30L Auscam/Black

$69.00

K03-27

Knife: Leatherman, Skeletool

$110.00

P04

Pack: Spur Tropical, Auscam/Black/Tan

$199.00

K03-27

Knife: Leatherman, Skeletool CX

$130.00

P06

Pack: Sierra 1 Sniper Tropical, Auscam/Black

$100

S15-03

Statuette: Bailey Bridge Timor

$60.00

SUR

G2 Surefire Torch

$103

T01

Toiletry Bag, Auscam/Tan

$17.00

SUR1

G2 Surefire Torch Pouch

$15.00

HR03

Polar Heart Monitor A3

$141.00

S01

Shemagh: Black and Green/ Black and Tan

$15.00

K01-01

Key Ring: Enamel, RAE

$10

S10-01

Sleeping Bag: Softie, Merlin 3, Boot Reinforcement

$260.00

Z01-01

Lighter: Zippo, Lustre Etched RAE Badge & Cypher

$45.00

P10-AC1

Pouch, Small Universal

$18.00

Z01-02

Lighter: Zippo, Flints (6 per Pack)

$1.50

S10-02

Sleeping Bag: Burrow 1

$120.00

M05-01

Mug: Thermomate Mug, Blue,Olive

$7.50

S10-02

Sleeping Bag: Burrow 2

$130.00

SS

Silver Sapper

$116.90

S10-02

Sleeping Bag: Jungle Bag with built in Mossie net

$120.00

H11

Drink Bottle RAE

$5.50

Jet Boil Cooker

$145.00

CLOTHING  -  GENERAL

FIELD  EQUIPMENT  &  CLOTHING

